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PREFACE 

Tbis little Volume is the outcome of 3 Lectures 
ilelivered in February, 1933, undd tbe auspices of , 
the Madan Memorial Fund, Bombay. Tbe Lect\lces 
bave been printed and publisbed in all essential 
particulars as tbey were delivered. Tbe writer 
regrets tbat, pwing to circumstances over wbich he 
had no control, there bas been eonsiderable deJay in 
publisbing tbose Lectures; but tbe delay bas proved 
serviceable in enabling th~ writer to add -two 
-Chapters. one on the Crisis in America. and the 
other on the World Economic Conference, wbicb 
may render tbis volume more useful. To a considei
able extent these additionaL Chapters. also, represent 
-the substance of two Lectures' delivered under the 
auspices of the Gokhale Institute of Economics and 
Politics, Poona, in August. 1933; and of two,mllre 
under the joint auspices of the Bcmibay Students' 
Brotherbood, Bombay and tbe Bombay Swadesbi, 
League, in September following. - As the audiences 
which attended Ihese Lectures sbowed evidence 
of the keen interest the public of this Presiden~ 
takes in such world problems, the writer trusts 
that the material of those Lectures. now presented 
in book form. will prove ·useful to a still larger 
public. 

BOMBAY } 
2Jrd October', 1933. It. T. BBAB. 
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.. 'f;he Pruenl World Depreuion

Hall anJWhy if has DJfecleJ IndiD to lite 

edellt it has Jane." 

LEeTURE. 
THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM. 

~~,,: 

,/f ntroduaory: The present Depression in 
Industry and Agriculture, Fmance and_ Com
merce, is a world-wide phenomenon, from 
which hardly any country is exempt. The 
civilised countries of the world being nowadays. 
very closely connected and interdependent by 
the growing bonds of Trade and Finance, it is 
indeed, inevitable _ that sl1ch a proiound pheno
menon should not be -loc~d and isolated. 
but be shared, in a greater or less degree, by all 
the leading commercial countries of the world. 
and be felt by every important people in their 
productive as well as distributive organisa.,n. 

The p~~1e~ce and intensity of this, de
pression has been noticed,notontyby-the 
writers and thinkers, statesmen and business,. 
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.. CChe Pre.enl World DepreHi",n

HoUl and Why iI htU affec~eJ India. I", the 

extent il htU done." 

LEeTURE. 
THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM. 

ffit1
; 

.,/'Introductory: The present Depression in 
Industry and Agriculture',Fmance and Com
merce, is a world-wide phenomenon" from 
which hardly any country is exempt. The 
civilised countries of the world being nowada~ 
very closely connected and interdependent by 
the growing bonds of Trade and Finance, it is 
indeed, inevitable, tha!.. ~ch a J>r<!f~und pheno
menon should not be localised and isolated; 
but be shared, in a greater or less degree, by all 
the leading commercial countries of the world, 
and be felt by every important peqple in their
productive as well as distributive organisati!9n. 

The. prevalen..ce and intensity of this. de
pression h~ been noticed,noton1i 'by'· the 
writet1; and think-ers,· stat~ and bus~ess~ 
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~n, of all countries, their press and Govern
ment, their.collective and authoritative organi
sations of Trade. Industry and Agriculture, but 
also by the ~tions. Under the 
auspices of the latter have been, and are being 
held, Conferences of experts from all countries, 
and of representatives lik~wise, to examine the 
nature of the present world-wide Depression, 
study its causes, and concert remedies for re
moving it. Pending the final recommendations 
()f such Conferences; and the measures to be 
adopted in consequence, the Economic Sec
tion of the League of Nations has issued com
prehensive studies regarding the nature, extent, 
and causes of the Depression in all countries, 
which afford a most useful and reliable source 
()f material or data for these Lectures. 

- PLAN OF THE LEOTURES. 

tut, though this economic Depression is a 
world phenomenon, common to aU civilised and. 
trading countries, the causes and conditions of 
()f the Depression may not be the same in each 
-country; nor the extent and intensity of the 
Depression be felt equally in all. No doubt, 
there are some common or general causes 
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'Doticeable at work in all the leading C01lDtries. 
But these are in addition to the special 01' 

peculiar causes, which account for its efl'eem 
being felt in one- particular form as against 
another. or in a greater or less degree in the 
.different countries. The cry of Depression is 
common in Europe, Asia, and America; but 
the nature and reasons for the phenomenon are 
not the same in France, Germany or BritaiJi,
let alone Russia,-in Europe, as in the United 
-States of America, or Japan and India In AsIa. 
Historical and economic reasons combine to 
account for this variation from country to 
Q)untry; and also explain the varying reactions 
-of the several couotries to the different reme

.dies proposed for combating the Depression_ 

India has been affected by this Depression, 
not only incidentally, as one of the most im
portant trading countries of the world, unable 
to escape the world currents of prosperity or 
depression, but because of her own peculiar 
conditions and circumstances, which have made 
her feel this Depression for a longer time, and 
more keenly, than perhaps any other country of 
corresponding importance. India is a land of 
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chronic Depression, in which, the 'wonder 
would rather be that at any time there was no 
Depression. When we have no famine. we 
may have wars or epidemics; when these fail, 
we have Currency changes, Fiscal alterations, 
or additional taxes. to explain' away the state of 
continued Depression; and when all these can
not be urged, we caD easily fall back on 
political agitation,--inc1udinK Civil Disobedi
ence in all 'its forms, if we are speaking for 
Government; and the follies of the Finance 
Department if we are speaking for the people 
-to account for an eternal fact. We shall 
review, in the next LectUre, some of the causes 
peculiar to India, which have made the feeling 
of Depression in this country deeper, more 
lasting, and all-embracing than in other coun
tries. Here I am- concerned only with the ob
servation ; that India has had her own pecu
liar . spell of .'the prevailing Depression, with 
herown special causes occasioning the ph~no
menon, and with her own special reasons for 
its continuance and extent. 

We . shall, then, consider in the. next 
Lecture the geheral causes" common to the 



.civilised commercial world; accounting for . this 

Depression. as wen as the peculiat'cobdition§ . 

and circumstances of India, explaining the scope 

and intensity of this Depression. To diScuss the 
world causes along with those peculiar to India' 

,is necessary, if only to maintain a sense of pro'-' 

portion and perspective, and to form a halaD.c~ 

-ed judgment on the entire question.'Unle~: 
,one adopts this policy, it is most likely to 

happen that the immediate forces of one's o~ 
-country may affect and impress a stud~t 

almost to the complete neglect of other cir~ 
,cumstances and influences, which, because they 
are common to the whole world, are 'not tht;, 
,ess operative in one's own country. And we, 
.in this country are peculiarly,liable to be ac
.eused of losing our sense qf proportion and, 
perspective, if we consider the .reasons peculiar, 
,to India by themselves, apart from the conside" 
.ration of world conditions. He!lCIl;. at,the risk 
of over-crowding that Lecture,., I propose to. 
discuss both the general, causes of ,the Depres, . 
. sion in the world at large, and. the causes 
.special and peculiar to India. In one. place~ 



DOting their mutual corelatioo, and considei~ 
. ing each, "as it were, in its proper place. J 

Though the tide of this Series does not 
quite embrace any consideration of the Reme
dies, the discussion would, you would agree, 
be incomplete and unsatisfying, if not mislead
ing, were one to omit altogether: any notice of 
the proposals hitherto made to remedy the 
situation, or those which might occur to one
Self on a close study of the circumstances and 
conditions occasioning die Depression, both for 
one's own country. and for the world at large. 
I shalt, therefore. offer no apology for devot
ing the third and final Lecture of the Series to 
a consideration of the remedies for the present 
Situation, of course with special reference to

India. The common remedies for the" world 
Depression will, in that examination, no doubt 
have their bearings. But, what would particu
lary interest you would be the reaction of these 
remedies in this country, their practicability 
under our peculiar conditions, and their supple
mentation by additional measures specially 
ealculated to relieve the situation in thi$. 
country. 
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NATURE OF PRESENT DEPRESSION. 

To estimate properly the full significance 
of the causes of the present Depression, and to

understand correctly its nature, it is necessary. 
lil'st, to realise that the present phenomenon 
represents no real diminution of the productive 
capacity of mankind. Following the world 
war, and the dislocation caused by it, the 
peoples of the world set themselves the task 
of reconstruction and recovery,' in which they 
were in turn hindered and stimulated by the 
circumstances of the moment. With the 
abandonment ofthe war-time control of industry 
and trade, there were at first violent fluctuations 
in commodity-prices, leading to a considerable 
disorganisation and decline in production and 
trade. Coupled with the disappearance of war 
credits, the first reaction of the cessation of 
hostilities was a serious depression in the years 
immediately following. But if the War had 
brought about wastage and destruction of life 
and property, which needed to be made good, 
it had also left a legaey of a stimulus to inven
tion and a strong tendency to closer and more 
efficient organisation, which brought ab<iut a 
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rapid revival in the productive organisation of 

the world. The real . problem of the' years 
immediately following the War. was not ,sq 
much the restoration of the pre-War level of 
productive effort, but rather the reestablish~ 
ment of the equilibrium between effort and its 
yield or return ; the reconstitution of trading 
relations between the countries I of the world; 
and. the re-adjustment of the machinery of 
~xchange that had been thrown. completely out 
of gear by the War and its aftermath. As the 
countries of the .world most intimately concern
edlin this maladjustment came to re-establish 
their pre-War position; as the disturbed Cur
rency system, Credit machinery, and Exchange 
organisation were rehabilitated; as the causes 
of bickerings were weakened by the settlement, 
ev~n temporarily. of such thorny questions as 
that of the Reparations, a new effort was made 
by the worl.d for addition to production and 
trade. And they succeeded in their endea. 
vours by about 1925 when the pre-War level 
was practically attained. As the statistics In 
the ,World Et:onomi& S_"", for 1931-32 ,pre
pared by the Leagure of Nations. show: 



World Production in 1925 compared with 1913; 
Increase in world population' '5% 
Increase in production of food ,stuft'&. 10%: 

"" ". Raw materials .25%) 
,,,;, ,,: Quantum World Trade 7% 

" The /Jet' capita. as well as the total. pro"" 
,duction of the' world was greater than in 1913, 
though not as much greater as it might: have. 
been if the steady pre-War increase of producti,., 
vity had not been interrupted." This increase 
'Was, indeed, unevenly distributed, being 16% in 
aggregate production all over the'world, 26% 
jn North America, and only 27% in Europe ~ 
while the difference was still more marked inr 
regard to trade quantum, which. ·for Europe, 
"Was still 9% below the pre-War level, in North 
America over 39% above that level, and in the; 
rest of the world 26% above the 1913 level,-

From and after 1925, the upward .. trend. 
was maintained in the world at large. though i.n 

'individual countries the curve was not rising 
.uniformly. There were many factors which 
·contributed to this progress, amongst which 
.may be mentioned the return to the Gold 

• 01· Cit ,. :13. 
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Standard and the stabilisation of the CUrrency 
lin the leading countries; the introduction of a 
cheap Credit policy in the U. S. Ai the setde

'ment of the Franco-German Reparations ques
Don by the Dawes Plan; the reorganisation 
and i;ationalisation of German industry, chiefly 
by means of foreign capital; and the conclu
sion of the Locamo Agreements. Local inci
dents, like the British Coal strike of 1926,. 
might have temporanly arrested the upward 
trend in the country affected; but they were 
offset in full by the impetus they provided for 
a corresponding expansion in other conntries" 
trade and production. 

By 1929, Europe had recovered her pre-' 
War position in trade and industry. The follow
ing table, compiled from the source already 
mentioned. crystattises the progress of recovery 
and re-integration by the end of 1929.'" 
• op. Oit, p. Z5 Foot Not •• 

The bulk of thil ezpansion wu in capital goods, or iDdubi.,. 
raw DlAterial ... mown by the following: production of pic ircm • 
!he world iDcreued by 1I8%.lIDd .... 1 by 88%; !he U.S. re""rded on 
iii ...... of 87% iD th.dllDtllDd formachine loola,aDd08% ill th •• for 

feuucby equipmeet, Bbipobailding ift !he world u .. whole iDcreue4 
by B'7%. !he _duclloa of _01 .w. by 133% aDd tho ..... 
...... plloa ot crud. lUbber by 08% u complOred with IOH (Ibid) 
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1lIDlGES OJ!' PRODUCTION AND TRADE. 1929. 
(l925=l00J 

JleeioD. A. Food 1I.!law A '" IL 8_. Materials • 

Quaa
of Tnde .. 

..... pe 106 no 13l 117 1» 
H. Aawica 106 1111 114 106 !D'" 
Best of IIut "odd 101 106 119 llJ9 11lI 
World lOi 106 lSI 1ll 119 

As compared to 1913, the last pre-War 
normal year. the world's increase in population 
was 11% as against 30% increase in the aggre
gate production. In Europe, the population. 
in this period increased only by 9% .. while
production increased by 20%; and in North. 
America, the increases were, respectively. 27"" 
and 33%.t 

Since the peak of production and prospe
rity- was reached in 1929, there h'lS no doubt 

f CP "GIfi4IJ tlt.....,1t Worl4 C_'" 67 G. D.H. C,..,. 21/ • 
• The term 'prosperitY is here osee! with nfereao& 

oaly to ProduetioD. For. as Prof. Cole poinla out. (Op Cit
Loc. Cit."""" Thia increase iD output was accompllshed without
any corresponding rise in lbe Dumber of workers employed."* The 
prodactmty per wI of etrort C ..... -hour) has ineroued very COJIsit 
deJably. owing to .cieatific agricultant and JIlKhenisptiOlliD altiva
tiOD as also to wholeeale ationliaatioD ill industry. In the U. Sa 
alone, the productiTity per mAD power in 16 factories investigated 
_ .... foond to hAYe _ by 74,£ he ....... 191' .&ad 19I1. 
_ is the chief OplmaciOB of growing prodBctivity and, at IIut 
.... time, IiIiDc unemplOJlDeoL 
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heen a considerable fall; but the net effect of 
the fall is still not taking the world production 
below :its normal pre-War level. If we take 
·the average of production between the peak 
period in the post-War years 1925-29 as the 
basis. of comparison, the following ligures, 
though showing a decline, nevertheless bear 
-out the comparative statement: 

WORLD PRODUCTION OF VARIOUS 

CLASSES OF GOODS. 

(Average 1925 to 1929-100.) 

1925 1929 1930 1981. 
Foop Stuffs 97 lOS lOt 99. 

Raw materials 92 III 101 91-

Raw materials for J 
consumers' Goods 98 10'1 100 "100. 

Ditto for Producer's 1 
Goods 91 US 9S 82. 

W.;ghted aT&",ge~ 
of prodoctiOll In- 91 112 97 840. • dices of 13 Indus-
trial eonntries. 

The falling off seems to be the greatest in 
the heavy industries concerned with the pro
duction of capital goods, wher.e the rise also 
\l{as the greatest. The distribution of this de
'tne by regions, including as well as excluding 

",4IP. World Eccnomic 8u"'9_ p. 88. 
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the United Socialist Soviet Republics of i{ussia.
where the intense drive for increasing produc
tion under the Five Years Plan- has occassion
ed no small degree of the world Depression, is 
still more instructive. 

General Indices of production of Food 
Stuffs and Raw Materials weighted by 1930-
values:t 

(Basis: Average for 1925 to 1929 ... 100) - 1939 1980 1931 
Europe exrluding U. 8. S. B. 96 lIS 108 98 

.. (Dot ucludi.g U. S. S. 11.) ~ 110 10. 100 
North Ammica 116 103 98 88 
Latin America 00 11K 102 9'1 
Africa 95 108 108 10. 
AD. (ucludiDg Asiatic 1Iuuia) 9'1 106 W8 102 
Oce&uia 98 108 110 lOS 
World 95 108 101 98' 

• cia Ibid. The production Indi~s of U.S.8 . .B ~:-
_ 19J19 1000 1981 

6S 148 1'/6 19& 

t It .hawd be pointed out also that,the yearly figures quoted· 
above tend to minimise the extent of the~dec1ine, which- has been, 
proceeding lapidly in recent months. Thus the ean.dian indeoz in 
Karch 19SI stood at77.p against 1'96 in Karch 1929; that -lor the 
Ullit.d Stat .. Collin !be ..... period Crom 103 t. 61. Tho Frouoh.
,.ltic:h wu 118 iD Much 1929 remained ltigh till 1981 (atandiDg ill· 
March .t 1(8) feU rapidly to 80 ill March lliU. Tho Po_ 
inde. also foll from 118 i. March 19J19 to al iD _ 1_" 
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The general conclusion to be drawn from 
1:hose figures is obvious. The decline is the 
greatest in the manufacturing countries. and in 
manufactur~. The depression is thus an out
~ome of commercial and financial, as well as 
.agricultural and industrial causes. Says The 
World Economic Survey :-* 

H The crisis whioh haa paralysed international 
·finanoe and credit. aad bids fair to strangle intern&> 
·tional .trade.. has severely shaken manufaoturiug 
enterprise, inoluding the produotiou of mineral raw 
materials. But agricultural produotion. the exten

-tion of which 1n reoent years· is one of the 0&118_ of 
disorganisation, does not decreue, though stooks 
.aoeumulate. The farmer, faoed with a reduction in 
his inoome, exerts every effort to increase his pro
duotion in order to OOlluteraot the effeot of lower 
prioes. If 

REAL NATURE OF CRISIS. 
I have. deliberately quoted a somewhat 

lengthy extract from The Wor/II EC()1If)mit; 
SUnJey, not only because it is of peculiar signifi
·cance to us in India-an overwhelminglyagri
culturist country,-but because it embodies in 
brief the real nature of the present crisis. 
Mankind, in the aggregate, has not lost its pro-

• Po Ill. 
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-ductive capacity, nor suffered any diminution 

in the productive equipment. But for - the 
breakdowl1 or dislocation of the economic 
mechanism,-and particularly that of exchange,
-on whicll our entire productive organisation 
depends all over the world,-except Russia-the 
advances in human science and technology 
l"ecendy achieved would still continue to pro
vide us with the same increment in the annual 
.supply of material utilities that minister to th~ 
wel£are of mankind. But the maintenance of 
-the pace in production is conditioned upon the 
-continued. fun~tioning of the mechanism of 
Exchange. including the stabiUtyof prices and 
trade, of Currency and Credit,-failing which 
the continued replenishment of the main cur
rents feeding the fountain of production would 
be impossible. Hence the present Depression 
allover the world may generally be said to 

-consist, not so much in any loss .or destruction 
of material utilities or productive organisation, 
as was -the case in the years immediately 
.following the War, 1914-18; nor in any marked 
and disproportionate diversion of productive 
effort to one special class of production as 
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againSt another. as was the case inihe' War 
years proper i nor even in any dispiuity bet
ween the '~aAts ~(mankind .and their resources 
to supply \Ii:ose wants;· but simply and solely 
in the hreaa:-dQwn or dislocation of the mecha
nIsni o( Exchange, together ~th aU its accesso
ries; and, ultimately: in th~ unsuitability of 
the entire socio;economicfabric of the world 
outside Russia to' the: altered conditions . of 
production\ and' the new conception of human 
wellbeing.f . . . 

Because' the existing, orthodox, .obsolete 
, .~ . -. -. ~ 

'Exchang~ organisation is thrown .out·of gear, 
th~ wealtb. or rbat~ral utilities man produces 
can!lot be disposed of with the necessary rapi
'dity; nor with tbe.required margin of surplus 
prof!t. faiJ:inga qulc~ turnover, the l'roducer 
fee~ !1epressed i. bis.equipment is left. un-remu
nerated or unrenovated; and bis aids and assis
tants f,ecome un:e~pl~y;d. It is this .Oneni~ 
ployment of the. workers, the neglect. Qf the 

.plant machinery and eqqipment,and the I05S9 

• [See DQte p. 'r where tho populaUoa m -thO ""orld u sho .. n to"'

~.feincnued betwee~ ~ .. nd_1929·:uri:t~~sa.thaa prOdUCtiOB.] .: 
t CP.-R_t B_ic c"-l" ifl flu U. ~ f_1ft 

fa cIemaad. 
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or absence of profits te the producer-often 

called the entrepremiur;",..which ~~titute~, the 

real Depression, . 

The Depression, thus generated; :is hast-
, ..... " 

ened and emphasised' by the. remedies 

sought to be applied, each in' its own way, 

by the several' countries • affected, ~thout': 

any general plan-or mutual.co-ordination. The . 

result has oft~n . been 'a stultifi~ti~n of the 

measures so de~ised by the unwillingness of the 

other c~ilntries conjointly affected to co-operate, 

in the form pr at themoinent, when alone such 

co-oper~tion ~ effecthre .. 'Hoov~ ~rarits' a 

· moratori~m at Hinde~b\l~g's request t"o relieve 
.- ~'. ." 

'Germany's immediate distress. ,That distress 
, w:ould have been relieved, rr only France had 
acCepted the offer at once and' without condi
tions: 'And as and when' at last she 'did, and 

· because of the manner in which she did it, the 
· psychological mom~nt had _passed, her aCcept
ance was of no avail. In this way, the Depres
sion may he said;, in part at least, to be of 
human creation .. ' 

l 
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We shall review the causes, immediate 
as"well as ultimate. of this phenomenon in the 
next Lecture: Here, it is necessary to add. for 
a proper understanding of the phenomenon, 
that ~he disorganisation between production 
and exchange, the disequilibrium between 
demand and supply, which we collectively 
describe as Depression. is, in its essence, a 
phase of the socio-economic transition silently 
taking place below the surface of events. 
Mankind is rapidly outgrowing the ideal of 
production for exchange, and of human life 

. exclusively for self-gratification. It is not, 
indeed, a (act' that those who still have in 
abundance the means of self-gratification are 

,themselves surfeited with the wealth at their 
disposal •• and so have decided to renounce 
them. It is rather because of that far larger 

; proportion of mankind, which, under the exist-
ing social system, has not even a hope of self. 
gratification and self-realisation, that the ideals 
of iodividualism are being questioned, discredit
ed, and discarded. The process of disUlusioD
meat, regarding the efficacy as a motive force of 
"Enlightened Selfishness," has'been stimulated 
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and intensi6ed by the growing .perception of 
the utter· helplessness of man Ill! a uni,t for .the 
purposes ef his own gratification, and by the 
-simultaneous realisation of the modern econo
mic organisatieB being unworkable to any 
.ad vantage, except on the basis of concerted 
.action and co-operative enterprise. The growth 
·of the joint stock enterprise, and its evolution 
through the varying stages of trust, cartel or 
-collectivist enterprise, with an ever increasing 
-size of the venture, and scale of its operations, 
provides but one concrete illustration of this 
·tendency of eur age, consciously or subscon. 
siously affecting and altering our social mechan
ism. And while this process of radical change 
is . at work, while the transi tion is being 
.affected, Depression like the one the world is 
cow passing through would be .inevitable. 

Given this basis of the phenomenon, it is 
immaterial if its intensity or phase, vary in the 
-different regions, and with the peoples coming 
within its grip.AB the evidence alreadyaddnc
-cd in only one branch of our socio-economic 
-organisation shows, the ecomomic intensity of 
the Depression is different in different conn-
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tries, as well as in different branches or catego
ries of production. Similar indices would be 
produced later regarding other aspects. They 
will all emphasise the fact that the general 
trend is there, though in varying degrees and 
in different forms, in the different countries. 
Examined as they seem on the surface, they 
indicate the fact of the Depression. But con
sidered colleetively and in their essence, they 
all reveal the same fundamental basis, viz., 
the . unworkability-under altered conditions 
and changing ideals-of our existing socio
economic institutions • 

• 
TRUE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM. 

The problem, therefore, rightly viewed and 
understood is a problem of re-casting and 
re-building our entire socia-economic fabric
not simply an essay in reo adjusting the cogs and 
wheels of a machine which may temporarily be 
thrown out of gear. The machine itself and as 
a whole must be scrapped. since it is obsolete 
and unadapted for the work expected of it. 
New springs are being laid to govern it, new 
motive power is being provided to work it; new 
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demands are being made upon it. How then 
can itJI old, effete, unadapted aud unserviceable 
parts function to yield the expected results ? 

True, in our survey of the machinery, we 
usually concern ourselves with the obvious 
and the superficial parts and cogs and wheels. 
which we search for defects, and tinker and 
repair and renew. But excepting those fired 
with a revolutionary zeal, we seldom search the 
main.spring.-the basic plan and idea,-o£ 
the machine, for removing the defects in its 
functioning we may have noticed. In our study 
af the present economic Depression, we are 
likely to be so impressed with the magnitude 
of the actual decline in trade or prices, that we 
may be excused for being carried away only 
by the obvious and superficial. But our search 
for remedies is bound to prove futile and mis
leading, in proportion as we ignore the root 
cause of the Depression in all the leading 
nations of the world simultaneously. 

INDIOES OF THE DEPRESSION. 

I shall have to revert to this aspect of the 
question in the last Lecture, and so shall now 
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return to the; indicies by which we measure 
and concretely express the degree- of this. 
Depression. According to the official and 
authoritative investigations all over the world, 
and chiefly by the League of Nations, we may 
consider the nature and the degree of this. 
Depression by means Qf:-

(4) Production statistics, aggregate-as well: 
as per unit of productive energy. by countries 
or regions. as well as by industries- In this 
may also be included the statistics of stocks of 
produce accumulating, because of the break
down of the exchange machinery, and thereby 
Intensifying the disequilibrium between, demand 
and supply. (b) Un-employment figures. affect
ing the same equation in the opposite direction, 
but with the same results. (G)Trade va1ue~ 
and (d) Price Index all over the world. 

A. PRODUGTION gTATISTIGS. 

We have already reviewed some of these
statistics indicating a decline in production
considered in the aggregate. Let us, howe\-er. 
re-examine them by some selected countries. 
and certain commodities. The following three 
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tables compiled from The W Mid E&QtI()IIIu; 
Survey. issued by the League of Nations in 

August last, give (1) the indices of aggregate 
productivity in 12 countries, (2) the accumula~ 
tion of stocks in certain important aggricultural 
commodities. and (3) the fall in manufacturing, 
productivity in the leading countries. 

(A) NATIONAL INDIOES OF PRODUOTION. 

(Basis. average for 1925 to 1929=100.) 

19$ lDllII 1_ 19111 

~da ~'19 IlIl 108 87 
,PrS. A. 95 108 88 74 
lap"" 80 118 110 10& 

U. S. a. B. ea 4.a 175 llNi 

,Sirmaay 87 Ill! 91. 7& 
)!Olgiom 60 "Ill 911 54 

Zoe 88 114 116 1011 

oland 54 116 911 60 

...0. K. '99 1.12 100 65 
JWedeo 80 110 106 116 

CIeC'ho-Slo"akia 88 116 101 80 

(11) Group Indices of Production in the' 
world as a whole weighted by 1930 values. 
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(Basis: average for 1925 to 1929 1(0). 
19l1& 11129 1930 1981 

Cereals 99 101 101 98 

Cereal and other lood crop. fIT 101 101 100 

)[ea' US 106 99 
Wine .. Hop. 109 109 96 116 

Coffee, tea and Ooeoa 88 Il10 112 106 
Tobacco 99 106 101 
Vegetable oiI ..... erials. US 107 100 106 
Textiles fIT 106 109 106 
Rubber 80 lSi 126 ill 
Wood pulp 88 11'1 118 

hoi. 118 no 101 112 
Ibtals 88 116 US 71 
NOD lletalllc lIineraJs fIT 111 109 
Chemical. (Fertili .... ) 88 128 110 

(III) Accumulated Stocks (W orId) of Agri-
cultural Commodies. 

MONTH 19l1& 1989 19lI& 1981 
Whoa. (Million of Oomtals) Auguot 114 288 --Sugar ( .. .. I December 81 6'T 71 fIT 
Coff .. { .. .. ) March 5 9 '16 17 
Cotton( .. Bal .. ) December 11685 'I'll84 989610709 

• The molt recent monthly iadicel of production available in 
thOI. coUiltries at the moment of writing show the following declines 
as compared with th.I' couespoiniinll' month of 19»'-

UDited Slam (Febnwy) 
Cuada ( n ) 

G ........ y (Much I 
Polud (Februal)') 
World Ecaomic Suzvey. 
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Summing up this evidence, and other data. 
given in the Review of World Production, 1925-
1931, we find that production has lagged most 
markedly in industry, which is in marked con
trast with Agriculture. The former had, no 
doubt, shown, in the years of the upward trend, 
the most considerable increase also; but the 
present decline is mQr~Jhan..Jn proportiOii to 

that ri~~~' Prodti~tion of capital goods, if we 
may so describe this part, shrank, beh!een 
1929 and 1931 by at least one-fifth of the maxi
mum attained, and the shrinkage continued all 
through 1932. If we leave out Soviet Russia, 
where the production of Five Years' plan led to 

a steady increase in production during these 
years, production of capital goods in other 
countries must have fallen by not less than a 
fourth, probably much more if we make allow
ance for the raw materials and semi-manufac
tured goods included in this estimate. Again, 
excluding Soviet Russia, the countries most ad
vanced in industrialisation register the heaviest' 
slump, the United States, Germany, Canada, 
Poland, Austria and Hungary leading the down
ward trend. Countries, like the United King-
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dom, Japan or Scandinavia, which discarded 
the Gold Standard in 1931, arrested the process 
of decline for a brief spell; but the tendency 
Feasserted itself. even there in the closing 
months of 1932. 

As regards industries, Iron and steel, ship
building, mechanical. engineering, motor-car 
production, and the timber industry have fallen 
most considerably, textiles and rubber goods 
coming next in orde~, while electrical engineer. 
ing shows the lowest fall. Only artificial silk 
shows a substantial increase. 

(B) TRADE STATISTIOS. 

Another equally important and significant 
indell: of depression is provided by the Interna
tional Trade Statistics. Taking these .statistics 
with aU the reserve that the compiler of the 
iaviewof World Trade* requires, we neverthe
less find the gold value of world trade steadily 
and progressively declining. In 1930, the total 
world trade was 19% lower than thalHn 1929; 

In 1931, it was 28% lower than in 1930, or 
about 42% less than in 1929; while in the first 
• Op. Cit P. 18 1981 and 1983 lint balt. 
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half of 1932, it was 34% lower than in the cor. 
responding period of 1931 or barely 38-7% of 
the 1929 level. The following figures, giving 
the value of the imports and exports of 48: 
countries and comprising over 90% of the total 
world trad,e make the point much clearer. 

IN MILLIONS OF U. S. DOLLARS 

Percentage foIlI 
Imports. Exports. compuod to 

preceding. year ... 

19i9 January t. JUJlO 15976 14BOO 
1929 July to December 10818 14'162 

1980 January t. June 18U8'1 1_ 18% 14% 
1930 July to Doeember 12088 11088 U';l', !5';l', 
lII81 January to Juno 9988 8'112 a8% Il8% 
1981 July to necember 8618 78!11 118% 29% 
19B11 JanuarY •• June 6662 5757 B4% U';l', 

Compared to 1929, first half, the world! 
impIJrts had fallen by 57% and the world\ 
exports had declined by nearly 60%, in the' 
first half of 1932, and the process was continu
ing throughout the remaining months of that 
year.· 

The value figures, it may be added, do
not give a complete or a perfectly correct 

• Ibid. P. II. 
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picture, inasmuch as prices have in the inter
val fallen very sharply. The same amount of 
gold represents a much larger quantity of 
goods today than it did in 1929; so that, the 
quantum of trade has not shrunk as much as 
its value has. Says the authority already 
quoted :-

"The quantum of world trade in 1931 was 
reduoed to about the same level as in 1923-26. It 

,still remained some 8. to 9% abova that of 1913. 
Howevar. in the first half of 1932. the oontrast 
oontinued. It has baen found that a weighted index 
of the imPorted pricae of these oountries. (U. K.. 
Ger many. France and Italy) in the years 1929 to 
1931. shows vary nearly the Barna faU in prioas &8 

was caloulated above for the world. On the aHump
tion that this agreement continued in 1932, it may 
be estimated that. in the first half of that year, Gold 
prices were lower than in the first and seoond halves 
of 1931 by 2'1% and 18% rcsp96tively. This prica 
redllotion. if applied to the data given above. suggesta 
a fall in tho quantllm of world trade to, Dr possibly 
below. the level of 1913." 

COmpared to the peak of 1929, the quan
tum reduction in trade in 1932 is about a fifth.' 
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(0) PRICE INDEX. 

The fall in prices is another index of 
Depression, important because it is at once the 
cause and evidence of the intensity of the 
phenomenon. Taking gold prices only, the 
average rall from the peak of 1929 to the 
middle of 1932 has been worked out, by the 
Economic section of the League of Nations, 
at about 50%. But it was much greater in 
agricultural products than in those of manu
facturing industry. Hence, for countries' like 
India, which are predominantly agricultural, 
the fall in prices of their production was rela- . 
tively much more sharp, and consequendy the 
soverity of the Depression felt by them is 
much greater. For, while the prices of their 
produce fell, much of their costs of production, 
fixed in money, as also overhead charges like 
taxation, remained unaltered; and so absorbed 
a greater and greater proportion of the produce 
when the agriculturist was the least able to 
meet them. The poorer the ryot got, the 
heavier was the burden of these fixed charges 
upon him. Th~ farmer, in his despair, tried, 
wherever it was possible for him to do so, to 
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'increase his produce, by intensive cultivation 
and scientific farming. But the remedy served 
only to deepen and worsen the disease; for the 
.more he produced, the greater was the supply; 
and, as the demand never responded, the net 
result of the farmer's effort simply was to in
.crease stocks· and lower the prices further than 
-ever. The Bardoli agitation. and the No-Rent 
-campaign are only the ultimate expression of 
Ithat growing sense of despair, the cause of 
>which lay much deeper beyond the ryot's ken. 
,and often beyond his friends' power to remove. 
'The sub-joined statistics will servo to indicate 
>the real measure of the damage done by the 
;falling prices to the agriculturist;

.PEROENTAGE OHANGE IN AVERAGE GOLD 
EXPORT PRIOES 

Article. From 1929 10 1980 1930 to 1981 1929 to 1981. 
Rubber 4lI 61 711 
"Wheat liS 6Ci 611 -. .0 .0 ea 
Oofl'ee 0 29 60 
Wool 40 j6 66 

..(JottOD ~ 88 " Raw Sill< 30 j6 60 
Sug .. 20 lI& 89 
'Batter 111 III 811 
(JottoD Piece Good_ 11 III 80 
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.• The averall8 fa.ll in export prices between 192, 
and 1931. according to these figures. amounted to 
50 to '/:;% for cereals. coliee. raw textiles and cer
tain other non-metellio raw materials. to 25 to 50% 

• for raw materials (other than iron, food of animal 
origin. sugar. petrol, wood-pulp and textile manu
faotures. and to 1988 than 25% for certain other 
manllfaotured articles. The ahovs figurBs of aver~ 
export prioes for 1929 and 1931 are not representa
tive of the whole price faU whioh has takenplaoa in 
recent years. The fall in tbe price of tbe majority 
of primary goods. particularJy agrioultural pro
duots. began in the middle of 1928, and lasted; ",ith 
but temporary interruptions. till the middls of 1932 
w ben the pri09 faU was arrested. and a slight up
ward movement set in. The total price faU during 
this period considerabJy exoeeded the above per
centage.. ThllB. for example. aeoording to monthly 
quotations in oertain of the ohief markete. it amount
ed to '/6% for Amerioan Cotton. 'IS% for wool. 72% 
for wheat and maize. and '10% for ooffee and butter:" 

The abandonment of the Gold Standard 
by some countries, like the United Kingdom, 
seemed to arrest for a while the downward 
trend of prices in their local markets. But if 
we take into account the gold values of these 
depreciated currencies, the process is even in 
• lbid p. 10. 



these countries maintained. The relief, if any, 

was purely local and shortlived. As other 

countries followed this easy gradient of incon

vertible paper, and the new caste of scientific 

insolvents began to grow, the fictitious expres

sion of the currency medium paled before the 

asserting force of the purchasing power parity 

of goods against goods; and so, since the begin

ing of 1932, the whole-sale price index began' 
to fall even in those countries. It is only where, 
as in the case of protected domestic markets, or 
cartellised commodities, world competition is 
ineffective; or where, as in Russia, the basic 
principles and governing ideals of the economic 
organisation are radically different from those 
in the world of commerce, that the local fall in 
prices has been checked for the benefit of the 
local producer. As we in India are conspicu
ous in the world for our utter disregard of the 
local producer, or for our altruistic considera
tion of the interests of others, we have none of 
these devices, nor their benefits. I shall, there. 
fore, dwell no further on this index of Depres
sion. 
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. (D) UNEMPLOYED FIGURES. 

The next considerable and suggestive in
dicatiol1 of the Depression is found in the 
figures of the unemployed. These figures are 
available only for organised industries, and in 
highly industrialised countries, where they have 
official or authoritative sourceo; of collecting 
those statistics. The figures, however, are no 
index at all of the real incidence of unemploy
ment in the world, not only because even in 
industrialised countries, trades and occupations 
not properly organised escape any proper 
computation; but also because they take n!J 
stock of workers not engaged on definite 
wages" and who are working on their own. All 
kinds of professional workers,-· artists, doctors, 

. lawyers,-admit of no proper computation as 
regards their obtaining a living wage. And, of 
course, these figures have no relation to those 
other countries, which, like India, have to 
measure and compute, not those who are un
employed, but those who find any living at all, 
as being a much smaller number and so more 
easy to compute. Sir John Simon asked, at the 
last sessions of the International Committee for 

ft 
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. (D) UNEMPLOYED FIGURES. 

The next considerable and suggestive in
dicatioll of the Depression is found in the 
figures of the unemployed. These figures are 
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employed, but those who find any living at all, 
as being a much smaller number and so more 
easy to compute. Sir John Simon asked, at the 
last sessions of the International Committee for 
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the Cultural Relations, whether it was a fact 
that in India there was no unemployment. 
As well might he have asked the ostrich, 
if there any was danger after it ~d buried its 
head. in the desert sand. Prof. Radhakrisbnan, 
who had been. representing the conditions in 
India in .July last, answered the Rt. Hon'ble 
gendeman by stating, in effect, that we had 
no record of the unemployed, but we had some 
calculations which showed that the gainfully 
employed in India barely numbered 1% of the 
population, while those just able to keep body 
and soul together, on the most meagre fare, 
sCarcely numbered one in every three of the 
population. 

Cou.try. 
Nnmber of unemployed m U_plOymODt in 19811 

the fint quarter of as compared with 
lSlI9-198l1 (ia Ihousands.) 1_ 

Germany 1._ (16'91) 6ll1B (48.6a/ J;§timoa ....... y. 

Great Britain 1.- (10% ) ll80II (lII!% ) S;S .. 
1',.".., B.8 tm 40 .. 
Italy 808 11'14 a .. 
Belgium 117 (411% ) 888 (408% ) III .. 
PolaDd 170 (6',8%) _(1~) S .. 
AlUm .. 216 86B * ;()aaa<l. III (6%) "'-(lII!%!l ~ 
Japan lI69 (U%) 471 (8.9%1 " .. 
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Such as theSe figures are, and bearing in 
mind always that they very much. understate 
the case, the following statistics will help tc? 
understand more clearly the havoc wrought by 
the present depression. 

In the U. S. A., the Index of Employment 
is shown to be 100 for 1926; 99 for 19'.l9; and 

. 66 for· February 1932. If we could correctly 
total up the whole of the really ubemployed 
people all the world over-including -those 
who are only nominally employed, but find 
in their employment neither pleasure nor 
profit, neither leisure nor living,-it would 
perhaps be no over-estimate to say that fully 
one half of the human energy, profitable to 
the individuals concerned and productive for 
their fellows, is unable to find any such em
ployment. Not being employed, it turns to 
waste, and proves a burden to itself and a 
menace to its neighbour. Thieves and burg
lers, beggars and prost\tutes, are the least 
offensive, perhaps, of the perversion that re
.suIts from this enforced idleness. Agitators 
and revolutionaries are the inevitable outcome 
of this smouldering discontent, who, when they 
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begin to function, provide work for those more 
exalted parasites we call statesmen and 
soldiers. 

These unemployed are not at all absolute
ly unemployable. In the highly industrialised 
countries, at any rate, a greater portion of 
these is directly traceable to this economic 
Depression, which bas thrown them 'out of 
~mploymeLt. I cannot stop here to detail the 
working out of this process which results in 
progressive unemployment, as we shall have to 

cast a glance at it in another place. But I must 
add that this phenomenon works in a vicious 
circle. Unemployment is caused in a large 
measure by the Depression; but, once it is 
brought about, it serves as a most efficient ac
celerator of the same. For the burden of the 
unemployed cannot be borne by the un
employed themselves. The community as a 
whole must shoulder it, whether in the shape 

.of II. dole-as they da in England-. or in the 
form of individual charities, as they do in most 
unorg-.mised and unindustrialised countries. 
The provision for this dole or charity must, of 
course, be drawn Cram the collective purse 
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of the ,community; and to that extent; in~ 
dustry inevitably . becomes further burdened 
and depressed. 

The effect is seen in full bold relief, if we 
view it in conjunction with the cost of living.' 

IV HISTORY OF DEPRESSION. 

Having considered the nature of the De-' 
pression, and the several indices by which it 
is to be judged, let us now cast a glance at the 
history and development of this phenomenon. 

In its origin, the Depression must be traC
ed, ultimately, to the legacy ofthe World War, 
which had not only fundamentally affected the 
structure of the world's mechanism of ex~ 

change and all its accessories. but has alsO' 
modified the productive organisation allover 
the 'world. Certain industries,needed parti~ 
cularly for the prosecution of the War, had 
been stimulated to their utmost capacity; while 
the rise in prices, due to this stimulation as 
well as to the gradual inflation of the Currency' 
systems, led to other industries being indi&< 
criminately expanded in the belief that the 
War-time boom would contlnue indefinitely. 
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When the War, however, came to an .end,the 
Industries brought' into existence because of 
the requirements of the War, had to be aban
doned or modified. Stocks of goods and 
materials accumulated for War purposes had to 
be liquidated; and large numbers of workers 
had to be diverted from the occupations they 
had been following for aU the War years. 

The War had also brought the less ob
vious, but not· the less effective, legacy. of 
Unrest and Revolution,. which took concrete 
shape in many countries immediately after the 
War, .and remained permanently established, 
not only in the most radical phase of it on a 
gigantic scale in Russia of the Soviets, but 
also in one form or .another in Spain, Italy, 
Turkey and other lesser European countries, 
with its offshoots in non-European lands. The 
prevalence of revolutionary conditions, or the 
supercession of the ordinary constitutional 
machinery, permanently weakened the founda
tions of the old world 'credit system, and ex
change machinery. The first years of the 
post-War period were, accordingly, affected by 
t~eir. own peculiar Depression, which the 
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statesmen of the day called the problem of 
Restoration and Reconstruction. 

Looking upon these matters as an easy 
restoration. the countries affected took mea
suresand adopted policies. whose ultimate 
goal was insensibly modified in the years that 
followed. The political complications caused 
by the treaties of Versailles had brought about 
a new renaissance of intensive Nationalism, ' 
which expressed itself more and more in· ever 
more formidable tariff barriers and other such 
impediments to trade; and in fresh develop. 
ments of industries in regions,which, till the 
outbreak of the War, had never dreamt of 
industrialisation. 

The new frontiers. moreover. had effected 
a divorce, in many countries, between the 
sources of supply of raw materials for esta
blished industries, and their final> manufacture, 
as in the case of dismembered Germany. This 
also had its own influence on the development 
,of the present Depression. For a time. how. 
ever. the impressive appearance of the domi
nantly political. phenomenon, such as the break 



between Germany and Francc,leading to the 
Ruhr adventure on the· one hand, and un
precedented currency -inflation on the other. 
so took up the public imagination that the 
more unseen and sUent forces working below 
the surface escaped notice altogether. The 
settlement. however, of the Franco-German 
tangle, temporanly by the Dawes Plan; the 
restoration of German credit by the rehabilita
tion of the Mark; the gradual ra:.approchment 
ciIlminating in the Locamo Treaties and 
the admission of Germany into the League 
Council, all led to intensive prosecution of 
the plans for reconstruction which had been 
held up or defeated during the years imme
diately following the War. 

The process of restoration did not stop 
merely at restoring. Germany herself led the 
way to a wholesale reconstruction of her 
industry, called by the impressive name of 
.. Rationalisation," _ which economised enor-_ 
mously in the costs of production, and faCl1i
tated German competition in the world markets. 
to a degree even greater than in the pre-War 
days- lf Germany was at all to pay her Repara-
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lions to the erstwhile Allies, even on the Dawes 
Plan, she must be suffered to have a surplus in 
exports over her imports; for it is, ultimately; 
only in goods or services that one community 
ean discharge its obligations of this 'kind to 
another. But Germany would not be suffered 
to pay her Reparations to the old Allies, in Ii 
manner and by expedients which, however 
inevitable, would prejudiee the economic 
position of other countries like the United 
Kingdom. Hence, from the first, the British 
public opinion was averse to demanding such 

heavy Reparations, and exacting the 'full 
pound of flesh when the final day of payment. 
arrived. Germany could achieve her purpose 
only by a steadily diminishing sale' price; 
and that she accomplished by such a re
construction of her industry, availing herself 
to the fullest' of every new scientific dis
covery and mechanical invention,. as well 
as in improvement of organisation by means' of 
greater and more efficient cartellisation for her 
industry by reducing internal competition to the 
minimum, as made her industrial position by 
1928 once more pre-eminent, second, if at all, 
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only to that of the. United States. Though 
she ~d been burdened by the Reparations, 
her people were relatively less taxed, mainly 

. because of that period of intense inflation and 
consequent dislocation of all ber industry, in 
which her internal debt had been wiped off. 
During the period of reconstruction, 1924-28. 
Germany regularly discharged her obligations, 
not so much by a veritable surplus of produc~ 
non over consumption, as by means of fresh 
capital brought into, her industry from abroad. 
mainly from America. These' were tempted 
by . the chance of very high gains in the 
modernised, rationalised, cartellised industry 
of Germany. Her example was imitated, but 
rather late in the ,day" by Britain and France 
and Italy, which led to a veritable boom in the 
period ending in the Autumn of 1929. 

Now begins a break, and the world pre
pares for a crash. The Amercian Securities 
Market flad i;leen booming all through 1929. 
pardy because of the example of German 
industrial concerns showing big dividends, 
and partly because of the peculiar policy 
of cheap credit followed by the American 
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Bankers, which kept up th.e' local AmericaD 
prices fairly high. The prosperity in American 
industry, however. was a purely paper affair;: 
and so. when the first tension occurred, in the 
autumn of 1929, security prices came tumbling 
down. Within two months, they had fallen 
thirty percent, and by the end of 1930 they 
were halved; while the prices continued in 
1931 to lall, at the end of which they had been 
reduced to a third of the level at peak. 

Following this sensational decline in 
security prices, came heavy failures of Ameri
can Banks. Their n~mbers, and the magnitude 
of their operations were staggering to those who· 
did not know that American banking organisa
tion is fundamentally dijferent from that in the 
old world, so that failure ot such a large number 
of banks does not really indicate a correspond. 
ing degree of weakness in the American money 
market. Be that as it may, the American 
financiers were forced to reca1t their o~n funds· 
invested abroad, largely in Germany, if only as 
a measure of precaution. As the American. 
money borrowed by Germany had been in
vested byber in long-term industrial stocks. 



the demand for repatriation could only be met 
by Germany by ·frf".sh borrowing,-tbis time from 
Britain and her European neighbours. Severe 
measures followed' in conseqnence in that 
eountry in a series of executive Decrees to 
avert a panic, and to pre,"ent an)! needless 
export of capital from the cou .. try. The 
promulgation, early. in 1929, of the Young 
Plan and the Hague discussions on the same 
resulting in an obdurate demand from Britaiu 
against any further- reduction in her own 
.share of the Reparations from Germany, had 
brought about a coldness i\nd alienation bet
ween Britain and France, which, for the 
moment. compelled the latter to submit to the 
Hague decisions on pain of having to forego the 
Reparations in their entirety. But France never 
forgave Britain what she thought was a betrayal 
at the Hague. Germany, on the other band, 
increasingly maintained the thesis that she had 
paid all 'the Reparations that she could Possibly 
pay, and that, if it came to that, she was not 
really liable for any. France took the line of 
recovering whatever came to her from Germany, 
-. and, because of -German. Reparations from 
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other countries, through Britain. For this pur
pose, considerable French balances, payable in 
gold, came ~o be domiciled in the British 
banks, on which the latter paid little or no 
interest; while they used the same, and other 
similar funds deposited wit~ them, for re-Ioaning 
to Germany and Austria with a ,substantial 
margin of profit.' It was the business of an 
honest broker, or a careful Jew, which, how
ever, left a slight chink in the door open to its 
own Nemesis_ 

The Nemesis came through Austria 
once again, as it had come seventeen' years 
earlier through the same direction. The Sara
jevo tragedy was not repeated in form; bllt In 
fact the failure of the Austrian Credit-Anstalt in' 
May 1931, caused the first panic in Europe. 
The Bank of England had lent heavily to that 
Bank; and these funds were now locked up. 
frozen, if not written off altogether as irre-' 
coverable. Germany being pressed for pay .. 
ments, mainly because of the returning tide of 
Amerlcan capital investment, borrowed from 

, • Britain, who was herself already experiencing 
the difficulty of recovery from ber own creditors 



in South America and Asia. The balance of 
payments due to Britain had shrunk, in 1930. 
from the usual 'Credit figure of some £250 
million to a li Ule over an eigh th ; while the 
process of contraction was continuing. The 
free funds, which Britain used to possess, 
thanks to her position. as tpe world's clearing 
bouse for international obligations, were 
greatly reduced; while the claims against 
Britain, due to the presence of French and 
other foreign funds, as well as because of 
Britain's own borrowings from America and· 
France in 1931, were still more formidable. 

The European situation waS, therefore, in 
June and July 1931, tense with crisis. It was re
lieved, for a while, by the oller of President 
Hoover to suspend all payments of inter
Governmental debts for the year. As America 
was the world's creditor, her offer had a pecu
liar significance, while the other creditor coun
tries, like Britain, could not with any grace re
fuse. France demurred for a while, so far at 
least as her unconditional payments from 
Germany under the Young Plan were concern
ed. But Britain eventually persuaded her to 
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accept the Hoover Moratorium on the under
standing that the amount due from Germany, 
in respect of the Unconditional Annuities, 
would be formally paid in the International 
Bank; but that they will be immediately re-Ient 
by that very institution to the German Railways. 

The Moratorium. however. was essentially 
a mere palliative. It satisfied no one really; 
for Germany soon declared her _ inability an!1 
unwillingness to pay any annuities by way of 

• Reparations. whether conditional or uncondi
tional. Her creditors had perforce to agree 
to " a standstill" arrangement; while, as for 
Britain. the continued shrinkage in her own 
balance of payments, coupled with the disclo
sures of the Macmillan and May committees 
on her own finances at home, led to a panic 
which was impossible to be stemmed by a re
shuffling of the complexion of Government. 
Drastic economies in expenditure were re
commended, and some of them carried out, aU 
to no purpose, so far as the maintenance of 
British credit was concerned. The drain of 
the foreign deposits, and the incipient flight 
from the Pound could not be checked by a rise 



it! the Bank Rate. The American Bankers de
~ared their unWl11ingness to aid Britain so long 
as her unproductive expenditure, such as that 
on the Unemployment Dole, continued un
abated. The Bank of England then informed 
Government of its inability to meet the demand 
for gold; and the Natio!1al Government, which 
had been reconstructed by the versatile Mac
donald less than a month before to maintain 
the Pound Sterling on a gold basis, had to , . 
decree a sudden departure from the Gold 
Standard. 

This was tantamount to a declaration that 
Britain would pay less than 15 shillings in the 
Pound, no matter by what leamed and scienti
fic terminology the action be described. It 
was a breach of faith, not with the nationals 
of Britain, but with those foreigners, who, 
trusting to British credit and good faith, had 
deposited large balances in British banks in 
sterling to facilitate liquidation of their inter
national payments. Britain, however, could 
not secure the full benefit for her infidelity, so 
far as those claims against her were concerned 
which were expressly ingold, or gold equl-
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valents. Her industry could not revive despite 
this dose of substantial, if secret. protection 
resulting from ber depreciated currency; her 
trade could not recover, simply because other 
countries in positions equally weak promptly 
followed this laudable step. and went off the 
Gold Standard. It became the fashlon to go 
off gold, and disown one's obligations. and 
thereby hope to bring about national recovery. 
Britain, therefore, soon found that goinlt- off 
gold was a game that could be played by a 
number of players at the same time, in which 
there was only one card with which every one 
could secure the decisive .trick. The payments 
due to Britain were .. frozen,.. even before she 
set the precedent in such impromptu default. 
Henceforth, she tried sharp revenue tariffs, 
and severe protective measures,-without any 
recovery of her exports, and much less any 
revival in her services. 

Meanwhile, Germany demanded, as the 
Young Plan had already provided, a review of 
her position to show that she was unable to 
pay any Reparations, even if she was in justice 
bound to do so. The Experts declared that 

" 
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Germany was really unable, and that, therefore, 

the> whole of this miserable chapter of blunders 

in post-War history, dating and originating from 
the suicidal Versailles Treaties, should be wip
~d off. The Lausanl!..e Conference,-postponed 

from month to month because of the grow

ing divergence of viewpoint between two 

ancient allies in imperialism and exploitation, 

Britain and France,-at last was held in June 

last j and carne to an arrangement, by which th_e 
Reparations and inter-Governmental debts in 
Europe would be cancelled, if America agreed 
to cancellation of her own claims against her 
European War debtors. America did not 
agree j and those of the European debtors. 
which, in their own interest, had to maintain a 
semblence of good faith, paid up the instalment 
falling due on-December 15 last, subject, how
ever, to a clear declaration that this would be 
t~e last instalment j and demanding a recon
sideration of the American claims against 
Europe'" 

--The queaUOIl of further instalment payment. which becaute 
<1110 0 .. l5lh June 1988, Is diocuned in Chapter V, q. Y. 
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The crisis and Depression. therefore, stili 

~ontinue. The main factors, which origin!Llly 
brought it about. remain effective as ever. 
India's place in that Depression is not the least 
significant. if only because she was not directly 
~oncemed, and has yet suffered most tragically 
out of it, simply because of the blunders, not to 
all them by a harsher though juster name,
<If her rulers. Though not primarily concerned 
in the European War, she had all the burdens 
of the War Debt ana Currency inflation, and the 
-consequent post-War depression. whIch Europe 
for her own sins suffered from. And when the 
first spurt for Reconstruction came, she was 
burdened with such wastage as the Lee conces
sions to her services, the Bombay Development 
project, and the Five year Railway Developo 
ment scheme. All this while she was 
bandicapped with a steadily rising Exchange, 
which eventually was fixed at an abnormally 
bigh rate. _ India is the only country in the 
world, whose Government have deliberately 
raised the Exchange value of the local currency, 
against the interests of the local industry! And, 
<If course, she is -unique in such transformation 
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of her direct War debt as brought her n~ 
relief, but only made her burdens greater. 
Whne other countries were rebuilding or ra
tionalising their industry, we were making the 
first halting Steps in what is called "discrimi
nating piotection.",-which is so discriminating 
that it never protects. ,For, by the time the 
powers that be have realised tbat there is a 
case for protection ilJ. any given industry; by 
the time they have reterr!ld t~ case solemnly 
to their excellent device for procrastination, 
the Indian Tariff Board, to investigate the pro· 
blem set to it, give its report, h~ve that report 
reported upon further by the r1epartment of 
Commerce and Industry, then discussed in the 
L'egislature, and finally transmuted in the 
form, if any, . of some measure of protection. 
the industry might have been sufficiently 
~umped upon to render the original measure 
of protection recommended utterly ineffective, 
as is the perennial case with the premier Indian. 
Industry. 

India, therefore, never regained her pro· 
ductive and commercial position as before the 
war; while such recovery as did take place un-
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intentionally was effectively neuu-alised by the 
policies I have alluded to. When the blast of 
world- Depression came upon us, we were al
ready seasoned veterans in the annual excuse 
of our Government explaining away India's 
stagnanr progress. In 1930, they discovered a 
new excuse in the shape of the ~ffects of the CivU 
Disobedience movement; which, strange to say, 
never touched the export side of the' Indian 
foreign trade at all, though during the years 
of Depression exports of Indian merchandise 
have fallen much more than imports. It was 
In the year 1932, diat the ages old balance 
of trade in favour of India has been reversed. 
Realising at length that the gramophone-like 
reiteration of this eternal excuse of the .. Civil 
Disobedience movement" would not do, the 
compiler of the Currency Review for 1931-1932 
has at last admitted, as explanation of the phe
nomenal fall in the export trade of India, the 
fall in her people's purchasing power I 



LEeTURE. 
II 

OAUSES OF THE DEPRESSION . 
• • In the last Lecture,· we considered the 

origin and indices of the Depression the world 
over, and in India particularly. This Lecture I 
propose to devote to an analysis of the causes 
which have, directly or remotely, brought about 

. this phenomenon, and a study of which would 
help us more effectively to devise remedies for 
the same. 

The causes of this Depression ha\'e varied 
in its several phases and aspects. For the sake 
of convenience in analysis, we may study them, 
however, under two main groups, Economic 
and Political which, in their tum, eould be sub
divided into two groups each: viz. (a) the 
technical economic causes affecting the organi
sation and operation of industry; and (b) the 
Financial causes relating to Credit and Currency, 
in group 1. and the (c) Historical reasons and 
(d) Political complications, such as Tariff walls 
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and Treaty re.alignments, in group II. Having 
considered these causes, we shall pass in brief 
review the consequences of each of these sets 
of inB uences,. and attempt to assess their bear
ing upon the development of Depres~ion. 
Finally, we shall examine particularly the signi .. 
ficance of all these with reference to India, and 
try to understand the degree of the Depression 
in this country. 

GROUP I. 

Taking the first group of these causes. 
Economic, we find ~ most important aspect of 
it not sufficiently understood or emphasised in 
all the popular discussions of the Depression. 
This relates to the wholesale reorganisation of 
Industry, or rather the entire productive 
organisation, which we commonly call the 
Rationalisation of Industry. The term, however, 
is somewhat misleading, since the process indi
cated by it applies as much to Industry as .•. !o 
Agriculture; and indudes, besides rec~nstruc
tion and modernisation of old industry, the 
development of new industries, too. In this 
conception of the term, we have to examine. 
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not only t11e creation of such new industries in 
the last decade or fifteen years, as the Cinema, 
and the Motor Car ; the Radio, Petrol and the 
Rayon manufacture; the oil burning ship revo
lutio;'ising shipping and ship-building; the 
electrification of plant and equipment in manu
facturing and transport .industry, mining and 
even cultivation of the earth, and the cold 
storage. Teconditioning altogether the market
ing of the staple articles of world commerce. 
The teletype printing machin: can serve prin
ting presses from one centre hundreds of miles 
away. while the new automatic machinery in 
all the uptodate industry o(the world have re
cast wholly the place of machine labour in the 
modern economic society. These and innume
rable other minor, but not less important, 
changes have created new industries, or altered 
old industries out of recognition. As a Report 
on Recent Economic changes in the United 
Stl,Ites summarises it. • 

S ... A distinction sbould be made between the 
diBappearanaa of Indnatriea and kanformation, by tbe 
introduotion of modern metbods. The OensU8 report. 

-01'0 Cit. Vol. I. _. 
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show that few industries have disappeared. tl>e Ii.t 

given In 1900 appearing for the moat part in the 

06nsU8 list of today. These Industriee. however, 
have in many oases been greatly ohanged loternally 

hy modern methods. ThllB shoe·making and oloth
Ing manufacture still bear the same nama, but they 
are re&Uy, in most respeota. new Industries. 

Many industries that survive in the same form 
8l<ternally. 8uch as ship-building. locomotive build
ing and the maohine trades tn general. have BJ.:own 
in size and capacity. The produot is often muoh 

larger. No limit has yet been reaohed. apparently, 
to Ihe size of produot. 

~. On the other hand. the last quarter of 
a eentuary haa seen a great increase In new 
industries the result of soientifio discovery. and 

of meohanical development. These. are illustrated 

by the Telephone. Radio, Automobile, Rayon. 
Refrigratora. Electrio Welding, chemioal and elec
trical industries. These are of more than passing

importanoe. for many of them have grown into 
great enterprises, employing many thousands of 

men and produolng new produota in moat qnantitie~ 

that have found ready markets. These new enter
prises really oonstitute the moat remarkable and 
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most imporiaDt phaea of modern Iodustry~ and 
their true eoonomio sigui1iaanoe probably holds 

the olue to our Ioduslrial aud ecouomio future. H . / 

Side by side with these changes in old 

manufacturing industries, and the growth of 

new industries, the m~t ancient industry in 

the world is being revolutionised before our 

eyes. Agriculture is an industry of slow turn

over, conditioned' even now by climate and 

geography far beyond the manufacturing 
Industry. It has, moreover, social factor's 
affecting it, like the laws of inheritance restrict
ing the size of the unit of production, which 
render the introduction of economies relatively 
much more difficult than in manufacturing 
enterprise. The scattered character of the 
holdings, moreover, prevent concentrated effort, 
organisation and education of the workers, 
standardisation and mass production in agri
culture, unless a community first accomplishes 

. a social revolution as in Russia. Nevertheless, 
the ~entist and the mechanician have contri
buted their mite to the revolution in agricul
ture, which has taken place in the last 20 years. 
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The intensive study of plant biology has led to 
the evolution .of seeds even of staple crops 
which may be sown in soils and climes that 
were regarded only twenty years ag~ as inhos
pitable. Canada, for eXample, with its short 
summer, was deemed to be unsuitable for 
cultivation. despite the native richness of its 
soil for the purpose, until the biologist evolved 
a seed which could ripen in hundred days 
instead of 130. Canada has thereby become 
one of the greatest wheat producers in the world. 
Other countries, where the climate lacks the 
necessary humidity. have been similarly atten
ded to by the scientist, and supplied with 
seed best suited for their requirements. New 
supplies of wheat have thus been 'created 
which twenty years ago were undreamt of. 

Even if we set aside the case of Russia, 
with her fierce resolve to increase production 
according to a pre-concerted plan. the changes 
created by these developments are exceedingly 
significant. Every kind of crop and cultivation 

. of importance in the world market. has been 
carefully investigated into by the scientist. In.. 
consequence. the plant life has been strength-
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ened and its diseases and pests localised and 
counteracted. The result is an unprecedented 
growth in the volume and variety of agricul
,tum! prod!Jcts, at a steadily reducing unit cost 
of production The mechanisation of agricul
ture, by the tractor, the harvestor and the 
combine, is, tbougll not equally possible in every 
'country, growing. The application of chemical 
fertilisers contributes towards the increase in 
output; while the provision of special credit • 
facilities, coupled with the growing use of the 
co-operative principle, tightens the burdens 
.and handicaps of the farmer so as to enable 
him more effectively, to resist competition. 

Side by side with these changes on the 
~,pply side or in the productive organisation, 
,ave taken place even more significant, though 
less noted, changes on the side, of demand. As 
the American authority already quoted says. * 

.. Surveys of the use of food. manufactured goods 
automobilell. and bousing, reveal radioal modifioatioll8 
in the habits of American consumption, Physiologi
cally, psr oaplta food requirements hav. declined. 
and are still tending to deoline, espeolally in ,view of 

.. Op. RNftII Boonomic cll"lIl" itt ,he U"itH StaIN, p,.17. 
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the quantities required for maintaining body heat 
and furnishing energy for work. With higher in
comes per capita. a higher standard of wholesome
neS9 due to trade aotion and public inspection, a 
wider variety of foods availiable in nl18easo08 and in 
all parts of the country. fuller knowledge of nutri
tion. and a more wide·spread Information on dietetios. 
there is reason to believe that the actual diets of to
day more nearly meet the physiologioal needs than 
has ever been true for the population as a whole. 
By and large, a smaner proportion of the family" in
aome ie required. nnder present oonditions,.to a 
"Bafer, bettsr balanoed. more varied, more appetising 
diet than formerly.» 

The compilers of this most interesting 
documen~;'are ' of the limitations 
inherent in the very nature of their survey and 
investigations; and 'consequently of the reserve 
with :which their final conclusions should be 
taken. What is true, moreover, of the conditions 
of consumption and demand in America Illay 
not be true of the corresponding conditions 
among other countries. Neverth!lless. making 
every allowance for the fact that a greater pro
portion of mankind is neither as prosperous nor 
as progressive as that in the United States, the 
general conclusion witt have to be admitted that 
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the demand for primary goods for immediate 
i:onsumption his not risen in the same propor-

\ tlon as the SUP~l or productive capacity has in
creased in th post-War period. For one thing, 
the world popu ation has not increased in the 
same proportion as productive capacity, which 
itself explains in considerable measure the dis
parity between demand and supply. And for the 
rest, other factors have operated on the demand 
sid~ e. g., the growth in the variety of man's 
wants, the cultivation of leisure, and all the new' 
ilemands In travel, recreation, amusement and 
i:lIlture, arising therefrom, which have heIght
ened this disequiiibrium. Not only has new 
production come into being to meet these new 
wants, but the -production of these materials to 
supply the primary wants of man is stimulated 
for the same ~ons which brought 'about 
these new industries. The disequilibrium, there

. fore. between demand and supply tends to 
groiJ and our efforts at treating each separate 
phase or case-of this dislocation only makes 
the gulf wider. 

l Add to these factors of productive technique 
and economic organisation, two other catego-
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ries of forces working from different ends to 

the saine goal; and we get the most consider

able explanation oJ the extent and intensity of 
the present crisis. [On the one band k- the. 
operation of the new Russian economic sy~em, 
wmch is based upon and worked on pnnciples 
ra~pposed to "those motivatmg the eco
nomic macrunery in other countries. Russia 
has abolished individual competition as the 
sole operating, directing as well as controlJing 
lever of her economic system; and substituted 
in its place common effort under common con
trol for a pre-determined goal. To her, there
fore, the laws of demand and supply, as enunci
ated in orthodox economies, have little signifi
cance, whether in her domestic market or in 
her foreign trade. She is re-organising her 
econ&mic system rapidly on the basis of pro
duction primarily for use rather than for ex
change. Exchange in her . system is not for 
gain but for getting rid of the unwarranted sur
plus, or rather for its exclusive appropriation 
by a small class for .its own enjoyment. If, 
therefore. she produces wheat, or oil, ~ 
cotton, in quantities far in e.lcess of her own 



needs,--aDd those needs themselves are care
fully rationed and regulated, as per plao.---..it ~ 
of the utmost indifference to her how muclJ or 
these articles she gives in exchange for" the 
tractOB and the" combines and the machine 

too~ sfte needs to prosecut~ti~ ~urther the 
main plan and program~e.· Dumpmg, there
fore, is an" inevitable corrollary of Russia's 
changed- socia-economic organisation; au'd if 
dumping has to be, Russia sees no reason why 
she should not do it systematically and scientifi
cally. The Russian· factor, therefore, in the 
world Depression is of the utmost significance; 
and we shall not solve it simply by ignoring 
Russia, or abusing her rule~ 

Radically opposite to the Russian factor 
at the starting point, but converging on the 
same goal, ~ the economies in the general 
ee6nomic organisatton introduced under the 
stress of intenslt aod in~ational competition. 
The "process of standardisation and mass pro
ducti"on hails from the intensely individualist 
America, which results in such obvious econo
mies in the expenses of production to the in· 
dividual concern, that .. its promoters and pro-
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prietors inevitably neglect the reaction of those 

Itconomies upon the community at large{_To 

intr~d~ce. obe machine :na,Y mean "to displa~ 
ten'human units of work, whose consequent 

unemployment is" not compensated evedby the 
combin~d action of increased wages to the 

workers still in employment, and thl':.reductioD 

in sale price to the consumer at large'l And. 
when the increase in production and supply 
renders the margin of profit to the prod~cet' 
ever smallel\ he resorts to those other phases 
of Rationalisation, " .. hich are comprised in the 
collective term cartellisation. The combina. 
tion of competing establishments in an industry, 
the concentration of connected industries into 
one gigantic:. vertical trust, "the introduction of' 
the producer's own selling agencies in the. 
shape of ~hain stores, the evolution of the 
interlocking Directorate so as to co-ordinate 
the general policy and c~trol the main levers 
of the economic system,-these are all inte'nded 
to eliminate, or at least to minimise, compe
tition, and safeguard the profits of the ipdivi .. 
dualist capitalist producer. 

S • 
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In this process, the real.wng-run demands 
of sociElI economy, affecpng ,the community 
collectively, are -hardly attended to. I have no 
intention to deny ·th~economies inevitably 
resultinj: as the first fruits of these manifold 
processes and devices, invented and employed 
by the capitalist to assll!'e and maintain his own 
profit. . The intensive application of modern 

. scientific research to industry has resulted, 
accordiDg to evidence collected in America, In 
an increase of the net. profit from 100 to 800 
per cent. President Hoover, when.Secretary of 
State for commerce, estimated the annual 
saving to American manufactureS from simpli
fied practice, based on the recommendations in 
a Report on Waste in Industry, at' 600 million; 
while the total saving from all such economies 
has been estimated at 5000 million dollars from 
this movement alone.- The economy resulting 
from the growth of standardisation of parts 
and material, so as: to avoid the waste due 
to' incompatibility; the standardisation of 
;W;es, dimensions and properties of manu
factured products,has been estimated, by the 

"Ibt!. p:U9. 
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American Engineering Standards Committee; 
to amount, in a single case of the, American 
Automobile Industry, to' 750 million annually! 
The total saving to industry, from the 'recla
mation and reuse of the was.te products is still 
more incalculable"thougblia a s,ingle. ~s.e .of 
reclaimed rubber, the lI-nnual saving was esti~ 
mated in America at over £ 20 million: annually 
in 1925. J 

V'~ making every. allowance for t~ese 
gains due to Rationalisation, Standardisation '. 
and Modernisation in, industry, thcifact remai.] 
that their resultant dislocation in soci:i\ 

I economy is not duly attended to and properly 
provided for in the profit seeking individualist 
society. And it is this unintended and 
unwelcome progeny of Economic Modernism, 
which is responsible for the dislocation of the 
machine, and the creation of Depression=\ The 
London Punch recendy ,gave a fult"" page 
cartoon of a wonderful and gigantic Robot 
saying to the employer: "Master, I can do the 
work of fifty men" _ .. Ah yes". says the emplo
yer in deep perplexity, "but what of the fifty 
men whose work will be gone from them ,.. The 
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9nly comment that need be made on tbis, is 
that the Employer and the Statesmen seem 
to be awakening· to this idea, a bit too late, 
if they have awakenlld at all! The evil genius· 
has already bee" with us, and doing its fell 
work in misery, starvation, and premature death 
among the unemployed, their hopes and ambi
~ons buried with them, their talents and powers 
unknown, untried, unused by society, their 
ambilions unachieved, their purpose unfulfilled, 
their lives embittered"':"a burden t()"themselves 
ud I' curSe to their fetlows. 

In this particular category must . be 
mentioned the sharp contrast, even in their 
~mm.on pepression, between prices of agricul. 
tural products, and those of manufactures. 
The former have fallen much more than the 
latter; as the statjstics given in the earlier Lec
ture would show. Since the farmer strives to 
counteract the fall in prices by increasing his 
produce, the agricultural Depression hecomes 
more intense and lasting than in industry. 

Let us now summarise the results of these 
.,urely economic aDd technical causes o! the 



w ~ ~2!'ession; 'There has been' a . distinct 
growth in the aggregate volume of production 
per unit. as the following ~able . taken from' Ii 
Reporton the Recent Economic Changes in the 

tr. ." 
United States shows:.-' . 

Percentage changes for 13 Production Factors. 
Total. Annual. Total. Annual. 

Factor ~. 1899-1919 1999-1919 1919-l9B't 1918-191'1 ' 

PJOdnctiOll '" 112 6.6 46.6 (_) &.81 (19lI1l 
Wage eamen ... 103 6.16 -2.9 (.. )-oJI6 ( .. ) 

ProdaeUvity 4.7 0.24 58.6( .. ) lUll ('" I 
Primary Power ... 206 10.25 22.0 (1925) •• 6'1 (191&) .. po< wage 

earoer ... 411 2.86 10.9 ( " ) 7.0 ( .. j 
COlt of materials ... 1185 66.7& 9.7 (u ) LUI C. 'I 
WagupMd ... 878 AD ll .• ( •• ) 1.11 ( i~ J 
ValB. of Bldp. ... 122 . 6.11 S,,", (19l!2) 8.9 (19p) .. llachinery .• ~ 129 8.4& 1S.7 ( .. ) '.6 ( .. I 
Prime COlt ... 1050 &1.6 U (1926) 1.11 119261 
UDit cost ... l@S tI.l M.6( .. ) •• 08 ( .... 

191..00 191..00 1920.26 1920.26. 
Hn. per Week ... ~ -0.88 0.9 0.16 
Wkly. wag. rate .,. 11K _ 1.94 0.1'1 

These figures are not at all for the sante 
year'; they are for the United States or 
America, by no means typical of the restor 
~he world; and they' do not include the yea@ 
of Depression. which makes a considerable 

·Cp. eiL p.101. 
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discount in their value. Nevertheless, if we 
bear in'll1ind the corresponding experience in 
Russia, even in the period of the most intense 
depression,r!:e-W'0uld have to admit that in the 
world at large, w'hile there; has been a consi
derable increase in man's productive capacity 
and equipment, tbere has been nothing like a 
concurrent increase in the consumption 
capacity. The irrational, unplanned, spasmodic 
spmu and waves in our industrial activity lead 
to renovation or alterations in one industry. 
causing unemployment in an~tber, without a 
s~ltaneous1y balancing factor .in any other. 

JJiemployment thus comes into being and 
grows'inevitably, leading-to a reductio~iDthe 
purchaSing pow~r yf the community in the 
aggregate •. This ~and deepens the gulf 

ready created .between demand and supply. 
tldoecaiise _~ople are. unable to bui to the 

limif-o£tJ1etr needs, 3.gri):;iDgproporiionof . 
0;'';'· or enhanced production remains· ~nsold> 
depresslngtbe-pri~~~L[urtlier-a~~~ver 
81or~ 

!lnal..!r, th~e low prices manifest tbem:' 
selves-in the shrinking value and volume of 



n 
the local as wen as the foreign trade of each 

~
I ~~6.~;::!l()llfar th.e .v!ci~~_ circle- is 
completec!L_an.d Depression seems to be 
unending and irremediabl::!n . 
----So far-as India is con ' ed, the operation 
of this prime cause of Depression may be 
slow and unnoticeable; but its consequences as 
outlined above are undeniable. The creation 
of new industries. and the restoration or revival 
of the old is a programme hardly touched upon 
yet by the powers that be in this land, 
We have. no doubt. made our first steps in a 
policy of scientific protection Jo new and likely 
industries. But long before European and 
American writers discovered the limits of in
tensive economic nationalism, the rulers of 
India had_showed such prophetic vision, that 
they do not even now seem to perceive . the 
legitimate margin, recognised even by European 
and American writers, for the building up of a 
country's economic system. Without anything 
like an industrial revival and increase in pro
ductivity, India has nevertheless come to suffer 
most intensely from the world Depression, which 
she had no direct hand in causing, simply be-
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cause her bascent- industry is ill-equipped and 
ill-organised to meet the fierce competition of 
its foreign rivals. And her agriculturist is even 
more exposed and, undefended than her inanu~ 
facturer. DepresSion, therefore, in the -shape 
of falling prices and stagnating trade. came to 
India more for fiscal, financial and political. 
reasoDS,than ~ecause of stricdy economic 
necessity. 

Let us, therefore, now consider the second 
Category of these causes, viz., t~ose relating to 
the financing of trade and industry, and rooted 
in the currency and credit systems of the worl4 
in general, and of this country in particular. - ' 

• Op., G. D. H. Col •• G,.;40 X_ugh Warld Cluro •• p. 62, 

,. The case of. vast COUDtry with hugeand divwamed resoarcu 
and population may indeed be very ditrerant. But evan luch a count· 
rJ, though it can pWlb the ideal of self sufficiency very much further 
than the small ~tlOJl. of Europe without disaster to itself, 6nd, illt
pasaab16 barrien set to ita pursuit of economic natioulilm." El.~ 
"Where in th! same work the writer mentiona India, Cbinae RUlsia 
.and the United Statu as a~ongat tbe countries of this- categOJ')' 

who 'qan mtintahf the policy of self ... ufticieacy without harm much 
~tber than othora. Prot. Cole has DOt, howovel', appreciated fuUy 
the wHlth and variety of reaourt'U in men and material of India 01' 

thin., io that hi .. · belief about" impassable barriert U even ia chete 
coUDtri~:-"uat be t~ with .. piPCh of u)t.. 
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. '-fii, the financial group are causes· m9re 

spectacular, even though moresuperficlal and 

temporary, and impressive than those already 
eonsidered. While the group ·ofeconomic 
causes hitherto considered have occasioned de
pression, not because it- was in the nature of 
these influences inevitably to bring about such 
disorganisation and disequilibrium as they have 
done, but because the econc;>rnic system and 
-condition upon which they impinged were: not 
tuned to meeting and benefiting-· by this iin
pact ;-the financiai influences to be now consj,. 
dered were in their nature such as !UIlavoidably 
to cause the dislocation. The economi~ 

factofll of a new revolution in pFoduction 
:reviewed hitherto cannot be dismissed as essen
tially an evil which must be avoided by man
kind, but which rather must be sought and weI. 
-corned like a spirited horse and .temperc!d to the 
.ituation and conditions in existence, so as the 
most fully to reap their natural benefit. The 
financial circumstances on the other hand to be 
now .reviewed will have to be· cOndemned as 
blunders, arising nllt from the inventive genius 
.and creative imagination .of· man, but rather 
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from his blinding passions of greed and envy 
and exploitation. The former are, at the worst, 

lfaults in organisation, whicl). could be improved 
without wholesalE! comdemnation; the latter 
are errors of ignorance or incompetence, which 
must be condemned without benefit of appeal, 

, we would not repeat the miseries of the 
present Depression. 

After this generic contrast between· the 
two sets of what we have described as Econa

.mic causes JIM uS enumerate the financial caus
es proper. These areanrelated to the Falling 
price iefJ.§l in aU countries a!lecteQl)ytlie-Oe
p;essionwmd are tIlemselveS the outcomEi·of: 
"(1) the strain on the currenc;i"'!lg~dit system 
o!)!1e wor1cfgeDer:~~d by the decline in prices; 

12) tIieaoandoilment of the Gold Standard bI 
several important commercial countries. in 
cOnSequence of this strain; and ~.!!te di., 
organisation of the international Exchanges 
arising out of the freezing up of tbe streams 
tUld . currents· of international payments. We 
shall now briefly teview these factors, in so far 
as they have affected. or brought about the 
·present Depression. ---
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Tbe fall in prices due to the economic 
.causes of tbe first category bas already been 
reviewed as tbe result of a growing disparity, 
between Demand and Supply, empbasised by 
tbe accumulation of stocks on the side of supply,. 
and the loss of purcbasing power O!l tbe side 
'of demand. We cannot bere view tbe same 
phenomenon in the light of purely financial 
circumstances, which, had they been suitably 
ordered and managed, would. have minimised 
disequIlibrium if not avoided .• it altogetber. 
For, the prices of commodities are an expressiolb 
in' monetary form of their individual as well as· 
relative values. There is nothing absolute 
and unchanging in the individual,-and much, 
less in the relative.-valll,es, as expressed in. 
terms of the common medium of exchange. 
They depend, no doubt, upon conditions oi 
supply and demand, not only or each, commo
dity exchanged as well as of the totality of such. 
exchanges, but also upon the corresponding 
supply and demand of the money material or
money form itself. 'It is npt impossible for a 
modem ,community,. properly organised anel 
fully alive 'to its own resources and requir~. 
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ments, to control and regulate the conditions 
i>£ demand and supply in the commodities of, 
~ltchange even in those cases which are under
going the most revolutionising influences in their 
production or consumption, or both. Much 
more easy is it to control and regulate nowa
days the demand and supply of the media of 
exchange, which are practically"monoptised in 
.all modem communities by their governments. 
Hence, if only the authorities controlling the 
monetary system of each country were suffici· 
ently alive to their responsibilities and mindful 
"of their obligations; if only they were familiai' 
with the forces they have to control, and the 
-changing circumstances they have" to- adopt 
diose forces to; if only. they had fully realised 
:all the cogs and wheels" ill the economic machi
pery they would have t.d set into motion by 
-operating the control levers, they could easily 
-deal with the changing circumstances of pro-
.duction and consumption of material utilities 
.and services in their community. 

The facti, however, are otherwise in the 
modem commercial world, outside of Russia., 
So far as the process of production and 
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consumption of material utilities is concerned .. 

they have not yet accepted the principle of 

conscious and deliberate control of this organi
sation for a preconceived purpose and to a pre
determined goal. The entire economic system' 
is . thus at the mercy of the chaotic forces 
of unrestrained competition, born of greed 
and motived by the insatiate search for 
gain. Such relief as has already been accept-

. ed and given· effect to,-as in the case of 
the· -co-operative principle in agriculture, 
or the collectivist principle in supply of 
public utilities,-is rather by way of allevia
tion of a superficial evil than as a cor
I'ective of a fundamentally vicious basis. Our 
local and national transportation and communi
cation;· education and.i1lumination; credit and 
conservancy; defence and health, are aU 
assigned increasingly to public or co-operative 
enterprise, because the private profit-seeker 
finds in them ever dimiQishlng opportunities for 
safe and certain gains, while the risks attendant 
upon such ventures are much too mnsiderable. 
Think of a privately. owned navy for Britain. or 
army for India, and you will realise the wisdom 
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of the' profit-seeking individualist who steen! 
clear o.!Jhese ventures. 

~ !he: absence of any proper, regulation. 

E' 

{!,trol or co-ordination of tlie entire ,!,conomic 
achinery of an iven communit ,the probe 
~ of a fairly ..{ltable-pri~e !c?yel is nee lessly 
~plicated. NevertheJess, even under those 
conditions, the task is not altogether hope 
less, if only we, had proper men scientifically 
trained for their job. In this country, for 
~tance; we have had controllers of currency 
whose only contact with the science of currency 
system was purely alphabetical, since ethey 
were members, of the all powerful Civil Ser
vice that are presumed to be specialists in 
-everything, and l;ompetent for any post of profit 
.or promotion to them$e.lves. We have had 
masters of mint who were army officers i,n their. 
.origin; ministClrs of ,Fmance who were unable 
to make a ~ple sum in addition, without a. 
margin of ~or varying,directly with the pre
tences 01 the individual concerned, and inverse
ly with the 4ifficulty involved. How can we 
regulate on a stable basis prices with such an 
-equipmentl 
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In othec -countries, they have been -more 
fortunate, so far- as the human side of :the 
control is concerned. Thus, for example, in the 
United States or Germany, though the produ~ 
tive organisation has -been progressively 
rationalised,the banking and credit organisa~ 
tion have yet to be modernised and harmonised 
with the cbanging conditions -of the economio 
system. The first steps in centralisation and 
co-ordination in the banking and credit organi~ 
sation of the United States, the greatest money 
power in the moderl;1 world, were made just 
before the War; and so, however easily it 
might conceal its defects in boom times, in the 
bour of crisis it as readily proves itself obsolete 
and inelastic. 

In Britain, the Bank of England has wider 
experience, greater authority, more direct con~ 
tact with business conditions, more weight and 
influence with the rulers of land,- than perhaps 
any other corresponding body. Its Governors 
are adepts in the highest mysteries of finance, 
and its directors honest, patriotically minded 
people who would govern, the' Bank primarily 
in the public interest. Nevertheless. Britain's 
currency system was, before September 1931, 
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so inelastic'; the' c~dit organisation founded 
ontnat system so orthodox and obsolete; and" 
the financial contact. knowledge and' under. 
standing of its real masters in -this department 
so insular, antiquate~ and imperfect. that, with 
the best will in the world, they could not adopt 
their experience and authority to avert the 
crisis. In Germany> finatly, they excell even in 
those,Departments where Britain seems to be 
deficient. There is a more intimate and living 
relation between industry, trade and banking; 
deeper knowledge of international finartce 
and exchanges; more adaptable credit and 
currEit'lcy 'machinery. But they are helpless 
before factors outside their control. They 
are a heavily indebted people, who cannot 
z:egulate the world' price-level from, their own 
Country, though they have performed veritable 
miracles in maintaining their own internal 
price-level in the face of such heavy odds 
against them. 

,Hence, when the crisis began to develop., 
there ,was no meanS to check it, as from a 
common centre. The measures taken in the 
AnDus, Terrillilis,-as Mr. Toynbee in the 
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Survey of International affairs, 1931, calls it. 
savoured, of the Sauve, qui peut to such a 
degree that ,talks of common counsel and 
concerted action were futile. Says this authority:-

k Indeed. in this historical drama of 1931, ... ill 
the Napoleonio drama interpreted by Thom811 Hardy 
in the DIInfUta. the peyohological. forces were the 
'real aaton in the stage. and the material forces.-'
nations and states a.nd Governments. bankers and 
politicians. oommodities and ourrenoies.-were their 
oreatures. which moved under the impulsion like 
manipulated marionettes, or like shadows thrown 
on a Screen". 

• 
Let us review this decline in priMa as it OO!)11rred 

after the first stepe had been takeD, tor reconstruo
tion. The following table shows the decline in, the 
Pri';" of seourities. 

Price of ordinary Industrial Shares or common 
'stocks. (1924.100). ,', 

. .borage for the 'Jf>U. u.s. Germany. Gt. Brillia.. 

• • 19I14o 100 100 100 
.. • lQ25 1116 91 109 .. n 1916 148 105 11& 

.. .. 19J'1 169 l6l! 1810 .. .. 1928 aao 1401 liS .. .. 19211 270 llI6 l39 

.. " 
1980 201 100 112 

" .. 19aI 126 75 (to J""o) IJ'1 .. ODd of 1981 77 IIoct oxehaD&e cto..d 81 

6 
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The United States Index stood at 309 
in September 1929,. just before the crash, 
and fen to 207 in November 1929. It revived 
to 244 in April 1930, and fen sharply to 146 at 
the end of the year. 

The British Index stood at 7.8 in August 
1931. just before the spspension of the Gold 
Standard. After the Suspension it rose to 92 
in November 1931, and then dropped to 81 in 
December.-

The Economist (London) Index of Com
Plodity Prices, Sterling and Gold, is 101.3 
(sterling) and 78.0 (gold) on the basis of Prices 
on Sept. 18,1931=100 (Economist, 28-1·33.) 

foe breakdown of the international credit· 
systertt was essentially a pSYChological factor, 
th~lnlts ,train camea--horTible brood. or 
bank failures; Stock Exchange crisis. departure 
from the Gold Standard. Exchange control, 
et ad hoc genus emne. As already observed, 
the seeds of the debacle are found in the· 
sudden bursting o( the boom bubble on the 
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New York Stock Exchange in October 1929, 

which not only caused heavy and numerous 
bank failures in that country, but turned the 
'tide of investment from east to west. The 
failure of the Stock Exchange boom caused 
a sudden, sharp fall iII. the prices . of industrial 
securities as shown in the tl!.ble above; and 
>these reacted on other priceS forcing them 
-downward for purely psychological reasoni 
Because prices fell, the expectation of return 
from stock exchange securities,-from industrY 
,In general-declined in sympathy,'withthe result 
>that the whole credit me(:hanism of America 
was .endangered. American .credit was strained~ 
if not weakened. To support it and strengtheli 
1t, America recalled her capital invested in 
-Germany, and other European countries, 
despite a veritable glut of surplus production 
'Within her own frontiers.' The reason for these 
panic orders to repatriate capital was the 
.absence of any machinery to absorb, convert 
and utilise the surplus of production,-which, 
in the ultimate analysis, is the real source of all 

• capital, as capital for local purposes. Devices, 
like the instalment selling, so peculiar a feature 



of American Economic system, had s~utated 
trade at the expense of a' channel to convert 
prompdy and effectively the surplus of produc
tion unto capital; and that, in its turn, to better 
and easier credit. Germany and other such 
debtors of America, having already locked up 
this capital in industry, were unable to part 
with' it without a disproportionately heavy 
strain on other parts of their economic 
machinery. They had neverth~less to comply 
witli the orders of their creditors,-by 
substituting other creditors, in their place_ 

The root vice of the system was thus not 
cured, but only magnified. Instead of one coun
try suffering a unit strain, two countries or more 
were exposed to a doubled strain for an. 
indefinite period all through 1930. The 
Depression was growing ,by prices falling; an~ 
as the expectations of industrial profits were 
declining even more sharply, the downward 
trend was emphasised by the most sensitive of 
the ingredients in the International price level. 
The remedies in the shape of manipulation of 
Discount rates did not help i and so a' serious. 
.element of permanent weakness was introducecl 
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by the change in the character of deposits, 
notably in Germany. 

Britain, who had largely helped Germany 
in her hour of need, had also helped Austria on 
the failure of credit Anstalt along v.:ith Getmany. 
Britain was now put to the rack, financially 
speaking, by the rapid withdrawal of the 
French balances from London, which had been 
accumulating ever since the flight from the 
franc began in 1926, and wh;ch bad ~been 
strenghthened by the French trader's practice' 
in the intervening years to keep the active' 
balance due to him, in a growing proportion: 
abroad. France had completed her task ot 
reconstruction and restoration of, her war-' 
wasted country and 'people earlier than' 
Germany, though 'French industry is even now 
not rationalised to the degree of American or 
German enterprise. But the social and 
economic ideals and ambitions of the French' 
people render that relatively unimportant. 
France, moreover, had considerably reduCed',' 
her' internal debt by the inflation of her' 
currency, and the devolution of the franc to' 
practically ov.e-fifth of its pre-war exchange 
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v,lll"e. J3e!,ides, iQ virtue (If the Versailles 
Treaty, the Dawes and the Young Plan, she was 
a creditor country in Europe, doubly entrenched 
~iainst all likely assaults' upon her economic 
position. If we are to believe writers like Mr. 

,Pl!:\11 Einzig. she now began th~ offensive by a: 
~ew~d tQ bring bad; her accumulated 
b,a,lances, mainly _ i~ London, in gold. Britain 
co,\I1d not meet this demand for the repartition 
~f the French balances, aftee loaning so, 
~eavily to bankrupt Austria and tottering 
~rmany, ~thout redudng her own gold 
r~serves to a danger~lUsly low level. and 
ilpperilling her international credit.· Her own 
trader, had bllen shrinking fast, the favourable 
b,al3l1-ce ~f 'w;orld payments due to her for 
i~terest on capital an~ IIhipping banking 
or insurance services wa,l1 vanishing. and 
b,~ surplus fot: investment declining. The 
~cmil1an Committee on Financll and Industry 
(1,3tb, July 1931) had warn~d the government 
of th«; p~rilous positio~ of British ~de and 
finflnc~ in l)iay; and now came (3]st July 1931, 
~~ report of the Economic Committee, 
pr,e'lided ov~. by ~ir G, ~y. w.hich revealed a 
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budget deficit' in Britain of £. 12Q million, in. 
193Z· 

It was a bombshell in Britain; in Europe; 
and \he world. The American bankers had' 
already been nervous about British Credit; and' 
now they could show to the world their reasonS
for such nervousness. Unless Britain introduced 

• Some idea of tbe world capilal movements may be had from 
tIie subjoined table. 

HOVltlBNTS 01' OAPITAL (MILLIONS oJ!' DOLLARS} 

LONG AND SHORT TERM. 

Leading 
ll92S 1921 19l1S 1916 1917 19lI5 1_ 198(J Countrie., 

B%porl •• 
11. S. A. -126 .- 6S3 140 mo 10S6 188 66'1 

Gt. Britain. '100 860 lI8l -llII 488 66'T 672' 1\10 
l'rance 606 .-'-00 -_ 
Oanada "46 10'1 J7'T 1'T8 51 186 -'-S'T -161. 

tN. B. KiD. ~1'1 mows imports of capital). 

Borrowing 
, countries. } 1918 1~ 19115 1_ 19!1'1 1928 1_ 1981) 

l~ .. 
Germany 6H 816 189 lOll!) 1017 156'1 146, 
Au.triA lS'T l!!II) 110 1'10 lI5'T 198 166 117 
Argentma· 89 ( 1'10 ) at: 1M 181 B8 
Jopan -'- - 7. 1_ 22 s.'_ 

N. B. Miuus oigD sho .... export) 
M the tabl • .tio •• ~e continued lOll&' and short term· Vapita 

movem8ntl, the re&l cbaraeter of the change 'Coming over Germany· 
iO not cI .. dy shown !lilt (Cp. Cot •. Op., ~it. P. 901. 
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almost impossible economies in her pu~lic 
expenditure, she would get no' aid from 
America. It was a dictation in internal politics, 
which was hard to stomach for a proud people. 
who had themselves been in India and else
where in "the habit 01 giving,-not receiving,
such admonitions. But there was no alternative. 
Mr. Macdonald's Labour cabinet colleagues 
c!>uldnot agree to some of the proposed econo-" 
-mies, notably those in regard to Unemployment 
Benefits; and so he formed the National All
Parties Government towards the end of August 
to cope with the situation. 

Britain's assistance to Germany had only 
"exasperated France, who had found her moves 
checkmated-at every stage by Britain in 1931. 
When Germany, for instance, devised the ex
pedient of an Austro-German Customs Union. 
Britain seemed to be sympathetic, if only 
because such an arrangeme~t ~ould mean 
some slight reduction in the European trade 
barriers. France not only opposed the idea, but 
effectually rendered it nugatory by suggesting 
reference to the International Tribunal at the 
Hague, whether under the Versailles Treaty, it 
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was permissible for Germany to make such an 
arrangement. When France, in her tum, had 
suggested the organisation of a United States of 
Europe, Britain had thrown cold water on Bri~ 

and's brilliant conception, and so made that 
attempt at European re-organisation futile. 
Hence, in 1931 May-June, when Britain went on 
lending to Germany in support of the latter's 
credit and currency system, French intluences 
succeeded in making a drain from Germany till 
Germany's ultimate gold reserve was reduced 
to the statutory minimum. 100 Million gold 
marks worth of foreign exchange were with
drawn from Germany on a single day, july 6th, 
while between September 1930 and June 1931 
no less than 4000 million marks· were so 
withdrawn. Germany seemed beaten. to her 
knees, and France reigned supreme for the
moment in the world of European finance. 

When neither Britain nor America seemed 
to be able to help Germany, she turned to 
France, who offered to make a long term loan; 
for ten years to Germany, not only funy secured· 
on the Reisch Customs Revenue, but also rein-. 
forced by political concessions, such as a mort-
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gage of her customs revenue and pocket battle· 
ships, and abstention from any scheme of 
a,malgamation with Austria. which, if conceded, 
would have made Germany a bond slave of 
France for a decade at least. 

Neither Britain, nor America, could 
advice Germany to pur~hase national solvency 
at the cost of national enslavement, wbne the 
forces of resurgent nationalism in Germany 
herself forbade even a consideration of such 

~. 

outrageous terms. 
M 

In this situation, the United States had 
• 

come to the aid of Europe, on June 20 by offer-
'ing a slIspension of all inter-govermental debt 
payments for one year to give breathing time 
to the distressed nations of Europe. Presidenf 
Hindenburg had telegraphed to President 
Hoover on June 19th calling attention to

Germany's parlous state; and. this was the 
reply o£ his American confrde. All debtor 
nations gratefully welcomed the offer; and 
even amongst creditors, Britain and Italy 
reechoed the sentiment. France; however, 
again. demurred, . voiced her suspicions, insi.s-
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ted on additonal conditions, and at last agreed 
at the last moment with the utmost hesitation~ 
Forced against her will to grant this breathing
time to Germany'; and balked of her prey as 
it were at the moment when she seemed to 
hold it in her clutches, France turned her atten
tion to Britain to repay with capital and inte
rest all the service the latter had done her ill> 
the whole of this episode. 

To understand properly the pOSition in. 
International exchanges of the fout leading 
countries of Europe and America ,tp. tho 
following. 



tRADE BALANCES. 
192G 19BO 1981 

Imp. Exp. Bal. Imp. IIIxp, Bal. Imp. IIIxp. 
1. 'United KIDgdDm. £1111.1 '20.8 -.as1.8 957.1' 670.8 -886.8 ~U B89.a 
2. United State.. I 4889 &151 818 8120 8781 861 2092 2878 
8. Germany. 184117 18488 8& 10898 12086 1648 6?'lI7 9599 
... 'ranee. &6687 '689& -'1'192 &1896 ,1911 -9119 '1710 a9880 
.. Japen. 1000 969 -81 '" ?Or -8'1 689 &411 
8. l.di. 26911 81899 8928 17806 286&0 68U . 18006 16120 

N. B.-SigD .ho .... negative or p.IIlve balance of trade' againlt the country. 

Bal. 
-'09.0 

286 
2878 

-11800 
-6ll 

8116 

Imp. 
·8&9.0 

748 
9887 

16188 

JOB2 
lllxp. Bal. 

865.90487.0 
821 78 

8980· 808 
11868 -6286 

10186 9888 802 

4tJ.. The 'gurea ate in million. i.. They do Dot represent quantum, whioh i. much bigher in the cas. of im. 
porb: of Jetained good. tba.n thOI' in refard to expor.,; and both higher than pri~el. The figure. for 1983 are taken 
from. the ecoDomilt, Jan. Bl-1988, P! 11 • . 

I. The figure. in milliard Dollitl. They tepr •• ent, on the import .ide If good, for con.umptioD" III.nd, 00 the' 
export lidel Dome.tic produce of America. The Quantum faIl in 1981 imporl.t over 1929 was 14%, and in export 
86% j whilt in. prices the faU " .. 87J.ii% and 641% 1espectively. The 1982 figures are only for the fint 6 months of the 
yut. . 

8. The figur.s in milliard .. of Bellah mark... The export. include "payments in kind madlS Ob account of tepa .. 
ration., aggregating 819, '0'1. 898 and 62 million marka respectively. Ther. is a greater quantum fall in the import. 
thllD iD exportl. '"The figur.s for l08lar. for the Ant sbc month,. J. credit balance Js througbout kept up. 

t, Figures in millard (ranes. The quantum of imporl. Wit maintained in 1981 at '1 polnll above 1929 level; 
bu.t "porta have fall.o in quantum .. well a. in priee. The figures for lOBi are fOI tile first liz month,. 

IS. The .. tigure. are in milllon dollm converted at par while the Rold standard luted. 
8. Figure. are 'n Jub. of Bup'" for the Indian officii! fiscal yean, ,seept in 1988, when the figure. are lor the 

lint nioe montbl. For lb. fir.t lis montha of 1982-1938 the lipr.1 tbow a negalive bllance or 8.'11 crore., wbile fot 
the 12 JDonth. of 1981 (ealendar year) the pOlitive balance is B •. 6,tiO lilli. Thea. ficurel bave beeD compiled from 
lb. ,.port of coDtroUer of currency, and the monthly IltatisliCl, the latest .vailabl,. 
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The followinl! figures are on the same- subject. but.as ginn ill 
the 8_is', l!8-1-l1S p. 17&. World Tnde .,,1938. 

(Val ... ti ... of Mrch. Ttad. in Him .... ) 

France. 
N •• Imp. Domestic Exp. Balance. 

Fran ... 
1999 68l!Sl 6OllI9 8089 

1980 0l!844. 10.1 - 1'.6' 9615 
1921 4oI!199 19 •• 8~ 99.0 11778 
1938 

_ 0 
29.8 

1 _ 
85.8 10188 

Germany, marks. 
1989 18M7 lM88 88 
1980 W898 38.1 lllO86 10.7 16d 
1981 6737 8508 9599 lIO.lI 3878 
1999 .s66 80.7 &788 400.3 1071 

U. K, Pounds. 
1929 nn 'IJI9 lIB! 
1980 967 18.9. 571 1ll.7 886 
1981 797 16.6 991 81.9 -1983 .668 18.l1 866 &.7 ll87 

U. S. A., Dollars. 
1989 - 5SQ . -1980 8061 .80.' 8848 16.,. 753 
1981 l!O9O lll.e - 88.9 886 
1988 1828 1140.8 1618 88.8 895 

Canada, Dollars. 
11189 1B99 lB08 91 
1980 1008 11 .. 905 85.1 108 
1981 638 87.1 609 88.1 19 - 405B aD - 10.1 111 • 

Figura ia Col... & 6 are percentage 'ftriatioas OD pnwioUl 
yean. 
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ne meaSures taken by tlie British National 
Government, immediately on its formation, 
were inadequate to maintain the pound on the 
:gold basis, and so they decreed a departure 
-from gold suddenly on the night of September 
-20th. The accommodation granted bY' France 
and America was continued; but still the strain 
upon the British Exchanges continued. A 
-general ~lection was held in October 19~1 to 
secure a Doctor's mandate for Mr. Macdonald's 
Government, which resulted in such an 
overwhelming Tory majority in the new 
parliament, that the remaining margin for free 
-exchange of commodities was doomed. A 50% 
ad valorem tariffwas clapped on in November, 
-ILl! the first step in rectifying the trade balance 
on certain articles of luxury imports; an 

• intensive campaign for Ii Buy British Goods" 
was started for the same .. l'urpose; another 
10% all round tul valorem duty was imposed 
-on the bulk of the British imports with a very 
restricted free liSt. All these measures, though 
they aid the depressed British trade, fatled to 

lIecure the 'objective of tiftingthe world Depres-
1Iion, or even correcting the British balance of 
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trade • .And so; when Germany demand'ed. undei 
the Young Plan, a review of her economic posi. 
tion, the certainty of the international experts 
finding Germany's utter inability to· pay was so 
clear, that the knowledge of the true nature 
and complications of the Depression still affect
ing the world, and each country in h, could no 
longer be shut out from the public gaze • 

..,.....:nle tale of Britain is the tale of other 
co~ntries, except that, in th~se, action was on 
their habitual and traditional lines. while in 
Britain it was a.radica1 deparn;r~ i~o~the known 
pOlicy of that nation._ .And because it was a 
departll~,._i!Jrllstrated, ne1i§1!~~~canct:lf~!1 
ontiS-it were, the measures·of other countries to 
prevetltDepresmo;; froni deepenirig:EXChange 
of commodities. was more than ever impeded, 
and therefore declined. in quantity and even 
more in value. The creditor countries, like 
Britain, made it "Impossible to receive the pay. 
ments due to them by the barriers 
against trade they had imposed within their 
frontiers. And, because their goods could not 
be sold in the countriElSc which had" offered the 
best or the most extensive markets, the debtOl' 
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~ountrie:t C9uld not only not pa-j their debts, 
but could not buy the goods of their creditors, 
either as they had not the wherewithal of 
making such purchases, or because their 
~reditors "refllsed them further. credit. AU 
through ther~onstruction period of 1924-1929, 
the Debtors baa "b,:en paying their debts, not 
out of any real surplus of production over 
consumption. but because their creditors had 
~ffered. the~ further credits. The debtOrs' 
new investments were,undoubtedly productive, 
imd were certain to be' pro/ital;le; but the 
pr,?/its wo'uld result after a period. They were 
meanwhile destroyed or suspended because of 
the tremendous faU in prices, caused by a glut 
in the market, due to the restrictive credit and 
trade policies of the most important nations 
.in the world. 

I Hence the financial caus~aof th8" Depres
sion, . which were. originally institu~ as 
t!l.meiJies=tor'a 'particular phase of the evil, 
i~the" restriction of credit, the rise of discount 

tes, the abandonment of the gold standard, 
he control of Exchanges, the impedement to 
ade,- aU operated as the world factors for 

I;naking depression deeper.) 
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In the s~ond of the main group 'of causeS: 

mentioned above, hiStOrical as well . as purely 

political factors are involved. They explain 
the degree, if not account for the origin, of the. 
crisis. Taking the former first, as being more 
simple and yet more expla~tory, we must 
remember that the European War of 1914-18 
had made a considerable indent._upon -the 
economic system _ of the <~~!!.d: __ . Not .only it 
di;ectlybequeathed to ~e world, asa legacy, 
DeotSand ReparationS,-whicn, in so far as they 
were carnell out, _ profoundly affected the 
entire economic organisation of the countnes 
concerned, as well as of all their neighbours. 
but had brought about ~~~elete <iri~OD 
in the eCQIl!>!!1ic position, .rehuiy~ly.'!peakingi 
of the leading cQuntries cif the world. Those - - _. -----------
who were debtors, and were consequendy 
obliged to maintain a regular surplus of 
exports of their produce over imports into 
their country, now became creditors, entided, 
if they chose, to levy their tribute from their 
debtors; and those who were creditors before 
the war became debtors compeUed to reorient 
their productive system so as to give them an 

'1 
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:exportable surplus. Britain, Ge/many, France 
were, before the war, creditor countries, having 
their investments all over, the world, 

.:develo'ping .. ~he credit and commerce, the 
transport and industry of their more backward 
'fellows. They used to have a considerable 
surplus of imports D,ver their exports, the 
margin of imports indicating. not that their 
productive.organisation was deficient, but rather 
the tribute. the interes~ the profit, which count
ries developing with the aid of their capital 
were bound to make. 

, p.tltain was the oldest and .the most 
c¥siderable * these iA¥CSteF!t, her capital 
building • or: developing with equal im

. partiality the railways of America, the tea 
gardens of India, the gold and diamond mines 
of Africa, or the butcheries of Argentin~. 
Thanks to these investments, she was easily 
the banker of the world, and had availed her
self of this double advantage to become the 
Camel' of the world. Her tribute, therefore, 
from these profitable investments in productive 

. enterprises allover the world, came in ever 
growing volume, helping her to develop still ful" 
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ther her own mdustry and expand her commerce. 

In the pre-eminent industrial p~sition Britain 
bad enjoyed in the greater portion of the XIX. 
century, she was unconcerned. about safe::. 
guarding h~r own local market. She, therefore, 
maintained a policy of free trade throughout 
that century, not only· beca~e she haa to 
facilitate payment of these d"es to her,-which 
could only be paid in gooas. to her, and if 
these goods were barred there would be no 
way to receive payment,-but also because the 
free field available for English wares was so· 
considerable that Britain did not worry about" 
the protective. policies of her firs~ industrial 
rivals. It was, she thought, task enough for 
them to secure their own local markets, whicR 
even the mighty Napoleon hadJa11ed to secure, 
despite his rigorous Continental System against 
the British manufacturer. British enterprise 
hit upon, at the same time, an excellent device 
to conceal from the tributories the fact that 
they were paying tribute, by returning part of 
this tribute in the shape of new capitalinvested 
in an expansion and further development of· 
the productive process in old countries, and· 
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initiating it in new. The result was that the 

commercial and financial supremacy of Britain , 
was assured and maintained all through the 

period ending with tbe European war ofl914-18. 

France, 011 the other band, bad always 
.followed a different' policy in her foreigu 
investments. Endowed with a richer soil and 
more agreeable climate; peopled by a race of 
prudent. thrifty, logical realists,-who limited 

. their numbers lo~ before the rest of the world 
perceived the need of such limitation,-she had 
never trusted her fate and future to the sea
born trad~ so much as the inhospitable climate, 
the unnatural ind~try, and the irrational com
merce of her island neighbours had made them 
do. France was frnitful, but thrifty; progres
sive,but protectionist; cautious and conserva
tive. And sO, in contrast to Britain, when she 
invested abroad, she lent, ·at· relatively lower 
rate of interest, to the governments of her 
borrowers, rather than ~ private entrepreneurs.. 
She thereby secured a political leverage, 
which enabled her to control the fiscal and 
financial policy of her borrowers, the value of 
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which British statesmen never realised, until; 
quite lately. 

Germany, on the other hand, when she 
had built up her industry to rival and surpasS 
the British; and when she had an investable 
surplus, sought investments i~ devoloping her 
own newly born colonial empire, where she 
had no need to depend for political control OIL 
the manipulations ofthe international politics. 
From the start· she had followed a different 
policy in finance, by making· her banks take 
keener and closer interest in productive indus
try than in parasitical commerce. 

The tribut~, therefore, which, before the 
War, France and Germany used to receive, was' 
not quite so noticeably burdensome to the tri
butories as the British tribute used to be. France 
had, no doubt, made one miscalculation,--I 
mean in her heavy lo'ilns to the Tsarist Russia; 
but to compensate for that, she has built up a ring 
of financial vassal states allover Europe, Africa, 
Indo-China, which make her a most formidable 
antagonist wherever she differed on question. 
of policy. Britain, too, had succeeded for a long' 
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while, in concealing the force and meaning of 
the tribute she levied from tbl( ,tributories. But 
when the latte!'! had come to realise their own 
position as fruitful .fielcls for British exploita
tion; when they perceived the need of their 
own industry to be built up on modern lines; 
and when they made a Oldical move and a deter
mined effort in that direction,--the intrinsically 
irrational position of the British industrial or
ganisation could not escape exposure, nor its 

,penalty. It was essentially an organisation of 
a parasite. It had 1)0 place in its own country, 
for it was largely concerned with that, f?J: .'which 
the raw material was not available",at' nome, 
and ofwruch the finished products ~lso 'COUld 
not be disposed of at home. Britain must, there
fore, trade; and so foreign commerce be~ame 
the life-breath of the British economic organi
sation. .. 

The War radically affected this structure 
of the idternational commerce, credit and 
exchanges. Britain, Germany and France, 
who had been the great lending countries of 
the wo.r1d, became 4ebtors, thanks to their 
borrowings in war-time: Germany, and to a 
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conslderablll extent, France also, have wiped 
out their immen~ internal waNilebt, by an un
precedented inflation in their currency; so that 
the original debt, incurred at a time, when the 
mark or the franc had a fixed statutory value. 
was paid off in the currency notes when the 
mark was not even one-millionth of its original • value, and the franc between a fifth and a tent~ 
of its pre-war value- Germany, therefore, can~' 
celled wholly' its pre-war internal debt. -Th~ 
payment of the interest on local debt is. after. 
aU, onlY,a transfer from one pocket to anothet 
in ti1s:s~e country, and therefore, not a clear 
drain;' a'!Jet b'!.rden, as the payment on foreign 
debt is. Germany has. no doubt, since 1924,. 
incurred fresh debt, both at home and a,broad;. 
and. in addition, her obligation in respect of the 
reparations claim, fixed originally at some. 
t 6500 million (gold), of course remains. But. 
the former is either for commercial purposes 
productive investment, or undel1 ariangement& 
with her neighbouFS in the crisis when it 
developed. The latter has undergone con
siderable modification under the Dawes Plan 
l/.I1d the Young Plan; and a com~ittee of 
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international experts, which have filially 
declared that Germany is unaQle to pay. . 

I shall give you in a moment the compara~ 
tive debt gosition of the principal countries of 
the world, as shown by the latest available sta
tistics. Let me pass on to say a word regard
ing the debt position of France. . She, too, has 
had ~urrency inflation, and revaluation of her 
standard money at one-fifth its pre-war level, 
which has reduc~d materially the pressure of 
her home debt. She has receh'ed heavy pay-
ments, both in kind and cash, which have still fur
ther lightened the load, and enabled her to. re
construct her war-wasted regions that have im
proved all the more her ability to bear:the 
burden. She has likewise obtained the most 
valuable concessions, particularly Alsace·L<>r
raine, whose mineral wealth alone suffices to 
build up heavy industries in which France 
before the war had been very much handicapped. 

'Fmally, she.has received the most liberal. 
treatment from her ally and associate as regards 
her own obligations abroad, and was, except 
in Russia, secured to the'hilt in her own in
vestments abroad. France, therefore, at the time 
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of tho crisis jin 1931, was, in .the matter of 
international debl payments, more a creditor 
than a debtor, and practically a dictator in 
Europe. without being much of a suppliant 
of America either. * 

Britain, in this regard, is iri a remarkably 
different position. Her debt increased' ten 
fold in and because of the War. And, though 
her critics and enemies may say Ptat she too de
rived some advantage from the War, those bene
fits were more of name than of substance. She 
thought she had destroyed her great naval and 
commercial ri,-al in ElU'ope,-Germany; cap
tured her navy "and her trade a,pd her market, 
and 'so .secured a new lease of the i'ndustrial and 
commercial grip of the world. But alas for the 
plans of man. The captured German navy, 
brought tamely into a British harbour, was 
blown up by the fierce old Prussian who com
manded it, before it could be made tQ. blow the 
flag of a foe. And the new navy t)f Germany, 
bom out of all the experience of the War, all 

• .As the World .Economic Comerence of June-July,1988, bas 
eOWD. France still retains her dominant potitiOD in Europe, if Dot 

in the world. 
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the advance in ~cience, is the envy ~f the world, 
even if be it not yet a. terror,:,German industry 

was rationalised and re-organised, so that the 
hope of keeping out German goods from world 
markets was anomalous, even if there were not' 
the sput of Reparation payments applied to her 
by the self styled victors of the European War. 
The markets, were, therefore, lost even before 
they were attacked. for Germany's exports 
were the biggelt in Europe in the worst year 
of 1981.! And as tor Colonies and Mandates, 
Britain never had cultivated the poliey of 
sci,entific colonisation and Development as 
Germany had, despite her short experi~nce. 

So Britain's War acquisitions tume4 out 
to be more liabilities than assets. On the 
other hand, the influence of the plutocrats and 
of the squirearchy 'has prevented Britain from 
treating her enormously inflated war-debt in 
the InaJ:lner that her continental neighbour did, 
by a skUful-'f,atering of the currency_ On the 
contrary,; thanks to the obstinate determina
tion of that arch type of British squirearchy
cum-photocracy, Winstone Churchill, a steady 
policy of deflation was pursued with a view tQ 
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an early return to the old gola parity of the. 

pound ste~1ing.: . When Britain officially 

restored the gold ~.tandard in 1925, she had 
already passed through years of travail to force 
up her internal prices to the gold level; and 
therea£ter, too, since the intrinsic strength of 
the British Industrial position ~as not so great 
as it used to be, a heavy hand had to be kept 
upon the currency llI1d cred.!I: system to 
keep up the prices,-wbich, of course, operated 
insen~ibly to cause depression in Britain. A:
for her foreig;n debt, she had more credits than 
debts, as the books showed. But on the credit 
side, the Russian block·ofinvestments proved 
wat~ed stock," and loans to France becam6 
castles in Spain. For France was quite willing 
and ready to pay, if Britain would help her to 
recover the l{eparations from Germany. . But, 
in proportion as Britain' forced these Repara
tions, her own trade and industry suffered. So 
she could not quite keep up the tune of 

. .'t\. 

Versailles i and had to grant very considerable 
reductions to all her debtors.~France, Italy and 
the smaller fry.-in accordance with the prin. 
ciple of capacity to pay. t;..s for her own debt 
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to America, she asked for some. relief, and 
fixed die future burden at : a considerable 
reduction by a special agreement made by· 
Mr. Baldwin, the Chancellor t,f the Exchequer 
in the Bonar Law cabinet 'of 1922. From her 
own debtors, she declared through the Balfour 
Note, she would not t~ke anything more than 
what was to be paid by her to her own credit
ors, me.anwhile creditin; to their account such 
values as were held by her, such as the French 
Gold deposit of £. 12 millions, as part payment, 
Do you remember the scene in MOIUe C1Jristo 
when the Co,\nt pay's a fiqal visitlo the banker 
Danglars, and pockets from the latter bonds of 
five million to save the latter tbe trouble of 
making such payment? Monte Christo even 
leaves a..handsome balance of 100,000 francs 
as a commission to the banker, who was burst
ing with terror at the loss of his five millions. 
I cannot help l1ecalling that scene whenever 
I think of the Balfour Note. 

The debt· p~iton. at home and abroad 

of the principal European countries, is as 
.follows:-
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Internal. Exterlial. Total. 
Germany (l9BIJ@1 8'184'1 3llO5'6 1_ 
France (1991)@S $3040'5 19?7@1'l _1'6 
Britain (I9BI)@3

4 
6516-3 lO66"1 7&82'9 

U. S. A.. (19B1)@4 16801'5 --- 16801'5 

The pOSition in regard to intergovern
mental war debts and Reparations, under the 
several debt funding .agreementsof the debtors 
with their creditors, is sh&wn, succinctly 
and admirably, in the following table taken 
from the Mr. G. D. H"! Cole's Guide through 
W arId Gulas, (pp. 106-7) -

I. War Debts. (Ill "li}liOIl Do11an) 
Estimmd Percent of 
val~ of cancellation 

U. 

m. 

" 
Total Total sum 

Due 10 U.S.A.. debt' payobl. in 

incurred annuities. 

Great Britain 40604 11106 
Frar.ce 4026 684!1 
Italy 200 .... l!4D8 
Belgium .418 7SS 

Due 10 Britain. (:£. milIinn) 
Fzance 606 799 
Italy 6811 !1'/'1 

iotal already 
annuitieJ made. 
at~ 
8788 11.7 
19B7 ao.4 
.628 74.1 
2lI6 46.1 

S56 57 •• 
90 84.9 

Reparations from GermBllf (Killion gold marks) 
196,000 118905 411.l88 69.0 

(Ao &zed in 19B1) (UDder Young 1'1m) 

• The figures are :in millions, of Reisclnnub for Gennany, of 
franCl for France. of pounds for Britain, and doUua for the p.,S. A.. 
'!'hey are compiled from the S'atistica' Ye. Bd of 'he lMIg",.. 
0/ NaII_ fer 199~-19SS. 
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The real significance of the burden of 

these debts- is shown still better by the 

following analysis based on the same authority. 
If you bear in mind the changes in the price 
Index, the value of £;, 100 of debt, on the 1913 
prices, was equivalant to £. 33 in 1920 in 
Britain, £. 60 in 1924;£.73 in 1929, and £. 95 
in 1931. As the whole of this debt was 
incurred at a time when the British price level 
~ about 75% above that of 1913 (i. e. be
tween 1914-18), we may say that the real value 
received for every £. 100 df borrowing was 
about £. 60. As the prices in Britain at the end 
of 1931 were about the same as in 1913, the 
burden of debt in comparison' to real value 
received may be said to have appreciated some 
75%. There is, however, a cancellation granted 
to Britain of sqrnethinglike 30% under the 
Baldwin-Mellon agreement of 1923; so that the 
:real increase in burden, at present sterling 
prices, is not much over 50%, without making 
any allowance for the increased period during 
which the payment may be made. To France 
and Italy much more liberal terms are granted, 
no doubt i but -in consideration of Britain's 
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productive capacity, the butdenis by no means 
unreasonable or disproportionate, even on 
the assumption that in such matters we must 
consider, not the letter of the bond, but the 
capacity to bear the burden. But still they 
threaten not to bear it ~l all. ! 

Now consider the situation from the 
American standpoint. America has lent all 
these sums actually in good value._ith, 
of course, a war time profit; and she ..has 
made her own contribution, in men,. money 
and 'material, after she joined hostilities on 
bet account. But of the latter. she not only 
makes no mention, but asks for no share from 
the iniquitiou; Reparations calls made upon a 
helpless ,Germany by a cynical Frenchman and 
an unscrupulous Welshman. America has never 
approved ofthe Versailles treaty; she has never 
derived any advantage from it l and cannot, 
therefore. be held e'Ven morally responsible for 
the eviis that have grown from it, as Britain 
must be. since she has shared to the tune of 
22% in direct the Reparations, and benefited to 

an incalculable extent ;-or had hoped to
from its indirect advantages. America simply 
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seeks to recover, not the full face value of the 

bond given to her, but a very Cl>nsiderable scal. 

ing down of her actual payment. Her Govern
ment has l~t nearly 70% of this amount by 
borrowing a like sum at home. Her budget 
position is very much imperilled because of this 
debt even today. She-must tax her people and 
industry and face a daily growing army of the 
unemployed, Because 9f this unfortunate 
legacy of European insanity. When she 
made those liberal and even generous agree
ments, no condition was ever made that the 
amount then agreed upon would be paid to her 
if the European Debtors of her debtors paid 
the debt to thek European creditors, namely 
Reparations. She can, therefore, see no reason 
why her just and agreed and very much re
duced claims should not be paid to her. Even 
so, she might have considered,_he would 
even now consider, I believe,-any suggestion 
for reduction, or even, cancellation, if only the 
European lunatics would not squander the 
benefits thus derived at the cost of America in 
their futile race (for Armament, in their blind 
hatred of their neighbours. Europe is a Chris-
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tian country, where they obey the Bible injunc
tion "to love one's neighbour" mostly by loving. 
the neighbour's wife. And so European States
men dislike this American idealism for a warless 
world, as an impertinence. distrust it as inspired 
by America's own growing lmperia1ism, and seek 
to defeat it by every subterfuge of diplomacy 
and chicanery they can think of. When Ameri
can Bankers were reported to have dictated to 
British statesmen, in August.-September 19~1, 
as a c:ondition precedent to the dollar loan, 
that Britain should curtail her wastef;U ex
p~nditure on unemployment. the present 
British Government tamely submitted to that 
dictation as wh01esome advice. But when it 
became a question of abandoning intensive 
arm7fl1ent, how many British Statesmen would 
be calling it an impertinence jI Be that as it 
may, America sees no reason to agree to any 
further reduction of her just dues, and penalise 
her own citizens, for the benefit of such people. 

1£ America would not remit her claims, 
nor reduce them, let her at least, says the 
British politician, reduce her tariff barriers. and 
receive the goods of Europe in payment of her 

8 
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claims. American industry has now, I believe, 
got -nothing to fear from any European com
petition.-except from a renovated German1 
or reconditioned Russia; and so she might 
well abandon the tariff barriers without much 
of a danger to her own either in her own 
market at home, orin, Europe, Asia or America 
for: the matter of that. Her productive . 

. organisation, equipment, and yield is farsupe
nor to any in Europe. But if America is to 
redu~ her tariff walls, would she have any 
guarantee that the Europeans would do the 
same! If European countries persist in their own , 
petty trade barriel'li and jealousies; if ~ritaio • 
manreuvres a scheme of Imperial Prefe~nc~ 
and local protectionism; if the rest of the world 
go on in the mad war of tariff armaments, im
perialism and exploitation of the weak by _ the 
strong, why should America take even what 
titde risk there might be in exposing her mar
kets, her industry, and her labour to such 

~
B titionP . 

Apart from tariff walls and subsidising 
• urope, there is the old trick of mone

tary depreci~ by deliberate inflation. 
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What guarantee has America that, if she 
opened her market to comp'etition, a concealed 
bandicap would not be J:.laced upon her by thi$ 
fruitful device of banhuptE"""iiro-peT""She, there
fore" asks for a fixed excliange. for a return to 
gold 'Standai"a,---n-~';erety verbal assurances 
~ . 

but 'COmplete guarantees, such as adequategolc1 
reserves being maintained in ~ew Yot:k.·! 
Europe has sbown no willingness to offer those I 
guarantees, and so the continuance of the

l 

Depression_. 

As for the pnrely po!itjc~iises, I have . .--
already mentioned some of them while con~ 
$idering these .historical explanations of the 
continued and prolonged Depression. ~e fac~ 
that a number of new states have been created 
.as the result of the _Versailles Treaty ~y 
broug!tt~b_0.'l~ a m.'lltipiicity of frontiers,' tariffs 
ancC~changes which account in no small de
gree for the D~preSs~~-But we have already 
norlcedthese; and so need no longer--dwell 
upon them. Let us only mention the political 

• The American -stand point seems to be slightly changed" in 
tbi. ngard. u shown at the World Beonomic IConference. ep. 
belowJ Jut chapter. 
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consequence of the War, which' has a direct 
bearing upon the present Depression, and which 
consists in a divorce of the process of raw 
materials from their places of final manufacture. 
as in ,the case, of dfsmembered Germany. 
This affects both costs and markets, and so is 
responsible in no small measure for the crisis. 
Add to these the feeling of insecurity. and 
instability engendered by the breakdown of 
parliamentary machinery and the growth of dic
tatorship in countries like Turkey, Italy, 
Spain, even in Germany and Russia-and you 
will have some idea, some reason. more subde 
and less obvious on the surface; which has 
brought about;this depression. Political consi~ 
derations have also influenced, not only credit 
arrangements within their own frontiers by 
European countries; but they have also mate
rially affected the international balance of pay
ments. The flight from the dollar today is an 
illustration; while the decline in the price of 
silver has another aspect of this category of 
causes. not only as affecting the purchasing 
power of mankind, but causing grave disloca
tion in the banking and credit systems of the 
World.. 
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There is one, asp:.~ however, of these 

pol~:o-=-:e=c:.:o:.:n::o:.:m=i::c:...c:;.:a:.:u::s",es,,"",o.i tho present Depres
sion, which I cannot pass over without a passing 
note. Russia of the .Soviets is undoubtedly 
a political cause of the" origin 1s well as inten
sitfOfThe present Depression; but Russia of 
the Communists is a still more potent economic 
factor to disturb and throw out of gear the 
orthodox economicsystern. Russia was th 

, first to lead the way to a wholesale repudi .... 
tion of Fa hlie debts on such a scale, withouti 
any pretence 'about the ability to pay. She 
was the first to bring about a scientific. discredit 
and disuse of tb,!l orthodox. and obsolete cash 
nexus, watering her currency so generously 
that it became a new Deluge to drown and 
end a sinful world. She was the first and 
is still unique to abandon the ideal of pro
duction for exchange, and the only one to 
recognise the need for a compehensive 
planning of the community, of the economic 
system collectively on all fronts, with due re
gard to the means of production .as well as 
the ways of consumption; to introduce a 
definite, deliberate purpose in all her activities ; 
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SO th:!,t, . provided she fulfills that purpose and 
carries out that .,lan to het own satisfaction, 

she is careless of the curses or compliments 
of the world at large. tIence it was that she 
decided to be industrialised on a large, inten
sive. standardised scale; to mechanise her 
agriculture; to Rationalise her credit system; 
to humanise her social system. The first Five 
Years plan aimed at doubling production taken 

• in the aggregate. It was completed in four 
and a quarter years; and,-bar a few criticisms 
about the quality of the new production, a few 
reservations about minor incidents,-she has 
succeeded wonderfully. Not even the bitterest 
bourgeois critic of Russia,-prejudiced and pur
blind as he may be by the driving might of 
self-interest,--dare question the success of 
the plan in the aggregate. Besides, even 
if he dared it. the facts coming home to 
him every day would render it impossible. 
Producing all she can, but not primarily for 
exchange. Russia is indifferent about the price 
she realisS'!' of her surplus produce. To her it is 
an absolute surplus, unwanted, and encumber .. 
I;ome, which may be disposed of for whatever it 
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fetches. So stie dumps, dumps scientifically and 
persistently, dumps her whe.!lt and dumps her 
oil, dumps in every bourgeois fuarket, protected 
or not, dumps to knoc~ the bottom out of prices, 
and inciden\ally to show the utter futility of all 
the checks and balances, all the delicate parts 
of the complicated adjustments of the bour
geois economic systems before a determined 
attack. You may call Russian goods the pro
duct of slave labour; but you will buy all .the . 
same when you find them one half, one thira, 
one tenth as cheap as the corresponding pro
duct of far more of certainly sweated labour, 
even if you do not call the wages system of 
the capitalist world'the most abject form of 
unredeemed slavery, prostitution, and degre
dation,- And so she goes on merrily, laughing 
like some modem mephistopheles, at the 
vain struggles. the futik assistance, the 
contemptible guards and shields of the cower
ing Dr. Frankenstein the entire bourgeois 
society of Europe and Asia and America. In 

.. On the question of ... hetber any labour iII Soviet Bustla could 
at all be called Slave Labour. ae ethe very illumiUting articles in 
tho C_IOt HWo., of November 198B to March 1938, by Sidney 
Webb. 
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one :way or another. she comi>eUs you to 
recognise her n~. ideals, the new purpose or 
living, the new meaning of life, casting off your 
old . shibboleths of comparative cost and en
lightened selfishness, to reach the s3fe haven at 
last of socialism. With Russia thus acting the 
rather enigmatic fairy god mother, the child of 
depression goes on ever growing. which wilt 
not be ended until we have radicalty altered the 
schemes of our social values, the ideals of our 
cOmmon life, the purpose of our human . 
existence. 

It remains for me to review the reaction 
of aU these causes upon India, to note the in. 
fluence oCher own peculiar circumstances and 
conditions, which have made her feel the 
Depression. In India there has not been that 
stimulus to production, that rationalisation 
of industry, mechanisation of agriculture, 
modernisation of the credit, and nationalisation, • 
--or at least the naturalisation-of the banking 
system, which appear to have caused, each 
in its own way, the world Depression in 
other countries. We had our own currency ex
periments, no doubt, in the post-war as ~ .the 
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pre war period. Those who rule our financial 

and currency destiny decreed, immediately the 
war was over, that the rupee shall be worth,2 
shillings gold, The decree cost us 50 crores in 
hard cash and Reverse Councils, and brought 
us the only benefit of destroying at one blow 
all our export surplus of something like 80 
crores, and replaced it by an import surplus of 
a like amount in 1921. It was inevitable; for 
India was the only country whose . government ' 
deliberately raised the exchange value of. her 
currency. when all others,-including the B~i.tish, 
-were crashing. Then· followed this expedient 
in currency reJ:abilitation, the Bombay Deve
lopment scheme by way of reconstruction I 
King Canute could not ask the waves of the 
sea to recede; but Lord Loyd could and did. 
And so Bombay has been presented by a 
flowering wilderness at the cost of .80 crores! 
This was the Indian esssay in national recon
struction, to provide orders at top prices to 

British manufacturers, and employment at fabu
lous salary to the members of the British steel 
frame. As if that was . not enough, we had a 
five years railway expansion programme, voted 
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in one lump sum of rupees 150 crores, for 

, extending and expanding an'enterprise of which 

~l raw materials and accessories must come 
from Britain. Next we had budget' deficits. 
which have Been covered by loans at 7%. when 
in the world money market the rate was three 
Or four per cent, coupled with conversion 
terms which would' automatically double the 
volume of the loan alter ten years. and give 
3% % on that doubled volume,-which is 
called conversion and an economy_ If that be 
not epough, there were Services concessions 
and- another go at currency reform, which 
again raised the exchange to the prejudice of 
Indian exporter and of the Indian producer. 

Do you wonder then that India has a serious 
Depression1 Do YOll still ask that the value of her 
trade has fallen to a third. though the quantity 
is not declining in anything like the same pro
portion? Take only the following facts. While 
our imports have faUen from the post war 
average (1924-1921) to 1928-29) of rupees 
251-92 crores to rupees 130'64 crores, or by 
48%. our exports have fallen from 853-51 crores 
to rupees 151'29 crores for the same period or 
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by 55%. Contrast these with the quantitatiye 
positions. 

QUANTITIES AND VALUES OF INDIAN 
EXPORTS. (000 omitted) 
Post-war. 
A.,"t'erage 

(lIl36-6 to 
llISS-a) 
Quantity Value 

]b. .. J- to.s. lI84000 1962'1'1 

GunDY bogs 
No. _0 181061l 

Oloth yds. 1_ 888248 
Total ••• • s_ 

Cotton raw tODS-. 621 64f88it 

Groins, pub. 

19111-1I 

Quantity 
587 

-996781 -

Value R_marks. 
111881 • fall of 

practically 
60% ill value-
for hardly 
any fall in. 
quanuty.-

10988'1 
100617 
81lllllS _2 

for • fall of 

110% in quu-
lity •• fall of 
M,;iIl vall1& 

and lIour. _ 8282615 1614000 I0871Il for an in

...... of 

80% in que-. 
tily a a.cliD 
of 40% m. 
value. 

8eecb (tODI.) 92800 3351164 9118000 145888 for a '1% rise 
m qoauli'7 
~ fall in. 
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Those four or five cases are eloquent, not 
<l~ly because they constitute the buik of India's 
export trade; but they illustrate the rapid loss 
of purchasing power of the Indian producer as 
explaining in no small measure the world crisis. 
India is possibly among the six or eight great
<est consumers of foreign manufactures. But she 
cannot now buy them because her policy in 
regard to currency and credit, taxation and ex
penditure, renders it i¥1possible, notwithstand
ing that she gives more and' ever more of her 
own produce for less and ever less of the 
foreigh wares she needs. The authorities have, 
for the last two or three years. been blaming 
the country's political awakening for the 
deepening Depression. They call it the Civil 
Disobedience movement, of 'course, for purpos
es of awarding blame for this Depression,. But 
it is a most remarkable thing that though not 
single spark of that movement has ever fallen 
upon the field of Indian exports, that field 
seems to have suffered much more considera
bly than Imports. How would you explain 
this paradox, if you do not accept the analysis 
I have given above 1 



LBeTlJRB. 
m 

REMEDIES PROPOSED. 

I have tried to examine, in Lecture I., the 
nature and genesis of the prevailing World 
Depression. while in Lecture IT, I endeavour
ed to analyse its causes. As a result, we found 
that. the DepressiQn consists in a breakdown: 
and dislocation,-in a society constructed pri
marily on Exchangej-of the mechanism for 
produciog and distributing the material utilities. 
On the proper, smooth, regular functioning of 
this mechanism depends the welfare of man
kind. because on it rests, as on a pivot, the 
whole of the modem commercial economic 
machinery; and S(7 on its getting out of gear~ 
Depression is unavoidable. 

The present Depression, it was noted. 
is not a case of ·mankind having lost any 
part . of its productive capacity or equip
ment, as happens after a great famine, 
epidemic, or war. The damage to life and 
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property wrought by the World-War has been 
more than made good in almost every country , 
affected by it; so that. that is no true explana-
tion of the present Depression. Nor has our 
productive capacity and equipment suffered in 
proportion to the strain put upon the same by 
forces of demand •. For. though world popu
lation has increased since before the war. the 
rate of that increase is considerably below the 
·increase in man's productive resources. In 
this crisis, therefore, there ~ no question of , . 
man's inability to produce all the utiUties he 
·needs to ensure that standard of life and work, 
which is generally deemed to be necessary for 
-the proper functioning of social economy. 

The only point worth noting in this con
nection is : that though all the loss and wastage 
-0£ war-time have been made good, man's pas
ilions of hate and greed prevent this accomplish
ment being recognised. The result is that the 
daims in respect of the alleged loss and 
.damage •. caused to some, of the former be1liger
.ents by others, and required by the former to 
be made good by the latter, still continue to 
"Vitiate the dealings bellWeen man and man. and 
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, clog the machinery whereby these dealings 
have to be carried out. 

Because of the existence of thili man-made 
cog, the necessary parts of the mechaoism, 
which, in practice, are indispensable for the 
working of the machinery, are also thrown out 
of gear. If there is 'not a smooth and prompt 
distribution of the utilities produced; if there 
is not a quick disposal, their stocks go on ac
cumulating, what time th", original prod,!ctive' 
mechanism goes on adding still further to the 
aggregate of these stocks. With this increase 
in supply, the pri.::es of commodities are de
pressed; and, because prices are so depressed, 
the expected' net .return from the. enterprise 
declines. As this is a material consideration in 
keeping the whole' machinery of production. 
going, the decline or disappearance in the pro
fits of the entrepreneur leads to a cutting 
down of the expenses of production, which most 
commonly aod easily takes the form of dig. 
baoding the worker, or reducing his wages. The 
workers, thus thrown out of employment, or 
with a reduced income, are unahle to provide 
themselves with the aecessaries of life; alld 
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this fact, '"educing the demand. still further. 
lowers prices. This is the essential explana
tion of th.e-present Depression all over the 
world. whatever its special phase and particular 
occasion or origin may be in any given country. 

Had this phenomenon been' localised and 
isolated, it might have been remedied by remov
ing the surplus population of one place, suffer
ing from such Depression, to another free from 
it. Such a remedy is, I am aware, more easily 
suggested than applied. L~ourt even under 
modem conditions of a free contract of ser
vice and rapid transport, is not so easily mova
ble from place to place as Cap'ital. Hence, 
despite all the effects of DepressIon and Un- ' 
employment, the affected Labour generally 
continues in the same place long after the evil 
has' become manifest. When, however, the 
phenomenon is on such a world scale, from 
which scarcely a single country is exempt, that 
remedy is not even theoretic~y possible. 

While prices remain thus depressed, and un
employment goes on growing; the other parts 
of the ecnomic machinery also cannot avoid 
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being affected. The Currency. and tlie credit 
system raised upon it:, as well as the general 
productive organisation,are .the nell\'> to be in
volved. Credit gets strained first probably, 
because profitS seem to decline, and the expect
ed return does not materialise. 

The movement of goods and services, 
next, do not take place with the smoothnets 
and rapidity with which they were intended 
to take place. Now. as the Credit arrange
ments were origiaally attuned to a. given 
rapidity of turnover, there, needs must \ be 
dislocation when that rapidity ceases. A. 
remedy for this specific evil, when mani
fest:, is firs( ;tought . in reconditioning and 
manipulating the CurrbnCY.-by changing the 
basis of the money material, by operating upon 
the volume of the circulation, and thereby 
seeking to regulate prices. But the remedy 
involves its own complications, If the volume 
of currency is contracted, with a view to re
duce prices, the fall affects the trade all over 
the world: and so the solution sought for the 
original depression does not result. Wherever 
a country is particularly toncerned in maintain-

9 . 
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ing its foreign trade_ most of the natioBS' 

of Europ~ seem to be,-the local depression in 
< price.1!, caused by an artificial contraction or' 
currency, reacts upon the affc;cted country's 
Toreign trade, by making it unable to compete 

..in the world markets. Not !:he least portion 
IRf the blame for the present Depression in 
'Britain is assigned, by authoritative and well
informed opinion, to a premature return in 

• 1925 of the Pound Sterling to its old gold 
'parity: Because at the time the new rate did 
'not correspond to the real state of affairs in 
the commercial world, it naturally compelled 
Britain to adopt a policy of d~flation, With an 
-artificially lowered standard of local prices, 
which only led to an unnecessary handicap on 
the trade of that country in the world at large. 
As Britain depends. more than any other coun
try, on the maintenance of her foreign export 
trade, this unexpected consequence of that 
policy put -her into a cruel dilemma. For, Qn 
the one hand,if she did not restore, the Gold 
Standard, she would not regain het position as 
the monetary clearing house of the world, and 
so lose the free deposits of balances from other 
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-countries who must settle their international 

<lbligati'ons by a " Bill on London.'~ The ab

sence of such deposits would not oilly mean a. 
loss in banking commissions, !;lut cause a still 
more formidable injury in the shape of the loss 
of credits which Britain at present can ill affoM 
to sacrifice. If the volume of circulation .:is, 
<In the other hand, raised, prices may rise for 
a time. But this method is so easy to adopt, 
and the occasions on which it might be adopted 
so numerous, that once it is tried at all, there 
is no limit to which it cannot be extended. 
Whether it takes the form of abandoning the 
Gold Standard. as it did in the recent crisis; or 
manifests its~if in the direct watering of the 
currency, as during the period of Mark..inflation 
in Germany, the results are similar. The rise 
in prices, induced by this means. is not a rise 
controlled, as by the mechanism raising the 
sluice-gates on the headwaters of a canal 
system, letting in just enough water-supply 
that may be needed~ Prices are raised by 
this means indefinitely and uncontrollably, to 
the utter confusion and dislocation 'of the entire 
<cconomic machinery. Besides, even when this 



remedy is applied ;Within limited proportions,
e.g., in a simple abandonment of the· Gold 
Standard, without a concurrent watering of the 
currency,-if it is applied by a number of nations 
simultaneously,-as it is bound to be,-its effect 

'ois neutralised automatically. Money ceases to 
~e a measure of value,.and exchanges are made 
on the basis of the purchasing power parities. 
The result is that manipulation of the currency 
system, and of its offshoot-the rate of exchange 

, -of a given local currency into other interna
tional media of exchange, vacil~tes between 

, two extremes, each applied to correct a parti
cular eVIl, but neither resulting in the end 
really sought, nor curing the disease intended 
to be ~medied. 

Contributory causes have also been at 
,,~rk to explain the arrival and deepening of 

. :,the Depression. The existence of inaccessible 
tariff walls impeding trade and the movement 
'of capital from' country to country are among 
the most considerable of these contributory 
causes and subsidiary influences. The weaken
ing of international credit, the birth of suspi
. cion and distrust, intensifying the, impediments, 
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the obstru~tion caused by the legacy of the 
European War, in the shape,not only of War 
Debts an~ Reparations, but also in the guise of 
new nations and new frontiers,-with' their 
intensive 'measures of self-protection and'conse
quent obstacles to, trade,-these all hav~ led 
to the deepening and worsening of the crisis, 
when once it had been engendered, But. 
though we must assign their due place to each 
-of these subsidiary factors, we must not over
look !>r forget the real genesis of the Depres
sioD.-the incompatibility between our present 
productive organisation and the distributive,
-or consumption,-machinery. 

The Depression is, in this conception, a 
man made phenomenon, which admits of a 
man-made cure much more readily than if it 
bad been caused by superhuman forces work
ing in depsite of man. Man has but to remove 
some of the impediments and obstuction of !tis': 
-own creation; he has but to modify the system 
.of economic life under which he has been 
living hitherto; he has but to alter. re·adapt or 
.discard some of the basic institutions and 
governing ideals of this age of commercialism,. 
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...;...wherein the Montechrinme philosophy of 
everything being open to sale, provided one; 
bas the means to buy. it, reigns supreme,-and 
this particular trouble would vanish. 

Let us, then, consider now the remedies. 
propose4t--or thosewbi.ch we can think of from: 
our own' review of the social malaise,-to put 
an end to the present Depression. These 
remedies may be examined under 2 main 

. groups: On the one hand, we may range these, 
remedies, which, already suggested or adopted. 
i~_ one placE< or another. relate to the particular 
disease that is locally supposed to be the root 
cause of the evil; and, on the other, are reme
dies, which, suggested or not, lie much deeper, 
Concern the very roots of the present evil, and 
affect the very foundations of our p~ent socio
economic system. These alono can assure us. 
permanently against the recurrence of this 
. ~ ~ -

economic pest. 

But let us consider both these gr.oups of 
solutior;ls, one by one. In the former category 
are: 

(0) Revision of the entire problem of interna
tional indebtedness.' ana: the mode of aileoting pay-
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menta in regard thereto. Thi~ inoludes.obviously. 
the question of illtsrgovern~ental debts .. hailing 
from the War days. and its connscted aspoot of Re
Parations expected to be obtained by the victors 
f'iom the vanquished. But. deeper-than this. lies t4e 
'lueation of debts as between one country and ano
tber.~hort term or long term.-whioh are not owed 
by the gbvernment of one country to thai of..anothe~ 
but whioh are owed by the oitizens collectively of 
one country to those of anoth ..... which have arisen 
in the ordinary couroe of ~ommercial dJ>a.linge OJ! 

industrial investments or bankilig oredits. a.nd which 
n';wa.days form tbe most considera.ble difficulty i~ 
the way of remedying tbe Depression. being inti
mately connected with that collective phenomenon. 
By analogy. at least, the cogna.teqaestio" of internal 
debts. as between a government and its people, is also 
im portant. 

(b) While the process of liquidation of the Jorm
er class of debts is naturally different from that of the 
latter. they bOth affect ultimaiely and unavoidably 
the general state -of international trade as between 
the countries affeotsd po.rtioularly .• The payments 
by the debtor countries to the oreditors muift eV'ent
nally come from the productiou 8urplus.-from the 
goods a.nd ·se~vi"es.-of the debtors. The oreditors 
must. therefore, keep the door open to su?h goods or' 
services imported into their boundsries for'making 
tbose payments. But if the "reditor keeps the door 
open to this stream, the danger is very immiaent 
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and considera hie. that its own looal 'produoar may 
8!lffer far mora froDil the .eC8ipt of these. imports, 
than the country &8 a whole penants from rsoeiving 
them. This is a moat serious' matter of national 
e:aistenoa' 'and future in a country. which. 'haVing 
ample resol1rees in men and matsri&l. is nevertheless' 
impeded, ht some aocident of its history. from the 
courss of natural. legitimate. intensive development 
of its own industry and agricdlture. The right of 
eaoh community to develop ~nhindered its own 
local re80uroes td the-11t~ost possible.-if only to 
add to the ,sum tot~i the services and the -material 
utilities.for the greater e ..... o and comfort of I!lankind~ 
-is impossible to question, by' anybody who bati no 
desire to OPpress. exploit, or defraud any section of' 
his fellows fur his own banefit. Given this right. on 
tbe one band, and the necessity of effeating pay
ments of intern~tion&l obligations of the type already 
illustrated, on the other, the dilemma proves extre
mely em barrissing~ The natnre. conditions and 
restrictions 81' impedimmts In .the way of interna
tional trade. demand. therefore. 0108e consideration. 

(e) .; The consideration, moreover. of thaproblem 
of thesa trade' payments, and tha:discbarge ,91 other 
obligatioDs &8 between nations;leads to a 8eriO\lll 
OODsideration of the .m'edia, or meohanism, of pay-
• r . 
ment; a8 well &8 of the streams of oapital reaouroee . , 
from one ccuntry to another,-from the more deve-
loped to the more baokward.-with ,,"via,W to a still 
further stimulation of the prooeea of production, 
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Recent experiments by . distre88ed nations in this 
. . 

behalf deIl.land a reviSion 'otom preeent day institu-
tions and methods 'ot effeoting theee payments. The' 
banking and. credit organisation of. thQ world. ~ 
<lthet' worda. must' be everhauled t'o make them 
mon rational It.nd smooth. better coordinated. aud 
adapted to bear the strain that must 1nevitably fall 
upon them. 

(d) The reaction. by analogy at least. of an 
;hese upon private: individual ~ationer-at least in .,.. -.. 
regar(l to their economi .. exphsaion.-is, though not 
lmmet\iately ueoeseary, u.lGmately inevitable ta GOn
eider. 'Private imdebtedness impoees a strain. not a' 
whit less severe on man's "prodootiveness than inter
national indebtedness. Particularly i8t.this the case 
m regard to long-term loans and investments in 
enterprise whose produotivity is liable to eonsifler
able vioissitudes. as in agrioulture in an ancient 
oountry with innumerable sooio-economic considera
tions affec\ing and complicating .that branch of 

. produotion. .,. 

I ~e deliberately Slated these remedies 
in th~ir generic form, so as to facilitate the 
discussiop of the specific expression of e~h 
under more than one category, if such inclusion 
is needed for a comprehensh,e and proper 
consideratioq of the same. These are; how
ever,-when everything is sajd in their favour j 
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and when they ,have be~n applied under the 
very best circumstances and conditions 
imaginable,-only palliatives, mere tinkering 
with the problem, which barely touch the fr4tge 
of the real evil. I t is thll second category of 
remedies, whi~h must prove the most effica
cious in the long run. !f we would consider, 
however, some means of permanent cure tc> 
this evIl. ana guarantee against its recurrence, 
let us search for the ropts of the' evil. 

(a) They lie in the S~cial syste~ primarily, 
which lays such a' disproportionate emphasis 
on Exchange, and which is therefore ready to • throw the rest of the mechanism' out of gear if 
it Could safeguard its own fundamentally 

• 
vicious basis. Society being foundedou·. and 
for Exchange, the ideal of self-sufficiency is 
ridiculed and discounted; even for those coIl!
munities, for which,-as in t{ussia, India or the 
United States,-. it has more than a sporting 
chance of being realised. nre result is a 
distorted distribution of the productive organi-. 
sation, facilities or equipment, I which, 
because ~~ is initially unnatural, inevitably 
results in the aggregate volul1!e of productioG 
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being much less than man has, with his present' 
command over natu~, the right' to eXpect. 
The doctrine of the Classical Economists about 
a Territorial Division 0tLabour, conqemning 
the tropical countries, like India or l\frica, to be 
for ever producers of raw materials; and reserv
ing the temperate regions for their manufacture 
into finished goods,-had some semblance or; 
reason if not justice, when, the economic ex" 

.change of goods and services was to be regu
lated exclusively by free competition. EVen, 
-howeverl in the days when classical economics 
was at its beight. this doctrine was of little 
more. than theoretical"validity. For competi
tion, even if it'was ever free, was nowh~re 
betweee ,equals. But in these days of intensive 
nationalis!I1 by microscopic units, and excessive--' 
self-protectionism, the principle of a Territorial! 
Division of Labour, as an ordination of provi-
dence, has no place at all. ' 

(b) Side by'side with the g~neral organi
sation of the productive machinery as a 
whole, must be considered that particular, 
aspect of it, which relates to the -present 
emergency or Oepression, namely, a break ... 



-down of the nexus by which production, 

as it takes place, should be absorbed and dis
posed of. As I explained to you last time, no 
~ne who realises the handicaps on the product
ive energy of man; no one who realises the 
'Strain upon that energy in the shape of the de
mand that has to be met, can question the wis
-dom of improving and perfecting and advanc
ing our: productive organisation and equipment 
-to the best and the utmost we can. The cause 
of Depression lies, not in an excess of produCe 
tion,-as the orthodox economists often sug
gested,-but in the inadequacy of the means 

• to liquidate the productivity, to dispose of the 
produce as and when it takes place. Weare 
'Suffering, not from superabundance. but from 
maladjustment. It is a question simply of 
machinery. not of the basis. Large tracts of 
the world, ';1nd great blocks of its population, 
'Stilllive'{ei-y much below the margin of tbe 
merest subsistance, let alone any claim to any 
standard of culture, comfort, or even decen
-cy. And so long as there are such regions 
~ndeveloped. . and such peoples below the 
minimum ,of human life, we'can never really 
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be said to have absolute superabundance_ Our 
present day plenty, in some countries, is only 
in appearance; while -living below the mar
gin of subsistance is a grim reality wherever 
it obtains. The problem, . therefore, raised by 
the present Depression before civilised and 
thoughtful men, concerns the ways ana means 
by which production, however rapidly increas

"ing, should get absorbed as soon as it takes 
place. There must be no hiatus caused by: un· 
employment due to disjointed production. 

(c; The scheme of values. moreever. con
nected with this basic system, must also be r~ 
considered, in. the light of our changed ideals 
and altered circumstances; and the motive 
force-the search for personal gain,-must be 
wholly remoLilded. If production ceases to be 
exclusively for Exchange; if the motive of indivi
dual gain is abolished, the basic'institutions of 
modern economic society,-likeprivate property, 
-would undergo a radical change automatically; 
and the havoc, for which modem individualism 
and capiiaIism must be held responsible, wUl 
cease to be. Depression would be a thing of the 
pastr as dead as "the dodo, only when we have 
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~emedied . these root evil,s of the economic 
,system. 

I shall now proceed to consider how far 
-the remedies in Group I suggested above are 
-practicable, how far_ the nations of the civilised 
world are prepared to face the real evils and 
-determined to solve-them. The Preparatory 
Commission of Experts for the World Econo
mic .Conference, meeting last month, have laid 
it down:-

.. It will not, in our judgment, be possible to 
m .. ke 8ubsta.ntia.l progress by piaoeme .. l meas,ues. 
A polioy of" nibbling" will not 801ve this crisis, We 
believe that the Governments of the world must 
make up their minds to achieve a broad solution by 
ooncerted .. "tion along the whole front. Aotion in 
the field of economia relations depends largely upon 
monetary andfinancia.l .. ction and vice versa . 

.-ooncert.d mea.suree in both fields are Basential if 
,progress i8 to be made in either." 

We must never .lose sight of this salutary 
advice. The present Depression being a world 
,phenomenon, its solution by the isolated action 
-of any single community, however powerful, 
.must be despaired of. Common consultation 
.and joint action arlf the sine qua non of any 
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'hope to solve the .present tangle_ 'We ·~ay. 
however, consider. Eaeh of the several 
<:ategories apart and individually, for the sake 
of convenience. The authority already quoted 
haS laid out certain basic faCtors involved in 
ilach of the sets of re~edies, which are 

. intended to be applied wmediately.In group 
I of their suggestions,-Monetary Policy, and 
Credit,-they include the following 4 main 
points: Viz. 

'1. Oondition. under which a. restoratiou of a 
free intarna.tinna.l Gold Standard should be possible; 

2. Ourrency policy to be followed prior to such 
restora.tion; • 

3. Funationing of the Gold Standard:-

(a) a.lation between political authority and 
Oentral Banke ; 

(b) Monetary Reserve-ti) Lowering 'of 
, oover;, (ii) Gold exchange Standard; 

(iii) Distribution of monetary Reserves. 

4. Silver. 

On each of these points, agreement has 
yet to be reached between the nations of the 
world, before any settlement in regard to it 
can be applied' as .a remedy of the present 
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Depression. As I told you aD ,a former occa
sion, there bas been a very considerable resent
ment in the world against the unilateral action 
of Britain,- and those other countries which 
have since followed the British precedent,-in 
discarding the Gold Standard all of a sudden. 
One of the indispensal?le conditions, therefore; 
for any amicable settlement of the differences 
that now impede the remedying of this worlel
wide Depression, is to secure a reversion of 
Britain and her imita'ters to the policy of a fixed 
exchange. As the Gold Standard has hitherto 
been found unsurpassable for maintaining the 
fixity of exchange, there is a general consensus 
of opinion that Britain should re~ert to the Gold 
Stanaard as an indispensable preliminary to 
world !recovery.* Britain, on the other hand, 
cannot revert to the old gold parity of her 
pound sterling, -without inflicting an incalcula
ble injury upon her native production, such as it 
now remains to be. For. the resumption of the 
old parity and its maintenance would necessi
tate such a heavy deflation, and consequently 

• Since those "marks were made. the United Statu have &lao 
abandoned the Gold Standard cpo ,'''''', clIap .... v. 
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such a severe further fall in commodity prices, 

that Britain, already gravely handicapped in 

the world markets, would be stin further 
handicapped in marketing the produce of her 
industry. The real handicaps on the British 
.industrial position are to be found in those 
accidents of history during the last 150 years, 
which made Britain increasingly resort to in
dustries whose raw material she could not pro
duce within her own frontiers; and whose_ 
finished products she could not consume by 
her own people. Her prosperity, therefore, 
became more and more dependent on world 
commerce; aqd she unco~sciously adopted 
measures and policies by which that commerce 
should be guaranteed to her. But the econo
mic organisation of the world has been radi
calIy changed since Britain first established by 
industrial supremacy a hundred odd years ago. 
Hence, though today free world commerce is 
to Britain as important as ever, she has not the 
same equipment to benefit herself by it, even 
if it was unrestrictedly open to her. The only 
condition, therefore, under which one can 
conceive of Britain reverting to the Gold 

10 
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Staridard,~nder which she would most proba
bly revert,-is such a,devaluation of the pound 

\sterling, such a reduction of the gold contents 
of the Britain's Standard Coin, as would permit 
a reasonable hope of its maintenance in ex
change value on a stable footing: 

It is impossible "to say at' what precise 
point the Dollar-sterling Exchange can be 
stabilised, permitting Britain the greatest mar
gin and facility for its maintenance. Judging, 
however, from all the indices one can see 
today, it seems impossible that the old 
rate, or anything higher than the old rate, 
could be restored. A lower rate is inevitable; 
and, given the present condition of British 
trade and industry,-of British productivity,
it would be most surprising if Britain consents 
to a dollar-sterling EXChange ratio at a point 
higher than 3'80 dollars to the pound. The 
lower limit need not be much below 3·20 
dollars to the pound.-

• Tbis was uttewl brfoe the crisi.a developed in the UDiteti 
Stat~ and that country adopted measures which have raolted in & 

sub.tantial depreciation of the dollar iD terms of gold.. For a 
fuller UplaaatiOD of these mealUlU He below, chapter IV. 
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But this is a secondary question. The 
more important question in this connection is: 
How is the' rest of the world,-including 
Americ:i,-to be satisfied that Britain, even if sh~ 
readopts the GOld Standard and a fixed ex
change today, will, maintain it honesdy here
after 1 How,are they to feel sure that Britain 
would not find it inconvenient hereafter to 
depart once again from the new Gold Standard, 
as she did from the old? And, if she so departs, 
what is to be the world's remedy,-guarantee. 
-against her? 

This is a very serious question; for any 
demand for such guarantees affects the doctrine 

, of national sovereignty, to which British-ortho
dox opinion is so wholly wedded, that one is 
justified in calling it the greatest stumbling 
block. Britain is accustomed to give, rather 
than to receive, admonitions in regard to the 
proper conduct of her own internal financial 
machinery. She would, therefore, feel natural
ly aggrieved and insensed, the moment she 
hears ',a suggestion like this. But though 
British opinion,may prove unsympathetic, the 
suggestion for guarantees for a continued 
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maintenance of the new parity is neither 

impracticable, nor unprecedented. . Britain 

was herself party to the plan which led, in the 
case of Germany, to the institution of a Com
missioner-General for Reparations Payments. 
and for the Bank of International Settlements, 
also in respect of Germany. Her history teems 
with examples of such intrusion in India, 
Egypt, Turkey, Persia, China. If these peoples 
had to accept the British advice and interven
tion. for the safe-guard of British interests e_ 
dangered by the improvidence of the local 
rulers, Britain herself can now no longer 
escape the logic of tu quoque in, this regard. 
She has given ample evidence, in the last 
fifteen years,-nay; in the last fifteen months,
in her own financial and currency management, 
which could justify a cautious friend and hel per, 
like the United States, in demanding hostages 
for the proper maintenance of the new parity. 
The hostages, guarantees, safe-guards,-calt 
them what you like,-may take one or more of 
these forms, fliz ;-the maintenance of a 'stated 

, proportion of the British Gold reserve in some 
intemational financial centre, like N ew York; 
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the restriction on the British Governinent'li 

powers of borr~wing, at home or abroad, which: 
could conceivably throw the British Budget 
out of joint, and thereby lead to some secret 
inflation in the volume of British currency, and 
so imperil the stability of the Dollar-Sterling 
Exchange. These powers are, no doubt, uno' 
usual and at first sight offensive. But they are 
demanded in common interest, for mutual safe
ty, and particularly for the benefit of Britain 
herself, who would never regain her position 
as the banker of the world, so long as her faith 
is doubted, her credit shaky, her exchanges 
unstable, and. at the mercy of the British 
treasury official and the British banker. Britain 
must certainly not demur to. those guarantees 
being conceded, and those restrictions being 
imposed upon her, when she has been the first 
to set this fashion of demanding .. Safeguards ,~ 
from helpless peoples, like us, describing such 
safeguards to be entirely "in the interests" of 
those against when t~ey are demanded. Espe
cially should she not demur, 'if the alternative 
to these concessions lies in a complete anarchy 
and a lasting dislocation of the industrial and 
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financial organisation. and supremacy that sbe 
bas built up by two centuries of effort and 
sacrifice. You must not misunderstand me 
when ,I recall Moliere's classic 'phrase: "T 'II 
l'as vouiu, Georges Dandin." It ~ tbe infalli
ble law of fate for the proud and the arrogant; 
and I am ,only repeating a fact of modern 
world history which it is no lODger possible to 
conceal even for the most ardent Kiplingian. 

Even assuming that Britain and her asso
ciates con$ent to such safeguards being 
furnished by her. the problem is not 
solved immediately. Between the time that the 
policy is thus determined upon and its putting 
into force, there must needs elapse some time. 
What policy is to 'be followed,-what steps are 
to be taken,-for assuring that, when the time 
comes for giving effect to the settlement reacb
ed on the above lines, the ground would have 
been ready for its implementation. Would 
Britain and her fellow seceders from the Gold 
Standard have to revert to a regime of defla
tion, and graduM appreciation of the money
value at bome. and a furtber fall in commodity 
prices? I have spoken of tbis problem of resto~ 
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ing the fixity of world exchanges, as though it 
was only an Anglo-American· question. It is, 
however, a world problem j and the reasoning 
applies with even greater force to the other 
countries of Europe, Asia and America, who 
have followed Britain's precedent, and abandon
ed the Gold Standard or fixitY of exchanges
The conditions and expectations of each country 
adopting this policy were essentially the same; 
and so the final results are inevitably the same. 
Each tried to steal a march on its fellows, to 
give a concealed encouragement to its exports ; 
and each has found the advantage it had 
hoped for lost to it by the similar actions of the 
others. The remedy must, accordingly, be 
similar against all those whp have offended in 
the same manner; and the specific men~on of 
the Anglo-American aspect of the problem is 
only made because of its relative importance, 
which would be inevitable if exchange is to be 
fixed, and maintained at that fixed leveL 

That is our experience in this country; it is 
the experience of Germany. it was Britain's own 
experience in and after 1925; and, if she gives 
effect to such a policy of gradual retrocession, 
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it must be once again her own experience. 
Would. her industrialists accept that policy, 
which cuts them off from what litde chance 
they have of a trade revival? For, any further 
fall in prices, unbalanced by,any reduction in 
the costs of production, would prove the utter 
undoing of suCh proliperity.-such brenthing 
space.-as has been brought about by the 
action taken in September. 1931. 

The real remedy for Britain lies, of course, 
in a substantial reduction in the costs of produc-

- tion and the standard of living of her population. 
She has done something towards this end, by a 
compulsory reduction of the rate of interest, by 
debasement of her money-material, a,nd by the 
reduction of her soeial services. But these are 
not enough to enable her to resume competi
tive exchange of her produce in the world mar
kets; while her protection by· heavy tariffs 
of her own markets has only made 1I>atters 
worse. The root niisfortune of Britain's econo
mic position is her unnatural industrialism; 
but that neither her economists nor her politi
cians would admit; for, to admit that, is to pro
nounce a sentence of national suicide. 
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On the other hand, a policy of further in
flation, before the predetermined new level of 

dollar-sterling exchange is reached, is unthink
able. not only because the repercussions of ~uch 
a policy would prove severe beyond measure 
for Britain herself, but also because they would 
be unacceptable to America. and other countri~ 
es. If the Pound Sterling is refixed in exchange 
at say 60% of its old par value, round about 3 
Gold Dollars, the handicap Britain would place 
upon her Gold Standard competitors would be 
so heavy, that the latter will simply not think of 
agreeing to such an unfair arrangement. Inter
nally, moreover, such a low rate of exchange. 
such a reduced value of the pound sterling', 
would cause labour and capital troubles, the 
discontent of all receivers of fixed income,
no negligible class in that country,-which 
must needs give her pause. Credit expansion 
to a degree which would necessitate such a 
further inflation as might render the rate of is 
dollars reasonable. would also prove strangely. 
disturbing under the circumstances. The policy 
followed in the last few months,-gradual 
scaling down of the rate of fixed incomes, and 
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no other meddling with the volume of currency. 
-might quite probably suit the British book 
perfecdy well, if once the principle is accepted 
that the restoration of the Gold Standard is 
unavoidable. And the return, under that polio 
cy. to a fixed gold exchange of the pound 
round about $ 3 50, to .the pound, is not difficult 
for Britain to uphold. 

As for the functioning of the new Gold 
Standard, it would not 'be a matter of so much 
difficulty for Britain, though otller countries 
may .find it much more difficult to operate. 
Given the traditional policy and well-known , 
patrietism of the premier British Bank, the 
Bank of England, the operation of the new 
Gold Standard.--on a mixed basis of the 
orthodox Gold Standard and the revised 
version of it styled the (;old Exchange Stan
dard,-would be perfectly feasible. The 
guarantees Britain may be obliged to concede 
for the effective maintenance of the new fixity 
of exchange, may serve as a nucleous wherewith 
to maintain the new Dollar-sterling ratio. The 
Bank of England may hold in its foreign Bills 
portfolio Bills on New York of the required 
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proportion; or the Old Lady of Threadneedle 
Street may bodily hoold a proportion of her gold 
reserves with the American Federal Reserve 
Board; so that, at any time exchange shows a 
tendency to go against Britain below the fixed 
par, these reserves might be utilised to restore 
it to the agreed level. If this does not com. 
mend itself to British financial interests, some 

-arrangements analogous to those made by Bri
tain in August 1931, before her traditional Gold 
Standard first came to grief. might suffice -for 
her purpose under all conceivable emer
gencies.-

For other countries, however, -it may not 
mean the same thing; and -this is a problem, 
in whose solution the whole world is interested. 
Unless they have reasonable ~urplus balance to 
their credit in some safe financial centre of the 
world; unless their productive and trade organi
sation is reconditioned, so as to assure them' 
against unnecessary, panics; unless their 

" All this reasoniog was bast!d on the assumption that the 
United State. was, and remained, • Gold Standard country. Since 
America's departure from Gold. that would have to he modified. 
But with the f.ilure of the World Economic Conlerenee. there UetDS 

110W DO prospect of a satisfactory settlement. See below, eliapter I. 
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'budgetary conditions are secured, so as to avoid 
frequent and considerable' deficits, tempting 
their Finance Ministers to resort to inRation as 
the best means of avoiding, the deficit being 
known,-unless these and like conditions are 
secured, there seems to be little hope of 
making the solution fi~al and satisfactory. All 
these, however, are conditions, which necessi
tate constant and considerable interference in 
what have hitherto been regarded as the 
domestic problems of each sovereign state. 
And so our first task consists in educating our 
generation out of any belief in the obsolete 
and harmful notion of national sovereignty, 
which is productive of so much mischief 
already. 

Let me, in I?assing, cast a glance at this 
problem as it affects our own country. So far 
as India is concerned, the position, though 
gloomy, is not without its ray of hope. Her 
trade has undergone a depression more severe 
than that of any other country in the world,
largely because, in her own selfish interests, 
Britain made India, in the crisis of 1931, to 
keep her currency linked, with sterling. Had 
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the Government of India let the Rupee take 
its own natural value, under the altered condi
tions, it is possiBle the immediate fall in the 
exchange value of the rupee would have been 
both sharp and sudden. But would this depre-' 
ciation have endured? Would India, if she 
had been (rell to manipulate her currency 
potic;y so as to suit her own local conditions, 
not have realised the fillip such a depreciation 
in the exchange value of the rupee had lent to 
India's exports' As .I pointed out in the last 
Lecture. India still exports, in quantity, little 
less than in the peak years of post-war history ; 
and in many notable cases actually more than 
before. Her total industrial production is 
actually more by 6 points than in 1929.* 

INDIOES OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION. 
(1928-100) 

Proportion of 
World Prod. 

Country 19S9 1980 1931 19B5 1928 1939 
Germany 101 89 7B 61 ll'll 8'9 
U.K. 108 ~ ell 89 9-3 11'S 
Austria lOB 90 81 71 0'8 0'6 
Polaad 100 8S 70 &a 0-8 0-8 
Cncbo Slovakia loa 90 Sf HI 
Hungary 108 100 88 73 0'4 0'4 
Fnnce 109 116 98 76 7-0 7'0 
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That should suffice to prove that the 
world still needs India's produce; and if India 
is willing to sell it at the rates the world would 
give her, she has still an ample margin for 
'export. The world prices being the same,
or even falling j-but the Rupee falling in ex
-change value much !'lore sharply, the realisa
tion in rupees by the In'dian producer would 
have been considerably greater. A hundred 
Dollar worth of India's produce, which, under 
-conditions of the old Dollar-sterling parity 
fetched, let us say, Rs. 250 in India, would, 

Conti""'" from page 157. 
Belgium 101 90 81 71 vI' 1-1 
llaly III 108 113 78 3-1 H 
Sweden 118 11ll 99 96 0-0 1'2 
Chile 116 109 88 7~ o-a' ()-I 

-Canada III 95 80 88 a·s- S'O 
U. B.A. 107 87 78 &1 ~8 ~06 

Japan no 108 101 11~ S-4 81' 
British India 112 127 118 118 l'S • ll-l 

U.S.S.R. 1U 166 908, 8~ H 14-9 

World 107 96 87 74 100 ·100 

Worldmiaus 
U. 8.,B. B. 107 98 81 til 

_Institut. for KOIIju_ .... 1'_"""1 from':!"" B _ 
_ Qt. Jan. sa, 1988. po 1701" 

Alto eee ante-. U. for statistics .of the l'--oreip. trade ollDdia 
.and other eeuntriez. 
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when the exchange is falling, fetch say Rs. 500, 
~r much more, without any alteration in'the 

world level of prices. For, in the first flush of 
release from gold, the rupee would have CaUen 
in exchange value to a third perhaps of its old 
(Sept. 1931) gold value, even if the Indian 
Government had permitted no unlimited ex
papsion in the local circulation. As, owing to 
the same reason, the rupee price of imported 
goods would have become prohibitive, .the 
imports of foreign goods would have slumped; 
and the difference between imports and exports 
would have grown ever larger, leaving a steadi
ly increasing balance of trade in favour of 
In,dia. This balance must be liquidated by the 
~nly interpational means of settlement,-Gold. 
India would, then, have imported ,Gold, instead 
of exporting it; as she is obliged to do today, 
though the exchange market would have been 
far more tree from control than it is today. 
And if this gold, coming into the country in 
settlement of the trade balance, had been pur
chased by the Indian currency authority at the 
market rate. the probability is very high. not 
only that the exchange value of the rupee 
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would ha\"e gradually appreciated till it came 

back to the normal,-wbatever that may have 
·been.-· as it did after the disastrous currency 
experiment of 1920..,21; but, what is much 
more to the point, India would have provided 
herself with an ample gold reserve, that would 
then have rendered .all talk of difficulties in 
building up a Reserve Bank, as a sine qua non 
of introducing the constitutional reforms, utter
ly nugatory. The gold tbus brought into the 
:Currency Reserve of India may even have been 
.returned to England to payoff, as the Indian 
Government have actually done, the maturing 
short term sterling debt of the Government. 
But it would in that case have afforded all the 
aid ~o Britain in her hour of need we !Could pos
sibly have rendered, without impoverishing 
India, and draining her of her gold reserve, and 
handicapping her primary producer,-the poor
est iq the world • ...,...by an unduly high and an 
unnaturally fixed exchange. For India would 
have supplied this aid to' Britain from a verita
ble. boom, and not from her capital reserves, 
as she has done under the present policy. 
Her production would have been. stimulated, 
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her trade encouraged,· her people contented 
and prosperous,-and the British receiving all 
the help India could render. But· aU this was 
undone or neutralised in the hasty, short-sight
ed, unsympathetic policy of imitating Britain, 
and keeping the Rupee linked to sterling. And 
now we are told we shalt have no constitutional 
reforms unless we build up a Reserve Bank!!! 

I must notice, in passing, the peculiar posi
tion to-day of India in this particular regar:d of 
a Reserve Bank. She has been the happy 
hunting ground for currency cranks to carry out 
their queer ·notions for reforming the world's 
currency system. Shl! has, however, never got 
t~e benefit of doing whatever· service she has 
done in this connection. When she had relative 
freedom *in importing gold and silver, she was 
described as the world's sink of gold, inasmuch 
as she absorbed annually a goodly proportion of 
the new gold produced by the world, and so 
maintained a fairly.stable level of prices, which 
would otherwise have been very much dis
turbed. To-day she has oeen1made to impove
rish herself by unrestricted gold exports, bene
fiting IJobody worth mentioning, and depriving 

11 
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. herself of the one source of rebuilding her gold 
reserves, which have been wasted and dissipat
ed by the short-sighted, unnational policy of the 
Rupee linked to sterling, when sterling itsc;1f is 
dislinked from gold. The British die-hard, 
however, insists that not only must India have, 
a Reserve Bank of her own, as the sine qua non 
of constitutional progress; but that s\:le must 
get that Reserve Bank. Ca) by assuring her 
own budgetary position,. (b) by reducing her 
temporary debt. (c) by building up adequate 
reserves, and (d) by bringing about an export 
surplus in her normal overseas trade. Not one 
of these conditions it restll with India to fulfill 
off her own bat; and, all together, they make 
an excellent exercise in reductio ad a6surdum. 

For (a), India cannot assure her budgetary 
position,-whatever that may mean,-so long 
u her Budget estimates are prepared in a man
ner that throw them out of order, within le~ 
than ~ix months after they have been framed, 
with a margin of error sometimes reaching as 
.high a percentage as 25%. Hardly any item 
in her national budget of revenue or expendi
ture has been left entirely within her fontrol 
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to shape and fashion, to control and economise 
in. How, then, can she assure her budgetary' 
position, if that condition has any sense in 
it at all? 

(b) As for reducing the floating temporary 
Debt both in India and in London, the Budgef 
shows not the remotest sign of showing any sur
plus which could be utilised in a reduction eveR 
~f the short term debt. I have been told that 
"Reduction" in this case. means, not necessarily 
making less, but "conversion" of short' time 
~nto long time debt. If that explanatiott with 
reference to the context is correct, though re
duction ordinarily ddes not mean conversion, 
~e Government of India seem to be taking 
steps, no doubt, of effecting this eonversion.
with what precise benefit to India they may 
calculate who have studied the terms recently 
~ffered for conversion. Any how, such as this 
process is, let us account it on the credit side. 

As for the two remaining conditions of 
building up a Gold Reserve of our own, and 
restoring our normal export surplus,-those. 
certainly do not rest with us. If they did, we 
would not need to be told twice about them. 
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(c) Only. the policy of free Gold Export, 
under conditions of a Rupee Exchange fixed 
with .a varying quantity, makes it impossible 
to'prevent such of our local gold reserve as 
India already possesses leaving our shores, let 
,alone any talk of replenishing our reserves by 
fresh importations. India does not, of course, 
produce any gold worth speaking of in her own 
limits. She may have gold reserves as the re
sult of past prosperity, or surplus in her. foreign 
tr;lde. But these have been lost to the tune of 
over 140 crores in the last 24 months. ever since 
Sterling was dislinked from gold. The only 
hope, therefore, of restoring our gold reserves 
lies in fresh imports in payment of a favourable 
trade balance. And of this there seems no 
hope. In the face of this deliberate policy of 
Government, this condition amounts to asking 
for the impossible, adding insult to injury, and 
yet demanding that India should always turn 
the other cheek. 

(Ii) FuoaUy. the stipulation that India re
store her export surplus, is even more fantastic 
th;m the last preceding condition. The trade 
barriers, which European nations have erected 
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in self.defence; and the exchange depreciation 
which countries like Japan have been systemati
cally resorting to, make any hope of Inaia re
building her export surpl~ utterly absurd, 
even though her production show no sign of a. 
quantitative liecline. 

India might have a. nominal" reserve " to 
start a Reserve Bank with in the shape of a 
Loan granted by Britain,-though to start "a 
Reserve Bank with a.minus Reserve seems to 
be too grotesque to be even entertained as a. 
serious propos!t1on. Nevertheless, I have 
heard it mentioned in quarters whic\l are sup
posed to be familiar with the inysterious work. 
ing of the Indian bureaucracy ; and so I think 
it but right and' proper to draw your attention 
to this possible solution. But even the imagi
nation of these mysterious links with the inner 
workings of the governmental machine fail to 
tell us how the export surplus is to be brought 
about, if the institution of the Reserve Bank is 
not to be treated as a joke. But perhaps that 
condition would, worst coming to the worst, be 
graciously waived. as a proof of the bona fides 
of the British authorities in forging ahead with. 
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the new Reforms, and in return for other more 
substantial concesSions to British trade and 

-capital in this country.* 

We are, however, not utterly out of th~ 
wood, when .we have complied with these 
conditions. What is to be the place of this 
institution in the future constitution of India, is 
the next most serious question. Is it to be a 
sort of an imperium in imperio' Is it to be a 
kind of an overriding authority, vis-a-"is the 
Government of India, so as to maintain a due 
and proper control over the financial policy 
and administration of India P What is to be 
its .governing body, and how is it to be selected. 
or elected P What is to be the relationship 
between the Bank and the Government, as re
gards the functions with which the Bank would 
ostensibly be charged P Dr. Schacht was the 
ruler of the Reisch Bank from its darkest days 
to 1929, to whom Germany was immensely in
debted for having re-habilitated the Mark, and 
restored German credit. But, when the same 
Dr. Schacht,-able, energetic, efficient and 

• Since the above was aueredt uports of Indian merehudiD 
11.". beeD showing .W'plua OllCe again. 
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patriotic. as he was,--rebe1led .against the 
authority of the Reisch Government; when he 
sought to undermine the policies of his consti
tutional superiors, he had to go. Would the 
managing Governor, for instance, of the Indiaa 
Reserve Bank be so amenable to the supreme 
authority of the Indian Government, or even 
the general power of the Bank directorate P So 
long as these vital questions are left unsettled, 
how can we expect the institution to meetwith 
popular approval? How can we hope from it 
a smoother working of the new machinery?
This part of the Indian problem may, however. 
be left to be solved along with the main ques
tion affecting the world at large as shoWll' 
above; and I shall therefore leave it with just 
this observation: that India wilt never for her 
own selfish reasons obstruct world recovery. 

The problem has hitherto been discussed 
as that of Britain and India. But it is a world 
problem, and must be solved as a world ques• tion. The Credit and Currency arrangements 

• Sino, the above remarb were made the- report of the -ResMTe 
Bank Commlttt\e, aDd the Text of the Bill baaed on that Repo~t. 

have- been publisbed; and both those documents amply bear out 
the f...,. implied in tMu AmarD. 
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of each country concerned in international 
commerce must be placed under some inter
national guarantees, which. in the ultimate 
analysis, would prevent the individual action of 
any single country, however important, or even 

- a group of countries,-like the British Com
monwealth of Nation~-from upsetting the 
world economy for their own immediate ends. 
The local sentiment connected with these 
,matters need not, I think. be utterly ignored, 
much less need it be set at nought. But the 
experience of the present Depression must be 
taken-to justify the suggestion that the. credit 
and banking arrangements in each country 
should be nationalised, as a first step towards 
their functioning in concert as an international 
mechanism. Within each country, even if the 
banking organisation is not completely socia
lised in ownership and working, the authority 
of the Central national banking organisation 
must be made so sppreme and unchallengeable. 
that the individual banks, if any. cannot afford 
to go counter to the national organisation in 
any essential matter, affecting the common 
well-beinl!: of mankind. The, problem of 
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l"egularising the relations between the' political 
and economic machinery of a country,-partt.. 
cularly the banking and credit section of the 
economic machinery ,-is serious only while we 
wallow in the trough of indisputed individu
~lism, in theory at least. Once the principle of 
national control, if not also national ownership. 
and operation, of the country's credit mechanism 
is accepted, there would be no difficulty in de
marcating the respective fields of authority !lnd' 
function as between those two aspects of the 
State, itself an integral part of the interna
tional family. 

On this basis, the details regarding the 
1dnctioning of the restored Gold Standard, and 
the rehabilitated credit mechanism,-local as 

. well as international._ill not. present very 
$erious difficulty. The national Central Bank 
-of each important commercial country should 
maintain a certain proportion of its currency 
l"eserves with an international institution, 
acting as the world's clearing house for such 
-claims and payments; and functioning also. 
-on occasion, as the world's bank~r. The 
actual operation of the Gold Standard,-by 
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whatever name it is ca1led,-wouldthen be 
robbed of much of its present complication and 
obstructiveness. Gold· has, even att present, 
been sterilised so far as to .render it innocuous 
"is-a-vis the prices of commodities, in spite of 
itsdisproportioDate accumulation in certain 

. places only, like Fran~e and the United States. 
The volume of gold has to-day no decisive 
bearing in any country upon its local price 
level; much. less has it any real effect on 
the international price-level. For all practical 
purposes, this gold is non-existent. And it 
may be rendered still more ineffective, as a 
disturbing factor, when once the international 
in$titution of the type here envisaged comes 
into working order, and is loyally supported 
by all its member Central Banks of each. 
nation. Given agreement on the main ~ue, 

. the rest of the. points raised in the Experts 
memorandum in this regard may be dismissed 
as relatively unimportant matters of detail that 
would be readily solved when the basis for 
common working has been attained. 

, The case of Silver is sui juris. It is yet a 
considerable factor in the currency systems of 
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the most considerable countries in the world,-
China and India. It i$ no longer, even in these
countrielll the unquestioned standard of money: 
But its use is still considerable enough to make
it an -important ingredient in the prevailing
Depression. I ts own cost of production, parri-
cularly as a by-product, has, however, fallen 50-

sharply in recent years that its supply has,_ 
become far in exce$S of the demand for it. 
The continued use of silver as currency. by 
India and China, and for purposes of plate or
ornament by others, is not sufficient to offset 
this increasing supply, enhanced by the dis
continuance of its use as money material by
European and American countries_ The
rehabilitation of Silver is therefore a problem, 
which has a close affinity to the raising of the
prices of agricultural produce in the face of a 
growing supply and falling demand. There is,_ 
however, this difference-in favour of agri
cultural produce,--8nd against Silver,-that,_ 
whereas, though diminishing, the demand for 
Agricultural produce is still' a considerable 
factor and promises to continue as such, the
demand for Silver is a steadily diminishing_ 
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.quantity, with no hope for its restoration or 
maintenance, except with the aid of very severe, 
unpopular, unworkable artificial measures of 
international control. The powers combining. 
if they do,' to maintain the price of silver at a 
given fmctionof gold; and desiring. on the 
.strength ·of this international guarantee, to 
resuscitate Silver as a medium of exchange 
.and· a standard of money. would be doomed to 
disappointment' by the continued excess of 
.supply over' demand, and the utter inability to 
.absorb this increasing supply. The countries, 
moreover. who are most interested in rehabili. 
tating Silver, are liable to be misunderstood 
~egarding their own motives. For, their 
proposals and measures will be inevitably 
tinctured with a desire to protect the interests 
<of their own Capital and Labour invested in 
the production of that commodity. Proposals 
.are, in fact. already before the United States 
Legislature to offer a guaranteed price to 
Silver producers beginning with 40 cents per 
<ounce, and rising to 70 cents, which look so 
much like a subsidy to American producers. in 
America's own national interests, that the rest 
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of the world, including particularly silver-using 
countries, will be unable' to see their way to 
any acceptance of such measures. America 
has tried this policy once befor,,; but the' 
guaranteed price has applied only to the Silver 
produced in the United States, and not to the 
Silver coming from' any other country. The 
results of that war-time experience is a certain 
unavoidable suspicion and distrust of such 
American endeavours in the rest of the world; 
and the latter's consequent lack of hearty co· 
operation, without which such a policy cannot 
possibly be a success ... , 

Th~'e is another complication, in regard 
to-the rehabilitation of Silver, which must also 
be noticed while discussing the reform of the 
world Currency systems and Credit mechanism. 
By adding Silver to Gold, as the medium of 
exchange and standard of money, the compli
cations in maintaining a tolerably stable level of 
international prices and exchanges would' be 
only increased, not reduced. The controlled 
working of the credit machinery is difficult 

• Sinee thea remark, were mllde,. Five Ye&fIsUver agreement 
bu beeD reached, fez which see below, Chapler V~ 
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-enough, when. G.old alone is the accepted inter
national medium. But add to it Silver,-and we 
must abandon any hope of intelligently,ralion~ 
ally, satisf;u:torily controlling the price system 
in the common world interests. Silv,er must" 
therefore, be discarded from the repertoire of 
monetary reforms altogether. They would be 
making no violent change from the current 
practice, which has already put Silver on the 

.shel£. There would, of course, be no objection 
to the present silver using countries adopting 
their ·own measures .to ensure any level of 
silver.price within their own limits that they 
·deem necessary in their local interests, and 
according to their local requirements; provid
ed always that their ,local measures in this re
gard do not react injuriously upon the interna
tional policy of relatively stable exchanges. We 
would then be immensely facilitating the solu
tion of the main problem,-world recovery,
by avoiding a needless complication, which has 
already been left in tlle lumber room of man's 
past failures. 

Of the other remedial measures, consider
·ed by the Committee of Experts, the problem 
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of Raising llu Price-Level, is much more com· 
plicated than the two ingredients indicated by 
that Committee. The main problem, indeed, 
is that of restoring the -equilibrium . between: 
demand and supply, between production and -
consumption, between costs and purchasing 
power. And this has been very much compli
cated by the measures of credit control, and eX

change regulation, that, in their anxiety to 

minimise the effects of the Depression, ~he 
nations of the world have adopted spasmodi
cally in several countries, without any compre
hensive plan or duinite policy common to all 
the suffering communities. But the main issue 
is impossible to be solved merely by tampering 

. with the outward crust of the problem, such as 
currency and credit manipulation. Mankind 
must devise a machinery by which production 
and distribution of material utilities and services 
will always be in tune with one another. 
Humanity cannot dispense with the aids to its 
powers and equipment for producing material 
utilities, which are collectively described as 
the mechanisation of production and rationali
sation of industry in all its branches and de-
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partmentsJ But, so long as there is no com
prehensive planning; so long as there is no 
concerted arrangements, whereby any improvee 
ment in the productive technique in any branch 
is so applied as to cause no unbalancing of the 
general economy of the human family,-i.e., 
no improved mecha~i~l device or scientific 
discovery should be so given effect to as to 

cause unemployment, loss of purchasing power, 
and the resultant dislocation all round,-th.is 
particular difficulty will remain. It will, in 
fact, grow worse as our mechanical cidlisatioD 
advances, and the alliance between production 
and scientific research becomes more and more 
profound. The remedy does not lie, I repeat. 
in banishing science, or eschewing all technical 
improvements in industry. It is short-sighted, 
to say the least, to resort to sabotage,-as ex
asperated workers thrown out of employment 
by the advances in machinery have done in the 
past; nor in a reversion to primitive, manual , 
economy, as is implied in the emphasis laid 
upon the spinning-wheel as a symbol of man's 
economic and political salvation, the cure for 
aU economic Depression. and malaise ~rom 
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which. the world at large,-and this country in 
particular,-may be said to be suffering_ The 

remedy lies only in welcoming and adopting 
all such advances and improvements, as they 
come to pass; but in consonance with a gene
ral, comprehensive, well-thought out plan for 
an all round development, which has yet to be 
r~alised outside Russia. When production in 
both Industry and Agriculture is considered 
side by side with the mechanism for distribu~ 
tion of the resultant produce, so as to assign 
its due share, not only to the producing factors, 
but also by way 9£ replenishment of the Ili
hausted resources or worn out plant, which is 
indispensable for carrying on and keeping up 
the main proc,ess; when the mechanism of 
distribution and exchange is adjusted to this 
general plan for harmonising poth production 
and consulllption. and kept always in tune; 
when no special attention is devoted to any 
particular industry which would unsettle, .or 
disbalance, the rest of the mechanism, by cu~ 
Ing needless variations in the price-level, or 
unemployment; when the reaction caused to 

labour and employment and purchasing power 
12 
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9Y thep,se, of any scientific discovery or 
mechanical invention, or by the better organi
sation of the produce'~for distribution, or by 
the consolidation: syndication or rationalisation 
of all industry and commerce, is duly attended 
to and provided for ;-when these essentials are 
kept in view, the happening of such a crisis as 
the present one will be Ii. thing of the irrevoca
ble and unwanted past. 

In that state of things, the Price Index 
fiill synI;hronise and harmonise automatically 
~th the planned activities and purposeful re
quirements of the organised community. Not .. \. . 
that there would be no variations whatever in 
the Price Index. But such variations as do 
occur will not be, as today, utterly chaotic,
beyond the social machinery to control and .. 
regulate_ Nor even would they be utterly un-
foreseen, unexpected, and therefore uncontrol
lable. Exchange would, under these conditions, 
b~ only of the net surpluS of production in 
e\ch region or ~~munity ; and will not be left 
the helpless prey, as today, Df archaic, chaotic, 
conditions under what is called differences in 
comparative costs. The regulation of intema-
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tional commerce, on the basis Q[ exchange. 

01 real surplus or spe'fiality, would automati· 

cally react upon and influence :the· domestic 
trade of each such community. The prime 
basis for each scientifically organised commu
nity should be : Production for use. This does 
not necessarily mean that each community 
should exhaust itself in a vain endeavour to 
reach self-sufficiency, no matter what its re
sources and equipment for the purpose in hand 
may be. It would rather result in that specia •. 
lisation of each considerable communit);,
in harmony with the n~ral endowlDent 
and human complimc;:nt thereof,-free from 
any dangers of exploitation from such a 
specialisation by an industrially more ad· 
vanced, or commercially more powerful, rival 
as happens today,-. which was vainly dreamt 
Qf by the Classical EconomisC:" and which is 
the only condition of rational 'and universally' 
beneficial international c_erce. Domestic 
t _, ....... 

trade would then be under large scale co-opera· 
tive or syndicated chain stores, scattered all 
through the community, and echelonned with 
.due regard to the peculiar requirements of 
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\e~~h region within the country, and its produce; 
:prices within tpat country would be Cietermined 
anCi )"egulated by all-round considerations of 
.ational economy in all branches of production. 
l'h~r need have very little' connection witp 
the mternational price-level of corresponding 
commodities, except in so far as the interna
tional controlling and regulating authority 
desires the local authority of each country to 
co-ordinate the ,local' with the international 
'price-level. International prices will be regu
lated rather by the relative values attached to 
the ~ommodities exchangecl!"";';& matter of real 
bart~r, only scientifically adjusted,-tban by 
anything like t~e present mechanism of prices. 
On this basis, neither the local nor the interna
tioJ)al price-Ievel.will have any danger of being 
thrown out of gear by the insane and uncon
trollable compeu!ion of foreign commodities in, 

~ , . 
their local marltets. International trade will 
be truly internationa.J.,-4 e., between the seve-. ' ~ . 
ral peoples collectively, as one Wholesale 
Co-operative Society even tOd~y deals with. 
another similar national corporation. AU 
danger of exclusive profit, or exploitation, by 
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such eXchange, of the weaker .by the"stronger 
will then vanish. Exchange,--commerce.-wut • • 
thus be made both national aild natum.l •. ,<J$, 

well as plentiful and frequent that it canno~ ~~: 
. today, when the peoples of the world are dorni;;' 
natedby gfeed and fear of being exploited~ 
and commerce simply spells explQitation I 

This kind of re-planning the entire world 
economy, as that of a single hutnan family, 
may,-probably will,-result in such a r~dis
tribution in population. as will not only relieve, 
the unbearable congestion that now obtains in 
some countries ,while other lands remain 
practically desert and barren; but as will be 
best calculated for the development of the 
inherent resources' of each country most 
effectively. The world at large is certainly 
not overpopulated,-despite very considerable 
inc:rease in the numbers during the last 150 
years-if we consider the popula,tion of the world 
in relation to our resources for human welfare· 
But there is. as certainly over population,--or, 
maldistribution8'of it.-in certain countries. 
The most prominent symptom of it lies in the 
growing volume of unemployment and paupe-
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rum in the most industrialised countries. 

A ustralia to-day has a population averaging 

barely one per square mile;- and so has many 
. jUlother country in Africa and South America ; 
while country upon country in Europe and 
Asia is groaning with scores and hundreds of 
people per square mile, wben they are, reason
abiy speaking, unable to support more than 
half the number, or still less. 'f!1e economic 
and political evils, which result from sucb ex
cessive local population, are not even now fuUy 
understood by the leaders of mankind. Austra
lia is, to revert to oui' first illustration, so 
sparsely populated, not sun ply because a 
greater p~ of it is desert; but because the 
policy of "White Australia," adopted by its 
present rulers, renders it impossible forjust 
that kind of people to settle in Australia wbo 
can best work the _torrid portion of that com
nent. So long -as Australia continues to be the 
exclusive bome of the Anglo-Saxon race, it 
wnt be inhabited only along the coastal fringe 
in the more temperate parts; and will be 
economically developed on lines in harmony 
with the accepted traditions of the Anglo-
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Saxon. i.e., for certain itensive industrialisation 
, backed by heavy tariffs ,to foster the growth of. 

that industry. This would naturally be at the, 
expense of more plentiful tropical products,. 
for which the country is better endowed, simply 
because the proper human complement for 
that side of production is lacking. Mankind 
is the poorer for this narrow and exclusionis€ 
policy in Australia and other similar countries; 
and the latter,-not even the United Stat~,-;" 
are not themselves the richer for such a policy. 
A world planning for economic reconstruction 
will, therefore, have to consider this problem 
pf redistributing the world's population in the 
most economic and scientific manner, so as to 
promote' mQst effectually the common welfare 
of. mankind, so as to add most plentifully to 
our' common stock of 1lljlterial utilities, and so 
as<$<) admit of the best cultivation, development, 
or exploitation of nature's gifts. of .. material re
sources, and man's labour and science, in utilis
ing' the same for his own particular purpose. 

The Experts have given the third place, in 
their preliminary reco~mendations, to the 
.. Resumption of the Movement of Capital" as 
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between countries.. This, they consider, is 

.impeded by the existence of innumerable e.~

change restrictions-as in Germany or Austria; 
.settlement of the problem of existing in
debtedness as between countries, whether 
short-term or long-term; and involves the 
problem of the ordinary movements of capital. 
In this part, the Experts have considered as 
C~pital that part of the factor of production, 
which is in the most ready mobilised form, 
i.e.. ;noney., The movement of this form of 
Capital from country to country is an integral 
and important item in the settlement of inter
national balance of payments. But just because 
it is such an important item, it is capable of 
being most easily interfered with. and affected 
by any country alarmed about its own credit' 
and currency. Henco, at the present time, in 
innumerable countries innumerable regulatidns 
affect and deflect this stream; and the problem 
before the world is to avoid this deflection. 
The process of Capital movement has been 
impeded. no doubt. by exchange regulation; 
for some countries have found it unavoidable 
to maintain even an appearance of sQlvency. 
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The absence of a free, regular flow of capital 
from country to country. has rendered ,the 
working of the mechanism for the setdement 
.of international balance of payments more thaa 
ever out of gear. 

So long. however, as the existing interna
tional debts have not been satisfactorily settled 
and disposed of, any readjustment of this parti
.cular part of the mechanism is liable to be 
thrown out of gear. As the figures given else
where would show, this factor is nowadays too 
<:onsiderable to be ignored. And there seems' 
to be no other way, except an all round can~ 
cellation of these debts, to ensure a real reo 
<:overy and smooth functioning of this machi
nery. 

There are, no douJn, innumerable compli. 
cations in adopting this radical solution. 
America. the world's creditor. sees no reason 
to penalise I and burdell her own I people. and 
tbeir productive equipment, for the benefit of 
Europeans, if the latter will not afford any 
guarantee not to dissipate this benefit in fruit
less additions to their Armaments budgets ; 
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if they would not forget their racial rivalries 

and historical hatreds. America, no doubt, 

has been having her own particular difficulties 
with her own producers. who have been even 
harder hit than their competitors, because of 
the continued decline in prices in gold standard' 
countries. The. measures taken to stop the 
downward trend,_uch as holding up stocks 
by loans or advances to formers, and restricting 
production,-are not bearing the desired fruit.
And in so far as the price mechanism is sought 
to be controlled through the banks, the organi
sation of banking in that countrY does not 

. admit of a proper regulation and instantaneous 
response to it. The embargo on gold exports 
will only affect the outward flow of capital,
though it is difficult to see where else the 
w,orld capital could feel more secure, and have 
better chances of profit-making, than ~n the 
United States_ If the United States stop gold 
payments, it is impossible to see how that would 
remedy the world tangle. In that country, prices 
may for a while be raised, by this means, as in 

• All thia wu lAid before tbe It New Deal" came in with tilt 
ne,.. Preaident of the Uoited States.. Se. belew, eh. V. 
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Britain. But unless they decide to demolish 
entirely money economy,-an absurd assump
tion, it would st:;em, for America-and water 
their currency wholesale, there can be no hope 
of a rise in prices, even in the United States~ 
let alone the rest ohuffering humanity. In any 
case, whatever measures America takes must 
first have reference to her own local conditions 
~nd requirements. If she must make sacrifices. 
she must wipe Ollt debts, she would very likely 
do so, first. for the benefit 6f her own peo·ple. 
and only thereafter, if at all, for the world at 
large. 

. Debtors, again, like Britain, are looked 
upon in America, not simply as debtors, but as 
prospective arid actual economic rivals. Relief 
to them from present burdens may only result 
in formidable resuscitation of that rivalry and 
cOlPpetition, which must he to the further pre • 

. judice and injury of America's economic inte· 
rests in the long run. Britain, freed from an 
anImal burden of 30 million or more, might 
very conceivably use it in relief of lier industry. 
or subsidising which may quite possibly neutra
lise such advantage as America enjoys today 
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in production with her superior technique and 
better salesmanship,-if not in the local Ameri
-can market, at least in the world markets. 
Would America, on this view of the matter, 
-be wise in acceding to the threats or requests 
.addressed to her from the European States P 

Britain's burdens. moreover, appear,-in 
American eyes at any rate,-to be very'much 
-exaggerated. For if Britain would really make 
up her mind to pay the already reduced 
-amount of her War-Debt due to America, she 
bas ample resources, in her foreign investments 
alone, which could be very easily hypothecated, 
-or sold, to America in payment of the present 
-debt. America would probably agree, i£ such 
.an offer were made, to accept much less than 
-even the present reduced demand in respect of 
the war-debt. Britain has been authoritatively 
-estimated to possess overseas investments 
.aggregating some -£ 4,000 million; while her 
War-Debt to the U. S. A.., on the basis of the 
.agreement of 1923, has a present value of 
something like -£ 800 million at par. If princi
pal and interest are paid in one lump sum, in 
this form of foreign investments, Britain might 
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very easily secure a settlement, complete and 

final, of this debt question, so far as it relateS' 

to her, by disposing of oniy .£ 500 million· 
worth of these securities to America, which 
would for ever free her from this menace of 
foreign indebtedness. The amount thus dis
posed of may be'replaced by an equivalent in 
British' Government bonds issued to those' - , 
nationals of Britain from whom these foreign 
securities have been obtained by a sorr of 
capital conscription. As these investments of 
Britain are scattered all over the world, in all 
sorts of enterprises, America getting a slice 
of it would have a pull over' the debtor_ 
countries, so far as the latter's requirements 
of industrial goods-or machinery-ar'e con
cerned; and, through that means, over the 
whole foreign trade of those countries. This 
is the main thesis of A merica. conquers Britain; 
the author of which, Ludwell Denny. makes it 
abundantly clear how this mode of settling the 
Anglo-American War-Debt may prove perfect
ly acceptable to America,-eV'e1l though in that 
work he does not concern himself with this. 
particular problem of today. 
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But, though there are the:se obvious com

plications, the problem will really not be solved, 

-in so far as it' is .. world' problem,-unless and 
until a completely clean slate is ordered. 
America, as a people, seems,.-at first sight, like
ly to suffer, almost without any quid pro quo,
if this policy of a complete all round debt can
-cellation is adopted. She has, as a people, 
·received ampl~ compensation in the expendi
ture of these very same amounts in her midst 
for the war-time necessities of her debtors. The 
amounts borrowed were spent in America at a 
time, when the general price-level was at least 
twice its present height. American industry 
thereby received a stimulus, which is resp~nsi
ble, in. no small measure, for even its present 
excellent equipment. America may, therefore, 
very easily make a sacrifice, which, when aU 
is said and done, would be more apparent than 
,"eal. For, not only is it highl)' doubtful if she 
would be able to recover these her claims 
from her debtors, however much she persists , 
in Shylokian policy. But, even if she does 
~ucceed in' securing some pordon at least of 
this recovery, It would load her debtors with 
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such burdens, and for such a length of time, 
that they will never be able to furnish any 
market for her wares. The, wil:l, at the same 
time, be compelled to indulge in the most 
intense competition with American products in 
their own and in other markets of the world. 
This would, in the long run, be no advantage 
to America herself. On the other hand, if 
America comes to an amicable settlement, and 
agrees to cancel her present claims, she is. still 
in a position to secure such' conditions for that 
settlement, such assurances and gaurantees to 
herself, as would very effectively safeguard her 
own interests, and at the same time aid effective
ly the process of world recovery. Her own' 
people need not, of course, be debarred in the, 
least from the full advantage of this setdement. 

The demand, in the Experts' recommenda
tions, for a resumption of. Capital movement 
will then be of a secondary importance,
though for some ye2ts to come it would not 
remain a merely dead letter. On the basis, 
however, of the world reconstruction that I 
have been envisaging in these lectures, the 
need for Capital movements from one to ano-
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ther cOuntry would be, if at all present, be 
hereafter of small· proportion and short dura~ 
tion. Given a careful, comprehensive, concerted 
planning of the wo~ld economy, each consider
ahle community would be able, in less than 
five or ,ten years, to create its own surplus or 
production over consumption, which will then 
form the capital needed for its industry, for 
maintaining ~he process of fresh production. 

,;If, for purposes of initial impetus in rehabili
tating or modernising every community's pro
ductive organisation, and general economy, 
some capital is borrowed by the more backward 
from the more advanced, the same may be 
.repaid, quite easily when the surplus in produc
,tion just mentioned eventuates. And when 
that comes to pass, the present need for per
mitting free capital movement win have very 
little significanc~ even if it remains at all, 
though, of course, the present restrictions and 
impediments will have:no. place in the reorgan-

. ised world. 

The same reasoning must, in substance, 
apply to the next category of the Experts' 
recommendations, viz., removal of trade res-
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trictions. These have resulted" in part, from' 
the legitimate desire of each considerable, 
people to develop all their inherent resources, 
and capacities; and partly,-particularly latter., 
ly;-also from the belief that such protection is, 
needed to safeguard against unfair competition 
the local industry, or against the, undU,e straiq' 
on national credit" As the Experts have, 
themselves observed; 

" DefensivelY intended. and in many insta!,-css 
forced by uuavoidable monetary and finanoial emer~ 
genciee. these measures have developed into a State 
of vidual eoonomio warfare," 

• • • • • 
•• If a filII and dU1'able recovery is to be eff~cted.. 

this prevailing oonfliot of national economies mu.st b. 
re&c;>lved, .. 

• • .' • 
.. In essence the n80sssary pl'Ogramme is one of 

eoonomio disarmament." 

No doubt, there are countries in the' 
, world,-Russia, China, India, for example,

whose native, natural resources hal'enot yet, 
been developed to the degree they are suitable 
for development, owing to reasons of a histori
cal nature that do not detract in the least from' 

13 
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the possibility:oI such development. 1£ such 
countries are to make up the lag they are 
today suffering from in regard to their econo
mic equipment, and the development of their 
natural resources, it would be impossible, 1-
justice .and reasoli, to deny th~ that right, 
and prevent them from carrying out such deve
lopment. . That development need, however. 
cause no alarm to the rest of civilised human-

,ity, if only it would 'be freed from its present 
dominating motive of greed and exploitation. 
For, properly developed and worked, those 
communities, now a source of menace to the 
peace of the world and the progtesl! of Plan
kind, will only add to the sum total of the wealth 
.of man. For one thing, the addition, which 
would result from a full and proper cultivation 
.of the natural resources of such communities, 
to the stock of the material utilities in the 
'World, must raise very considerably the means 
,of human happiness that are today unnecessari. 
ly withheld; and must thereby raise the: availa
ble per capita share. For the rest, the real 
root of the present Depression lies, as already 
.observed, not so much in $OY defect in our 
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means, equipment, or organisation for produCl* 
• tion,-which, however, needs in every backward 

-country to be improved by every means at our 
,disposal, if we would not have any human 
being deprived of a decent standard of civilised 
living,-as it the very obsolete and defective 
'machinery to distribute the production brought 
about in any community. The motive powet 
of unrestricted cOmpetition, as applied to secu~ 
ing for each individual adequate purcha.sing 
power for obtaining the necessary standard of 
living,-individual greed or desire for gain;
is both obsolete and unworkable under present 
conditions,--assuming that it ever was. And 
the lack of adequate purchasing power, in' 
large sections of every community, coupled 
with the unintended consequences of these 
remedial measures, which, in their haste, indivi:' 
dualist statesmen apply to tinker with the 
currency and credit organisations in each 
eountry unilaterally, without looking to the 
real evil, make the soul and substance of the 
E.-:onomic Depression all over the' wortd. 
Russia alone must be exempted; for there' 
they have long since dealt effectively with this 
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Ipain. sore of our capitalistic and commercial 
civilisation. 
~, . 

We may grant the right of yet undeveloped 
complunities to develop their natural rllSources 
to their possible limits. We may also grant, as' a 
C;orrol1ary, their right to adopt such measures, 
in a world ridden. by the system of competi~ 
tive greed, as would effectiv~ly assure them 
undisturbed prosecution of that main purpose of 
national qevelopment. But even so,the smaller 
units in the. family of nations, like some of the 
new postwar states of Europe. whick have 
already established conclusively the futility of 
their endeavours, .in their very restricted sphere, 
of activity, to adopt rigorous measures of inten. 
sive protec~on to their local industry, invaria
bty act as barriers and obstacles to inter~ 

national trade, must be persuaded to moderate. 
if not abandon, those barriers and handicaps, 
so as to permit of a freer interchange of the 
world's surplus of production to make up for 
the excess dem~d in places where production 
is not ample for the purpose. The logic of 
this remark applies to those other larger com
munities,-like Britain, or Germany, or Japa~..., 
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which have bad their economic development 
forced by the accidents of history, rather 

than governed and determined by delibe
I'llte, scientific policy: and which now in 
consequence have their industry on a whoUy 
unnatural basis that forces them ever into the 
I"ole of the exploiter, and makes them distort 
the scale of values. These nations must revise 
fundamentally their basic policy in matters 
economic. They must learn to look upon 
themselves not as independent units,-but as 
integral parts of world economy; and must, as 
-such, submit their present economic organisa.
tion for a radical revision in common interest. 
By no stretch of imagination can Japan' or 
Britain be sell sufficient, no matter what their 
present industrial importance may seem to be. 
And because they use their power to maintain 
this domination, they purchase that position at 
the cost, not only of the continued destitution 
of a large section of their own people, but at 
the cost of the enforced 'backwardness of other 
communities, like India or China. This must 
be radically altered if the happiness of mankind 
as a whole is any concern of our civilisation'. 
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A new division of labour and production may 
r-esult by such readjustment. But it will have
to be natural, and not forced as today. 

When the .mechanism of international 
exchange is rationalised as indicated above;, 
and when the presentday apprehension of being 
exploited no longer animates the larger but 
more backward. or smaller units to their own 
undoing, the possibility of persuading the com
munities concerned to abandon such futile 
measures of protection would be very much 
increased. This would be particularly easy if, 
simultaneously, arrangements could be devised 
whereby the size and scope of all economic 
unit are also considerably expanded. Just as 
in modern business, "rationalisation" of this 
type brings about innumerable economies; that, 
being given eftect to, would reduce the cost to 
the producer as well as the price to the consum
er, and yet ensure the largest volume of 
production, so, in these politico-economic units, 
a process of "rationalisation" by judicious 
combination among eontiguous units and neigh~ 
bouring communities may quite likely lead to 
econo,mies by co-operative work, which may 
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result in incalculable benefit to mankind, and 
which may assure us effectively against phono
mena like the present Deppression. 

The removal or modification of the trade 
barriers caused by innumerable tarrifi's all over 
modern Europe, ./\merica and Asia, is thus the 
Immediate and specific remedy, of which the 
root lies in a wholesale and radical reconstruc
tion, as well as reanimation, of the political unit 
called the State, that has still retained its 
orthodox and obsolete style and purpose, and 
so become unsuitable for modern use. 

With these changes, or remedies, the re
organisation of the system of production and 
exchange allover the world, with a view to their 
better mutual adjustment and harmony, will be 
a matter of course. I have, as you must have 
noticed, discussed the more fundamental reme
dies, while discussing apparently the immediate 
problem and its specific cure, I do not wish 
to minimise the impartance of the immediate 
measures needed to rectify the world chaos. 
But I do wish to emphasise the fact that none 
of these measures will serve the turn, unless it 
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is recognised that the root of the evil lies much 
(leeper, and that the real, lasting remedy must 
be sought elsewhere than in these temporary 
makeshifts and specific palliatives. I have 
accordingly indicated, among the measures for 
'3 permanent cure of our'present situation, and 
a final insurance'against its recurrence:-

(a) The principle oj Plartning, as of a single 
unit. the entire soeio-economic mechanism of tbe 
world. with a view to the fullest possible develop
ment of man's initial endowment by Mother Nature. 
in the "hape both of the material re&Ourcss and 
human skill. 

(b) Given a proper, ~omprehensiys planning. as 
of a Bingle unit. and with a definite purpose. the 
world 'population as well as the world production 
may hays to be wholly redistributed, as much to 
avoid local cougestion as to exploit more fully. with 
the appropriate labour. the lesouroea of large blook. 
of territories whi"h today remain unutilised aimply 
for waut of auitable Iabollr. 

(c) To ""bieV8 this most ambitiOllB programma 
of world reconstruotion and bllman insuranes against 
Depression and destitlltion. W8 mllSt reoast radioally 
aome of tbe moat fllndamental institutions of the 
modern commeroial soolety, and revise ita governing 
motiys forooa. We must substitute, as a motive • 
foroe. the ideal of common Berrios and mutual 00-
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opar&tion' for the presentd .. y a.na.rcbio .. ction of 
individu .. l greed and profit·seeking. We must. &8 

&n inevitable corrollary of this. abolish private pm
perty. and discontinue the principle of inheritanoe by 
children from their parents of material wealth. 
W. must. finally. revise fund&.mentally ou.r modem 
notion of' a sooio·eoonomic unit, and p"rtiou.larly 
disoa.rd our ide .. l of the individual sovereign State. 
Common action is' impossible to conoert, and still 
mora impossible to give etIeet to. while the indivi· 
d.",list State endures. The world conferenC88 of 
experts and represent .. tives are no d!'ubt the fore· 
runners of the Parliament of Man; and the all
power treaties for some common end._.g. Disarma
ment. or regulation of traffie in intoxioants. or of 
juvenile or female labour.-are the harbingers of 
oonoerted ...,tion. But. in themselves. the.e. however 
pro~ising. are inetIeotual. so long as the speotre of 
tha absolute soveraignty of individual states remains 
in the baokgroulld. beokoning the erring and the 
misguided to return to tbe tree of' temptation and 
eat the forbidd.n fruit. Tho State mu.t, therefore. go 
the way of all flelh. 

(d) The adoption of the Oonscription of Labour 
for produotive purpo •••• and the conseqllent aboJj. 
tion of the parasite class. mils! preceda. as the lIn
avoidable prer.oqllisits of 8uoh 800ial reoonstruotion. 
and reinsuranoe. No one would put out his best 
etIors. 10 long 8S there is a reeling that the real 
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fruits of his labour may 00 enjoyed by another. a. 
happens inevitably in the oapitalisitio _nomy. 
The Weimar oOlllltitution of the German Reisoh 
oontaiDa a specific clause enjoining }lpon every olU· 
&ell of the Republic the duty to work. to give too full 
benefit of the mental or physical powers that each 
may possees for the \lOmmon service. The analogy 
of this olall8e may be easily e~tended to embrace all 
mankind; and the OODSoription of Labollr. resulting 
in consequence. may be utilised to 801ve D!llch of the 
pre&ent diftioulty that seems so i!lSolubls. 

(e) Trade will not disappear. 011 this basis of 
sooiallife and aotivity. It will.' however. be made 
muoh more rational or natu ral; and will be shorn 
of its present sting of being suspeoted to be a form 
of exploitation. Exohange will have to be. both 
looall.v and internationally.-or interregionally. But 
that will be an exohange of veritable surpl1lB and 
speoiality. which today is only a figment ot the 
imagination. It will be determined. after dlle regard 
to local needs. by the common counoil of each region;_ 
and it will be oondllcted on the principle ~ a 00-

operative or collectivist enterprise. in whioh there, 
will be.-there can be.-no element. of individual 
gain. Prodllotion will. at the same tilDe, be rational· 
ised and developed, so that there need be no orisla
oaused by ahaolute dearth or BoareJily; while. be
oause of this increased produotion. and a simultane
ons rationalisation of the meohanism of disbibution. 
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there will be no aooumtila.tion of stockB. nor losB of 
purohuing powe~ due to unemployment. 

These are radical remedies; but without 
" them there is no hope of a lasting solution of 

the world chaos. In it, India has a place, aU 
its own. I have tried to show, in the preced
ding Lectures, how, without any fault of her 
own, without any considerable falling off in her 
'productive power, this country has been most 
intensely affected by the Depression. Its way 
out of that Depression lies in developing its 
productive resources still further; but, still 
more, in its rationalising the currency and 
credit systems, which are worked in ,India on 
lines more obsolete than anywhere else. My 
claim for a greater industrialisation of India is 
not couched in any desire to repeat the follies 
and crimes of the exploiting capitalistic com
muniti~ that are responsible for the chaos. 
existing today. I would be no party to making; 
our' power and plenty a curse and an oppres
sion of the rest of our f"llow human beings. 
My demand for the development of the yet 
untried resources of India is as much w;th a. 
view to increase the very poor share of tile 
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-individual's wealth in this .country,--so as t6 
bring him up to tM minimum of civilised life'; 
but also with a view to make India contribute 
to her utmost of her ability to the common. 
'Well~being of mankind. India is poor, to-day; 
and her poverty makes the world poorer by the 
absence of what India ~an contribute to its pro
gress. But India has a margin, also, for deve
lopment, which is beingi gnored and neglected 
today. Within a period of less than a genera
tion, Akbar, after abolishing a number of taxes, 
and reducing the burden of the remainder, left 
a treasure at his death computed in hundreds 
of millions sterling. In the last three quarters 
.of a centuary, India has been so ground down 
by taxation, that an official apologist. a well~ 
known Professor of Economics, has to evolve 
a new theory of taxable capacity, making it 
.synonymous with sqeezability.· Despite this 
increase in taxation, the national balance sheet 
shows a deficif which is made up of hundreds 
.of crores. of Debt. But that does not suffice 
to convince me that India is irretrievably ruin
-ed, without resources and without possibilities, 
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without a hope or a future. Just as in the days
of Akbar, India recovered, as by a bound, from 
the darkness and depression of 300 years of 
gloom, so also, if only she would ;be enabled 
to put forth her best effort. she cot:tld today r~ 
sume her interrupted contribution for the com
mon well· being. If you will excuse my striking 
a personal note, I once wrote a book called the 
" S plendauT T kat Was' I nil ". I now dteam of 
another. which I would like to call: u_Tne. 
PTamise That is 'IndO>. 1 still believe in the 
future of this land of promise. And that not 
only for our own immediate good, or material 
wellbeing. Have our people got starved and 
maimed 1 Have our young men got blighted .. 
despondent, and our young women ignorant 
of the beauty of life and the pleasure of living po 
Have our children gone hungry, untaught, 
unknown' to fame. unaware of the joie de
vivTe? Let us not leave them any longer in 
that stage, scarcely better than the brute's. 
Let us wake them, and train them in determi-
nation, school them in suffering, and lead them 
to that temple of Humanity for worship on the 
altar of Service, which has ever blazed ia this • 
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1and of Hariscbandra. and Bodhisatva, with 
willing oblations offered without stint or sorrow 
to the genius. of mankind. And then there 
will be no Depression, no Unemployment, no 
~tarvatioD, I can assure you. Good Night. 



eR1\~TER. 
IV 

EOONOMIO CRISIS AND DEPRESSION 
IN AMERIOA. 

The force of the world wide Depression 
bas been felt, perhaps most intensely, in the 
United States of America, though the more 
spectacular havoo has been caused in that 
country in much more recent times. Taking 
the statistics of Foreign Trade as the most 
obvious index of the extent to which Depres. 
sion has affected the country, the following 
figures of the American Foreign Trade. tell 
their own tale. unparallelled even in the case 
of the United Kingdom.-

The Foreign Trade of the United States of Amerioa. 
Impcma Exports 

(Ia HllIioa Dollars) (ID JIillioa Dollars.) 
19II9 .,1188 100% 5.m'1 100% 
1910 8,U6 '11"1\'& 8,781 .• 78-1" 
1981 lI,08a 68-1% lI,B78 411-1% 
19811 1,880 80"1\'& 1Pl7 30-8" 

While the imports of the United Kingdom 
have fallen in these four years to 42'2% ofthe 
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1929 level, and Exports to 36·1%, in the 
United States the fall is much mor~' serious 
and sustained; . as the above figures indicate_ 
As the "Review of World Trade, 1933," des
cribes it:-

.. The United States' total Trade has faUen in 
value by almost 70 per oent .• or relatively more than 
that of any of the ether fifteen countries. and the faU ' 
is evonly dietributod between Importe and Exporte .... 

TI'~e, the aggregate-orthe foreign trade 
~ ,- . 

does not occupy the same place in the national 
economy of the United States that it does in 
Britain, or even in Germany, or France. The 
internal trade of that vast country is probably 
ten . times as considerable and valuable as its 
foreign ;trade; and as the domestic market of 
America has been rigidly protected against the 
competition of the cheaper products of Euro
pean economy, the fall in the aggregate of the 
foreign trade need not, at first sight. occasion 
the same uneasiness to the Am,rican statesman 
as it might do to his European ipnff'ere. 

There are, however, serious reasons why 
the fall in the Foreign Trade should directly 

• op. Cit. P. so. 
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affect;the internal prosperity of the United 

States; and thereby react on the general pros

perity of all those countries and communities 
with which that gigantic unit of our times may 
be directly or indirectly connected. Not only 
does the reduction in the Export trade of 
America cause Unemployment in that country, 
-at least 3 million of such ,unemployed are 
estimated, by thi)'uthority already cit~, to be 
ascribable to this Cause; but reduced exports 
prevent even this wealthy community from 
continuing to absorb the same value of oth~ 
countries' produce that, despite its tariff wa~ls, ' 
it used to consume. The imports have, accor4'-" 
ingly, shown the same decline as the ,exports. ' 
And though, as already stated, ' the .;do,mestic 
market is sheltered by tariff walls, the tariffs 
have had to be still further raised because qf 
the apprehensions of American producers re
garding the inflpx of goods that were nO:t fairly 
competing with them. The dutiable goods in 
the American Imports Schedule amount to a 
third of the aggregf.,te; and tbe average import. 
duty on these, in 1929, amounted' to 40%. 
These were, however,t'aised, in1930 to 45%; 

14 
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in 1931 to 51%; and in 1932 to 58%.- i'his,
a remedy that only deepens the disease;-only 
helped to check still further the imports, and 
so affect the world trade and intensify Depres
sion. 

But the American people thought they 
had no alternative, wh~n they saw the coun
tries, like Great Britain. most vitally cocerned 
in the ""maintenance of fr~e international ex
changes, not only going off the Gold Standard, 
but also adopting fiscal measures and policies, 
which could only end in stifling the trade of 
the world daily more and more. The abandon
ment of the Gold Standard by Britain, in 1931, 
caused'; a severe strain on the economic and 
particularly the credit position in the United 
States. For, while in the middle of 1930, the 
~por~ of manufactured goods from the 
U!lite~ States, Britain, and Germany,-three of 
the' lealling industrial countries of today,-were 
almost equal in the world markets. in the last . 
quarter of 1932, these goods repreSented only 

- .. 
~ Cpo Op. Cit. p. 88. The lmrdn. of Speci1lc Duties,-a c.onsi

defaMe item in the American: .&seal system.,. -must be inevitably 
growing in the days of {&lUDC prieu. 
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52-2% of the German exports, and 61·6% or 
the British exports of corresponding articles. 
It is significant, that while Britain had discard
ed the Gold Standard in the interval quite 
frankly, Germany had been imposing Exchange 
restrictions of an utterly unprecedented cha
racter. The United States thus remained alone 
with France to bear the burden of a rigid gold 
standard. 

The trade position in the United States is 
significant. in any consideration of the present 
Depression, for another reason.. Before the 
Depression came upon her, America was wont 
to maintain her international credit, and settle 
the balance of payments due to or from her, 
partly by the help of tariffs; but largely, in 
postwar years at least, by the exportable sur
plus,which generally took the form o(capital 
investments abroad_ As already shown in an 
earlier chapter, America had been a vet)' ~on
siderable lender for the rationalisation of Ger
man industry. With the short-lived boom of 

. 192.8-29, the AmeriGall capital invested abroad . 
sought to be repatriated; and the process 
caused its own difficulties and dislocation to 
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the European debtors of America, which have 
already been reviewed. In proportion as the 
flow of capital from America dried up, the 
balance of payments due to her became daily 
more embarrassing to her debtors to liquidate, 
especially as the high tariff walls of the United 
States rendered any penetration by foreigll' 
goods impossible. The increasing difficulties 
of America's private, commercial, debtors in 
liquidating theirobl!gations rendered the 

American investor more nervous than ever in 
seeking foreign employment for his surplus; 
and though that surplus has fallen, from 818 
million Dollars in 1929, to 279 million Dollars 
in 1932, the problem it created affected adver· 
sely both the internal economy of the States, 
as well as the international situation. 

,The' first fruit of this reaction was the im
portJ)(r;iold, which, as it accumulated in the 
va~itsbf ~he Reserve Banks, served to depress 
the'prtpes of American produce in the United 
States. 'The growing weakness of America's 
European debtors and customers only helped to 
discourage still further foreign investment, and 
so was brought about a decline in .that portion 
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of the American income from abroad, which 
represented the interest on America's foreign in
vestments. Fmally, the mechanism of a triangu
lar settlement of international balance of pay
ments, whereby the American payments due to 
African or Asiatic countries were set off against 
American claims upon the Europea~ creditors . . 
of the latter, was also destroyed, or put out of 
gear, during these hard years. And so the 
entire ~achinery of international credi~ and 
exchange, together. with the internal economy 
of such a large unit as America, were thrown 
entirely out of order. . 

American capital was thus forced to seek . 
employment at home: At first, the sheltered 
nature of the American domestic market. 
coupled with the birth of new industries. and 
the rapid. rationalisation and modernisation of 
old industries, seemed to make investment at 
home much more attractive. It was mor:e-safe, 
even ifless paying. But the continued)~Uin 
prices,-which. as in all Gold Standard, coun
tries, fell steadily and heavily up to Februaty 
last in the United States.-made the American 
Security prices follow,-and sometimes lead,-
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the downward curve with faithful accuracy_ 

Other securities,-besides the Govermental 

Municipal, or established industrials,-when 
they came into popular favour, took the form 
of farm mortgages on landed property, which 
only added to the difficulties through which the 
communitJi was passing. For the fall in the 
value of agricultural production was even more 
severe and precipitous than in that of indus
'trial commodities. The agriculturist eQuId not 
reduce his working cOsts or fixed charges of 
taxation, interest &c., so readily as to permit o{ 
a profit on land cultivation. Agricultural pro- " 
duction could not, also, resort to the safety-valve 
of shutting off temporarily further addition to' 
existing and accumulating stocks, as manufac
turers could do. The result was, that American 
Banks,-from whom came the funds for financ
ing these farm mortgages, in the last analysis. 
-be~an.to carry a growing proportion of their 
assetS ''in a form increasingly less and less 
realisable.* 

• The actual ptOcesa whereby the f&ml mortgages came to em

barrass the Banks, aDd precipitate a banking critis in the Statu at tM 

end of FebJ'Uary last, was somewhat as follows: Ttte Americaa. 
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This gave the finishing touch, as it were, 
to the thickening gloom of Depression in Ame
rica. American banking was always considered 
to be a weak spot in that otherwise fairly well 
organised country. It was, despite the institu
tion of the Federal Reserve Banks, a wholly 
decentralised system, in which practically each 
Bank operated on its own, in a local area and 

• 
O ... Ii"ued from page 215. 
BaDks~ were used tt't- regard the farmer's chief possessionsJ-liv& 
stock, or pr~duce-as the best, because !the most liquid. security, 
had always loaned readily and he&~y to tAe tarmer on these seeuri· 
ties, taking land onlYI if at all, as collateral~ Wbelt the prices of agri

-cultUlal, produce feU steadUy.-as tbey- did in America all th~ough 
·the decade 1921-81J-the margin of seemit)" -,was lost i so the real 
·.esb.te or the land itself became the chief security. The action of 
~e rarm Board in loaning to farmers to enable them to hold up 
i:¥ii stow in the vain hope of prices rlstng made matters only 
worse. The ., Froten assets" of American Banks were thus of 
enormous dimensions. And so wIlmo, in their: em\l&uassment,. they 
tried to liquidate by calliDg in their loans and mortgages. they. only 

found that tbe farmflr had no meaDs to pay up. The Banks, tbere
fon l themselves failed i and their liquidators or S\l~eS8ors atlected 
the farmer still in debt even more adversely, because of their desin 
to forecloSil the outstaoding mortgagee, or to can in ~;tOUS, and. 
of cou:rse~ to curtail or refnse altogelher further credit. It i. perhaps 
because of this situation that the reform in the Bankruptcy law was 
effected at one of the last measures of the: n Lame Duck U congrel!l 
of 1988, wh~reby the process of bankruptcy was made much more 

ftCOnomical and the principle of voluntary arrangement with crod' 
ton .... substituted for compulsory judicial proceH. 
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clientele. The strength and so1iQity that are 
derived from co-ordinatio~ and centralisation 
were essentially lacking in American Banking.t 
When, therefore, security prices. bond prices, 
commodity prices, came all tumbling down, after 
the short-lived boom of 1928-29, the loans and 

tSUMMARY OF CONDITION OF U.S. BANKS. 
No. of Banks Deposits Loans Investments 

(in Killion Dollar) 
Dec. 81, 1929 lU6SO 55259 61898 16519 

.. II 1980 lIS'189- - 88185 . 1so74 
June 80,1981 lll908 51_ 85886 19687 
Sep. J9. .. lIl2940 49169 88750 19615 
Dec. 81, .. 19968 _1 31805 1_ 

June 80, 1981 - 41968 lITBB' 18987 
Sep. u .. 1371!4 '1779 - l886'T 

STATISTICS OF BANK FAILURES IN U. S. 
Peri.d Banks Suspended Banks Reepened (in Killi_ 

N.. Ueposits No. Deposits Dol/uo) 
J .... -Jun. 1989 856 98 98 !6 (in the 

(whole year) 

JuI,-Doc. " 
288 188 

J ••. -June 1980 688 llO9 167 sa .. .. 
july-Dec. .. 888 655 
J ... ,;.,J ..... 1981 887 421 976 158 .. .. 
July-Dec. .. 1611 1971 
J ... -J .. e 1968 818 400 166 101 
July-Dec. .. 685 - IS. 174 

For detailed nplanation. &nd illustrative .tatistic.1 cp. «Why 
thll Banb OoUapsed" by Prof. B. Ostroleou. in the Current Hi.tery 
for 101'1,1988. p. 1511-l58. 
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investmentspf these isolated:and unco-ordinat
ed institutions cause4 the first serious alarm to 

the rulers of America as to the state of affairs 
at home. The growing number of bank fat1ures 
all through the summer of 1931 could not all 
be explained away by the heavy unloading of 
American bonds by the British banks and 
investors, owing to Britain going off the Gold 
Standard, and the consequent depre,ciation of 
the pound sterling. In a lingle month in 
October, 1931, Bank failures rose to 522; and 
the remedy proposed in the form ofa National 
Credit Corporation was applied to make the 
stronger banks assist their weaker bretheren. 
But this. measure of self-help could not operate 
to hundred per cent efficiency in a strongly 
individualistic society, since the strpnger banks 
were naturally unwilling to weaken themselves 
by taking over the frozen assets of the latter. 
President Hoover thereupon converted this 
Corporation into th~ Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation, by an Act 'of the' Legislature, 
under which a total o( $. 2,000 million 
was made available to assist foundering 
banks, and refinance industry, agriculture and 
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eommerce. But despite the liber~l.policy and 
action of this Corporation"which had advanced , 
over $ 600 million to relieve American 
farmers, as against a total volume of farm debts 
estimated at $ 12,000 million-the seed of 
disaster had been rooted too firmly to be so 
easily eradicated. Cpuntry banks,-to use 
English phraseology,-began to close down, or 
suspend [layments, with alarming frequency; 
and their' weakness was reflected increasingly 
in the position ot the stronger banks also." 

The 'drisis came in February, 1933, when 
state after state found its banks unable to meet 
their obligatiobs, and so forced to declare a 
general moratorium 'or banking holid~y. The 
situation was at its darkest oh Friday, March 3, 
the eve of tile inauguration of the new Presil:ient. 
He extended the Banking holiday, and called 
upon Congress to take energetic and radical 
steps to cope with tbe emergency. We cannot 
go into the details of the action tpken by Presi. 
dent Roosevelt to ll,l.'C!et tbe financial crisis, and 
,remedy tbe econQiP1.d Depression in the States, 
at this point. Suffi'ce it to note here that 
America practically went off the Gold Standard 
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on the day., the gold embargo was imposed by 
presidential decreet. even though the Gold 
Clause in the Constitution of the United States 
was deleted later; that this action in itself 
tended to afford relief by the possibility it held 
out of an improvement in prices, thanks to an 
easier competition with countries which were 
no longer on a gold basis ; and that more 
direct relief was resolved to be given from 
national resources, in a manner ~nd to 'a degree. 
which, in comprehensiveness ~d thoroughness, 
compared most favourably with the.;Paphazard 
action under similar circumstances in Britain.* 

Amongst the causes contr~butory to the 
deepening of the Depression in the United 
States. mention has already been made of the 
departure of Britain from the Gold Standard, 
despite that ~ountry's immense stake in inter
national commerce and credit. The conditions 
in Britain were by no means similar to -those 
of the United States. As we have already 
noticed from comparativelo'i"eign trade statis
tics of the two countries •. ' while Britain had a' 

~ Cpo the March to August Numbers. of th~ C"rrem Hi.tory 
f'Or • detailed survey and explanation of the.se measures· 
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heavy adverse balance of trade, America had, 

even in the worst years pf the Depression, a 

favourable balance. Britain's passive trade 
balance used, in normal times, to be liquidated 
by her .. invisible e"ports" consisting af ser
vices in banking, shipping, insurance, and 
interest on foreign inyestments, all of which, 
however, had suffer~d so heavily owing to the 
World Pepression, that a normally credit 
balance of over £250 million was converted in, 
1930 to a debit balance of aboJlt £ 40 million 
rising to £ 100 million and more in 1931, and 
being estimated at over £ 25 million on the 
wrong side even in 1932, despite stringent mea
sures to correct this adverse balance. With this 
adverse balance of payments, Britain had to 
face a severe drain on her gold resources, 
which became unbearable and unrestrainable 
in the summer of 1931. leading eventually to 
an abandonment of the gold moorings of the 
pound sterling. America's position was, ill all 
these respects, radically different. She had 
always had a credit balance in foreign trade; 
and since the war' also in international pay
ments. She had no remittances to make abroad 
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to meet an ad,'erse balance; but the growing 

competition of British commerce in world 
markets, thanks only to a depreciated local 
currency, was steadily reducing America's 
favourable balance of international payments. 
Even so, it remained a positive, or a credit
item to the last; and so avoided the strain on 
her foreign exchanges which Britain was ex
posed to in 1931 summer. The crisis, there
fore, when it came upon America, was domestic 
rather than international, The American inter, 
nal situation was far, from satisfactory,-·· 
again, not because the industrial or the general 
economic organisation of the country was 
weak,-but simply because the fall in prices, 
coupled with injudicious investments by Ame
rican banks in local securities, had intensified 
the elements of weakness that scared the 
American financiers and publicists. America, 
moreover, was by no means so dependent for 
home prosperity on foreign trade and interna
tional credit, as Britain, claiming to be the 
banker and the clearing house of the world, 
was. America's foreign trade is less than a tenth 
of her home trade; while Britain lives· on 
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foreign Trade. The dismooring of the Dollar 
from gold had, accordingly, not the same 
·dangers to American credit, which the corres
ponding action in Britain had to that country's 
-eredit. The measures of recovery in the United 
.states could, therefore; well be mainly inspired 
by considerations of 40mestic prosperity, re
gardless, .if need be, of their international 
reactions; while the similar measures in Britain 
-could not afford to neglect the latter factor. 

This parallel with Britain if. necessary to 
.emphasise, because o( two main considerations
-on which the economic crisis in Britain seems, 
ip the perspective of history, to have a Qirect 
bearing on that of the United States. Because 
-of the fall in prices, and the consequent decline 
in local prosperity. the national finances of the 
United. States were 'Showing a heavy deficit. 
This could be corrected, people thought, by 
.economies and retrenchment in expenditure, 
-by additional taxation, and, in the last instance, 
by additional fiat money. One item, however, 
in the American national budget consisted of 
receipts under the funding agreements with the 
debtors of the American Government, pf which 
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the British Government was the most consider

able, and seemed to be the most solvent. The 

payment iii respect of this war debt to America, 
in the days when Britain's own receipts from 
foreign investments were steadily falling, was a 
serious factor in weakening the sterling ex
change, and causing a gold drain from Britain, 
which eventually forced that country off gold. 
Britain, however, has, since 1932, raised the 
cry of inability to bear this war debt burden, 
which, she has 'urged, has been materially raised 
thanks to a phenomenal rise in the value of 
money. America, on the other hand, cann~t 

see her way to forego her claims under the 
Funding Agreements,-which had cut down 
substantially the original contractual obligation 
even with Britain,-since, to do so, would mean 
a corresponding increase in the tax burdens on 
her own citizens; and that, too, ,without any 
quid P1'O quo. Britain has urged, in vindication 
of her claim for reconsidering the debt agree
ment, that, even if the European debtors were 
to make these payments, they could do so only 
in goods and services in the last instance. But 
America.keeps a rigid and high tariff wal~ barr-
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ing out these goods and services from abroad; 
so.that, even if the debtors of America were , 
willing and able to make these payments, the 
action and policy of the America~Govemment 
renders that course impracticable. 

There is no substantial reply to this on the 
American side, except. the known inability of 
the European debtors to provide a real export 
sjlrplus from their own resources, especially 
whUe they are committed to such heavy oudays 
on armaments, and other simila~ unproductive 
expenditure. America has, accordingly, coupled, 
-untU very recently,-the question of inter
.~a#'onal debts with those of Disarmament, 
which the European countries, in their turn, 
are unwilling to combine into one complex 
problem. In their eyes, therefore, America 
seems to pursue the policy of Shylock, when 
she refuses to consider the Debt agreements ; 
and so their response has taken the form of a 
unilateral abandonment of the international 
Gold Standard which has only served to embit
ter and exasperate America. She jusdy regards 
sucR action as a sign of bad faith. Those who 
pursue such methods, the American inevitably 
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comes to feel, can offer no guarantees of future 
good behaviour; and any concession to them 
would only prove futile, if not suicidal, to 
America. For •. the departure from the Gold 
Standard has been sought to be utilised by 
countries like Britain as a means of economic 
and trade reco:very.-a menace, undoubtedly, 
to American industry in the latter's domestic 
markets as well as in common international 
markets. The Debt controversy, and ElCcha!1ge 
depreciation, are thus incidental to the Ameri
can crisis, as it developed in the early months 
of the current year. 

American authorities have, therefore, d~ 
cided to treat the crisis in their country. not as 
a phase of the international Depression, but 
essentially as a local phenomenon. Their 
measures for currency reform and banking 
credit stabilisation.-including the embargo on 
gold exports, the abolition of the Gold Clause 
from the Constitution, the tendency to inflation. 
and the reorganisation of banking on sound 
lines.-or those for industrial recovery, seem to 
be inspired solely with a desire to rehabilitate 
America, no matter what the consequences to 

15 
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the world may be. America can afford to 

adopt this attitude, since she is able, should 
'the worst come to the worst, to retire into her 
own shell and' be self-sufficient. oIf her foreign 
trade. and even if her international credit, be 
-destroyed, the United States care nothing for 
such consequences, if. only American agricul
-ture can be salvaged, American industry revived, 
sufficient for home market at any rate, and 
American finance and credit reconstituted. 

Let us review, briefly, these measures of 
economic revival in America, which bear out 
the general criticism given above. 

'I. Leaving out of consideration the emer
-gency measures of a banking holiday and 
eurrency control, issued in the first week of the 
Roosevelt regime, the first of the measures for 
National Recovery to become law in the Unit
-ed States was the Farm Relief Act. It aimed 
at raising prices so that the things a farmer 
has to buy would, in the matter of prices. be 
'on a -par, more or less, with the things a farmer 
has ordinarily for sale. Under the provisions 
~f this measure, the Secretary of Agriculture 
'Woulll be empowered: 
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(1) to obtain a voluntary reduction in the area 
under the plough for certain crops, the produoers 
being compeneated by rental or benefit payment. for 
thi. saorifice; 

(2) to make marketing a.greements with far
mers and processors and others to organise commo
dity oouncils. which would advise on the most effeot;
ive method of aoreage reduction and the soele of 
taxation on prooessed goods; 

(3) to license .• prooessors" and distributors 
where neoessary to aohieve the object of the mea
sures j 

(4) to talt the" prooessing» of basio farm ;>ro
duots. the prooeeds to be utilised in oompensation to 
the f"rmere reduoing acreage; 

(5) particul .. rly. to allow f .. rmers of ootton. 
reduoing their aoreage by 30%. to take options on 
the cotton held by the Federal Farm Board &0. 
whioh the Department of AgriouUllre w011ld bllY; 

(6) and. to relin&noe Farm Mortgage •• so a8 to 
protsot farmers against immediate foreolosure, and 
to enable them to regain Bome of their foreclosed. 
propsrty. 

L (A) It was hoped that, by a combina
tion of crop reduction through the curtailment 
Qf acreage. and the process tax on certain impo .... 
tant farm prodllcts, the prices of the staple-
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agricultural commodities would be appreciably 
raised. This measure was also utilised to tack 
on.a provision for Currency Inflation, whereby 
the President was granted power, 

(0) to expand Federal Reserve Oredits. throOlgh 
open market operalione, to the extent of $ 3,000 
million. 

(b) to issue a maximum of $ 3.000 million Trea
sury Notes. 

(c) to reduce the gold content of the Dollar by 
not more than 50%. 

(d) to fix a definite ratio between silYer and 
gold, 

(e) and to accept war debt payments in silver 
upto a maximum of $ 200 million. 

Price raising of the principal agricultural 
products,-wheat, cotton, hogs, dairy products.· 
tobacco, rice, and beat and cane sugar,-was 
thus doubly assured, since their production 
came to be limited by domestic needs, and the 
domestic market was amply protected. 

II. A relatively less conspicuous measure 
was the l.!Qme.~1kl!!;f Bi~l, passed into law in 
May, by which mortgages on homes valued at 
less than 15,000 Dollars could he exchanged 
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for Government 4% bonds, to be issued by a 
special corporation to the extent of $ 2,000 
million. This measure, coupled with the 
Farm Relief Act, would, it is hoped, bring 
down the rate of mortgage interest to a \evel 
of 4~%, thereby permitting a very considera
ble saving to the farmer in his heavy burden of 
intere!Ot. This serves to place, by legislation, 
a limit on the rate of interest-a noteworthy 
measure in a hitherto highly individua~stic 

country. 

III. Measures for remedying the gigantic 
proportions of Unemployment in the United 
States took the still more radical form of the 
Muscle Shoals Act, which aims at manufactur
ing nitrate, and producing electric power, 
directly by the agency of the. State, and so 
providing employment for a large number of . 
the unemployed. An ambitious programme of 
public works and national development is en
visaged in these measures, particularly the 
Wagner Act, allocating $ 500 million to the 
States and Municipalities within the Union, 
to enable the latter to take up such projects 
of public utilities and national development. 
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Another Act, establishing employment 
bureaux under the Federal Government, had 
the same objective. 

N. But the most ambitious project for 
national recovery,-and the one which seems 

. even now to be straining the popularity of the 
President and the resources of his Government 
to the utmost,-is the so-called National Indus
trial Recovery Act: This measure confers OD 

"the President power to set up machinery for 
.. a great co-operafiVff fIIOV6IIIjInt throughout all 

iftduatry in order to obtaill wid. r.-.... pl"""""'f. fa 
short"", the work week. to pall a decent wage lor the 
Mortened week. ana to prevtmt unfair competitiOll and 
dimatroua ollfJrproductiOll.» 

The Act permits 
(a) the suspension of Anti-Trust laws. so a8 to 

. permit of a thorough rehabilitation of Ameril)&n 
industry. 

(b) and provides for the drawing up of uew 
oodes for fair competition, including the wages to be 
allowed to the workmen. 

(c) subject to the oondition that the President 
would have the right to lioenae bll8inese enterprises 
to . meet e" ceptionai oaees of non oo-operation or
abuee. 
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(d) Attaohed to the Bill is a publio WO~k8 pro
gramme,. coating $ 3300 mlliion for the relief. or 
remedy. of Unemployment. . 

The suspension of anti Trust laws is a sop 
to the capitalist, which brought about a wave 
of welcome when the N. l. R. A. was first an
nounced. The rights of labour seem to be 
safeguarded by the introduction of collective ' 
bargaining with labour Trade Unions; and by 
fixing maximum hours of work and the mini
mum rates of wages. Those industries which 
are concerned in export trade are to be given 
some rebate from taxation imposed now to 
give effect to the whole of the programme of 
national recovery. New taxes are imposed OD 

the capital stock, on dividends, on surplus or 
excess profits, and on income, which may all 
be replaced by the Beer Tax. if the Prohibition 
Amendment is abolished. Every considerable 
industry is required to work out its own code 
of fair competition on pain of the Government 
imposing their own code on default of the in
dustry concerned to do so. It may, finally, be 
noted that this measure is a temporary one, 
i.e., for a peiiod of two years within which it is 
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hoped the programme of the President would 
be accomplished. 

V. Finally drastic economies in federal 
expenditure. including a 15% out in Govern
ment servants' wages, and a substantial reduc
tion in the number and allowances of War 
Pensioners, have effected savings totalling 
$ 1,000 mimon per annum in round terms. 

Though this vast programme of Govern
mental economies might seem, at first sight, to 
reduce the purchasing power of the American 
citizen, the series of measures just reviewed, 
taken together, would effectually insure the 
country against any such development. For the 
purchasing power of the largest section of the 
population,-industriai workers and farmers,
would be more 'than proportionately raised, if 
all these measures bear the fruit they are in
tended to. America hopes, by these methods, 
to raise all round prices by about 25% at least; . 
and, lest that aim De jeopardised, steps have 
been taken to prevent Speculation, or other 
such untoward factors, defeating the Govern
ment's purpose. 
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Though President Roosevelt has; appa
rently, <the whole hearted support of the bulk 
of the American people, it would be idle to 
deny his plans are meeting with criticism, and 
even opposition. But though his Labour Codes 
may be set at nought by manufacturers like , 
Henry Ford, it is not beyond the realms of 
possibility that the President may be obliged 
to go to the logical conclusion of his present 
policies,_ complete nationalisation o( the 
means of production and distribution in the 
public interest. The transition from a hap
hazard, unco-ordinated organisation, to a plan
ned economy, is, of course, not easy. especially 
in a country with the traditions and ideals of 
the United States. In the absence of a revo
lution-like the Russian or the German-the 
process is bound to be slow. But whatever 
the eventual outcome, the courage, foresight; 
and genuine sympathy and understanding of 
the real situation, in the aul:hors of these poli
eies, cannot be denied. The world needs a 
Dew social order; and they in America have 
already begun a "New Deal' 



Equally clear is the pOSitIon of the 
American Government in the international de
pression. These measures and policies are 
mainly,-even solely,-inspired and dictated 
primarily by domestic ,considerations and re
quirements. Their attitude in the World Econo-
mic Conference amply justifies . this view, as 
the next chapter would ;how. 
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v 

THE WORLD EOONOMIO OONFERENOE. 
ISSUE8 AND REMEDIES. 

The problems reviewed in the preceding 
pages are common to the whole modern indus
trialised and commercial world. with the possi
ble exception of Soviet Russia. In that country, 
they have no unemployed, nor any staggering 
fall in the price-level, which is ma.de the collec
tive symbol of W orId Depression. But Russia 
having abolished the money eco!lomy,--or pro
duction for exchange onty,-and having discredit
ed and disestablished the money material as the 
sovereign godling of our commercial pantheon, 
that country is not perhaps a fair sample to 
take. Even in ltaly,-where a planned econo
my is rapidly taking the place of the haphazard 
development under the aegiS! of what is popu
larly called' the .. Lazy fairy", but what is 
known to the scientific students of Economics 
as the .. Laissez faire" school.-the Fascist 
regime has been able to abolish strikes and 
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lockouts, to keep unemployment down, to pre
vent violent fluctuations in the price-level, and 
to maintain the credit of their medium of ex
change unimpaired. For the rest of the world, 
however, and particularly for that portion of it 
which has fallen under the domination of the 
Anglo-Saxon ideals or ptethods of Government 
these years of Depression have been a tragic 
period of unrelieved gloom. 

The doctors appointed to diagnose the 
malady noted the complication caused by the 
existence of intergovernmental Debts and Re
parations, hailing from the days of the European 
War. They have accordingly agreed at the 
Lausanne Conference, of June 1932, to cancel 
such debts, subject to America, the universal 
creditor, ag~eing to the same process. But the 
United St~tes. not being a party to the Lausanne 
Pact, refused to waive her own claims, and to 
make her .citizens bear the burden of the Euro
pean follies and jealousies. The impossibility of 
making payment of the December 1932 instal
ment was emphasised by Britain before the due 
date, 8S wen as after . the payment had been 
made. France was more logical and realistic; she 
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refused to make payment, and so was instru
mental, even though indirectly, in hastening 
the crisis in the United States" With their 
own experience of a first rate depression fresh 
in their minds, the United States authorities 
were quite willing to hold a World Economic 
Conference to see if a concerted solution of 
common ills could be had. , 

The Conference was agreed to' be held in 
London in June 1933. Meanwhile a commis
sion of International Experts had been consi
dering the specific ills to be remedied by the 
Conference; and the following summary of the 
problems before the Conference is taken from 
their Report. 

The Experts were convinced that. " a full 
and durable recovery" would not'be effected 
unless the conflict of national with international 
interests was avoided. They add :-

"In 8ssenoe the necessary programme is one of 
economic diaarmament. In the movement towards 
eoonomic reoonoiliation, the armistice was signed at 
Lausanne. the London Oonference must draw the 
Treaty of Peace. Failure in ,t"is Ilritical undertaking 
threatens a world-wide adoption of ideale of na tiona 
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salf·sufficiancy which cut unmistakably atbwart tbe 
lines of economio development. 

Boob a choice would shake tbe whole system of 
interna.tional finance to its foundations, standards of 
living would be lowered and the social system as \\a 
know it could bardly survive. These developments, 
if tMy ODOur. will he the result. not of any inevitable 
,natural law. but of tbe failure of human will and 
intelligenoe to devise the necessary guarantees of 
political and economio'international order. The res
ponsibility of governments is olear and inasoapable." 

The Experts prepared the Agenda for the 
World Economic Conference under the follow
ing main and sub-heads: 
I. MO'Mtarll and Oredit poliCl/. 

1. Oonditions under which a restoration of a free 
international gpld standard would be possible. 

2. Gurrency policy to b. fol\~w.d prior to suoh 
restoratio\l. 

3. Functioning of tbe Gold Standard: 
(a) Relation batween political authorities and 

Oantul Bsnk •• 
(b) Monetary r.serves : 

i. Lowering of oover ratios. 
ii. Gold exobenge Standard. 

iii. Other methods of eoonomising gold. 
iv. Distribution of monetary reserves. 

(0) (lo·operationof Oentral Bsnks in01'8dit polioy. 
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4. SUver. 

II. Prices. 

1. Disequilibrium .:between prioes and oosts. 
2. Measures for restoring equilibrium. 

III. Resump!ion of the moll6m .... t of capital. 

1. Abolition of foreign excbange restrictions. 
2. Existing indebtsdnes9 : 

i. Foreign sbort·term debtS. 
ii. Foreign long·term debts. 

3. Movement. of oapital. 
IV. ltes!riction8 on int6Nlll!iollfll trade. 

1. Economio causes and effects. 
2. Exchange oontrols, clearing agreements, etc. 
3. Indirect protectionism. 
4. Poseibility of abolition of restrictions. 

V. TariJ! <mel treat, poliC1/. 

A. 1. Oessation of tariff increases. 
2. Reduction of tariffs. 
So Speoial aspeots of the tariff problem. 
4. Metbod of procedure. 

B. Most favoured nation olause. 
I (a) Permanent exceptions. 

(bl Temporary exoeptions. 

VI. Orgmoi3CItion of prod..ctiOll <mel trade. 
1. Economio agreements. 
II. Wheat. 
S. Other produots. 
4. TraJlllport. 
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I. MONETARY AND'OREDIT POLICY. 

The Lausanne Conference laid special 
emphasis on the necessity of restoring curren
cies to a healthy basis; and in this connection 
the restoration of a satisfactory international 
monetary· standard is clearly of primary im
portance. The World Conference, in the 
absence of another international standard like
ly to be universally acceptable, had to 
consider how the conditions for a successful 
restoration of a' free gold standard could be 
fulfilled. The restoration of equilibrium bet
ween prices aud costs, and, in the future, such a 
reasonable degree of stability of prices as-the 
world measure of val!;le should properly pos
sess, are regarded as essential. 

The time when it will be possible for a 
particular country to return to the gold stand
ard, and the exchange parity at which s\lch a 
return can safely be made, must necessarily 
depend on the conditions in that country, as 
well as those abroad; and these questions can 
only be determined by the proper authorities 
in each country seperately. 
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1. Conditions under which II restoration oj II free 
international gold standard could be possible • 

. (a) The solution of major outst .. nding pOlitio .. 1 
problems would oontribute to that 1!estor .. tion of 
eonfidenoe. without which oouutries who h .. ve de
parted hom gold w01lld hesit .. te to return to it. 

( b) A satisfactory reserve most be built up for 
countries whose reserves have been depleted. B.g. by 

i. A settlemeut of inter-Governmental debts. 

ii. A return to .. reasonable degree of free
dom in the movement of goods .. nd 
services. 

iii. A. return to freedom in the foreign ex
ohange marketS and in the movement 

• of capitel. 

(e) A general understanding about measnrea 
to ensure a better working of the gold standard in 
the future. whioh' will give the assuranoe to eaoh 
oountry ooncerned that. as long as it pursues a ..ound 
monetary and economio policy. it will be in a position 
to acquire and maintain the nece .... ry reserves. 

(d) Eaoh individual country must hack np 81lOh 

internstionai action by steps to .. ohieve interns} 
e<j.nilibrium in the following m .. tters. 

i. &enDUe .. nd expenditure not only of th .. 

16 

State budget proper. but also of the bud
gets of publio enterpriBee (reilwaY1h etc.) 
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and of looal authorities should be 
balanced. 

ii. Creation· and mainlenance· of healthy 
conditions in the internal money and 
oapilel market. and avoidance of any 
inflationary inoreaee of the note circula
tion·in order to meet Government deli
cile. 

iii. Flexibility in the national economy w ith
out which an inlernational monetary 
standard. however improved. cannot 
function properly. 

Certain countries, it was recognised, were 
in a key position in that the re-establish
ment 01 a free gold standard by the~ . would 
influence action ill< a number of other countries. 
The Experts were, ()f course, aware of the diffi
i:ulties of countries who ha4 departed from the 
Gold Standard in returning to it; as also of the 
in"advisability of a premature and hasty return. 
They, therefore, considered the question of 
i:urrency policy to be pursued in the interval. 

2. (a) I They suggest, accordingly, that countries 
with a tree gold standard and with 
abundant monetary 1'eserves: 

i. Should pursue, a liberal oredit policy. 
oharaolerised bi'low moneY rates in the 
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short-term market. and a reduction of 
long-term money rates by oonversions 
and other operations as far as feasible_ 

ii. As far as market oondition. and oentral 
bank statutes permit. should maintain 
an open market po\i~y designed to pro
vide a plentiful supply of "redit. 

iii. Should aUow gold to flow out freely. 
iv. To permit the grsatest freedom possible 

to outward ospitsl movement. to facili
tste sound foreign investment.. 

(b) Countries which have left the gold stamIard. : 
i. Efforts should be msda to svoid a oom

petition between States to acq11ire a 
temporary sdvantaga in jnternationsl 
trade by depreoisting thaoxternal value 
of their currenc:y below Buoh a point as 
is required to re'8Btsblish internal 
equilibrium • 

• 1. Under present oonditions.· exohange ra". 
are liable to be oonstantl:y disturbed by 
speoulative movements. In a period 
prior to the .. doption of a new jiarity. it 
is advisable for the authorities regula· 
ting the ourrenoies oonoerned to smooth 
out. 80 far as their resources permit. 
day to day fluotuations in the exohanges 
,due to speoulative Influences by buying 
and sellint foreign ourrenoies. 



(c) Countries which have mtroduced eXc/lflnge 
l"BStricuGtIS, whether they have abandon
ed the gold standard or not: 

i. It iii desirable that these restrictiollB 
should be totally abolished as early 
as possiblo; or they should be relaxed 
or abolished in the first instance as 
applied to foreign trade even though it 
may be necessary to maintain them for 
a time with regard to capital movements .. 

ii. Such rel=ation may in certain ca999, where 
the external vallIe of the currellCY has 
depreoiated. necessitate the abandon
ment of existing parities . • 

In suoh o&ses it would seem particularly 
valuable to maintain close relationship
betwoon these countries. the Financia! 
Organisation of tbe League and tha 
BJ.S. in order to devise and apply th .. 
appropriats polioy in each O&.e. 

In the Case of certain countries which are 
heavily jnde,bted abroad, more especially on 
short-term, e.g. Germany, a solution of the debt 
problem is necessary before their Governments 
will be in a position to modify existing mone
tary policy. 
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3. Functioning of the Gold Standard. 

It is important that any declarations in 
favour of the restoration of an international 
gold standard would at the same time indicate 
certain essential principles for its propel' Cune-. . 
tioning under modem conditions, without intel'
fering with the freedom of action and tbe res
ponsibility of Central Banks in determining 
-monetary policy. The Experts, however, sug
gest, as regards 

(a) Relation between political authorities arid 
Central Bank. the monetary organisation be so 

·.arranged as to make Central Banks indSJIendent of 
political iIifillenoe. Also Governmen~, in their 
economio and financial polley, shoilid avoid inoreas
ing the diflioilities of Central banks _ in the discharge 
of their responsibility. 

(b) Monetary resenee: 
The modern tendency is to ooncentr .. te gold in 

<lentr .. l Banks. Before the wa.r lllore than 40 per 
oont. of the total monetary gold stocks oonsisted of 
gold in oiroulation ~ with priv .. te banks, while .. t 
be present time only 9% represents gold not in the 
Mods of Oentral Benks. This develoPlDent is wei
oome. as it tends to enh .. n". the power .. nd th" fre,,
-dom of aation of Oentral Banks, Gold resarves .. ra 
~ow primarily required to msat nternal dem~ 
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for payment oaused by BOme disequilibrillm on th", 
foreign aeownt. At the same time it must be reoog
nised that present day legislation in many coontrles 
renders muoh gold unavailable for international 
use. The Experts believe the following steps oan he 
taken-witbout in any way diminishing public oonfi
dence-in order 'to permit more effeotive use of the 
reserves of Central Bank •• ' 

i. Lowering of ccver ratios. , 
A g;eat a.dvance would be made if legal mIDI

mum requirements of gold (or. of gold and foreign 
exohange) were substantially lowered below the 
oultomary 33 or 40% ratio. The margin available 
for payments abroad-repreaenting tbe differenoe be
tween the ~otual holdings and the legal minimum
would then be considerably greater. However, a 
ohange in the minimum oover requirements must 
not be taken by oountrle. with limited resOllrOas u 
an excu.e for the building up of a larger superstruc
ture of notes and oredits. Tbey allo suggest tbat 
the provisions regarding the proportiou of reeerv", 
should be made more elastio. 

ii. The Gold Exchange Standard. 
In addition to those countries which allow foreign 

'8xoh"nge to be inoluded in their legalreaerve require
ments. Central Banks in nearly all oountries supple
ment their gold holdlRgs with foreign short-term 
asseta, in order to be able to intlnenoe the exohange-
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more directly and more speedily than by gold 
experts. 

Tbe Experts are of the opinion that this system 
of holding foreign exchange balanoes, if properly 
controlled, may for many oountries hasten their 
return to an international standard, and will form 
an essential feature' in the permanent finanoial 
arrangements of the countries w hioh have no higbly 
developed capital markets. It is very desirable that 
foreign exohange holdings in Oentral Banke should 
be invested witb or through the Central Bank of the 
country conoerned or with the B .. nkfor I.lt .. rna
tion .. l settlement. 

iii. Other Methods of Economising Gold. 

In countries where bank·notes of small denomi
nations are in oirculation, these small notes may ba 
withdrawn and replaoed within proper limits by 
subsidiary ooin, which will to some extent reduae 
the strain on gold reserves through ,the decrease in 
note olrculation. 

Improvements in olearing Honee Mechanu.m 
are also suggested. 

iv. Distribution of Monetary Reserves. 

Tbe preaent abnormal gold situation, witb nearly 
eighty per cent of the world's monetary gold oon
oentratsd in live countries, oannot be explained by 
any single faotor, but should be regarded as a algn 
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of profound disequilibrium which have influeneed the 
numerous elements in the balance of payments. 

Beeides lower~ the Reserve reqnirement. and 
making it elastio; and beeides the holding of Gold 
Exchange in Nstional Central Bank ... the Experts 
recommeDd" . 

When oountries with deficient reserves return 
to the gold stonda.rd. the new parities ·should be such 
&8 to be consistent wilh a favourable balanoe of pay· 
ments and so attract aD adequate reserve without 
undue elf ort. ., 

In some oases an an~;natio adjustment of the 
situation will t .. ke plaoe by a return movement of 
previously Ill<patriatsd capital. which has been in· 

. vested in .. oountriee with large monetary reserves. 
To pr.vent ali outflow of foreign capital by credit 
reetrictiou might not oniy retard tbe redistriblltion 
of gold, but might aleo have a deflationary tendency. 

(a) Co-opwatitm.of Central Banks in Credit 
policy. 

While tbe reeponsibility of eaoh one of them for 
the measuree taken on their own markets must be 
left unimpaired, oontinuOU9 conttultationa between 
Central Ba.nk of eaoh oonntry ... bould help to oo-ordi
nate the p.olioy pursued in the variOll8 C8ntree. and 
may indeed enable the intervention of an individual 
Bank W become more effective if supported from 
abroad, 
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The B. I. S. represents a new agency for 
-Central Banks, and shoul,t ~e able to play an 
incr~asingly important part; not only by improv
ing contact, but also as_an instrument for com
mon action, of which ·seve.ral indications can be 
found in this aocumerir.· 

40. Silver. 

After keeping reiaclvely stable from 1921 
to 1929, the price ofsilv~.· in gold currencies 
felf abruptly by moretpan' one half in less than 
three years. There is no doubt that' this sud
·den decline must iii the main be" attributed to 
the same causes as have acted on the general 
level of prices. Some special factors can, 
however, be found which have accentuated the 
downward trend; and these were to some e)ttent 
already operating before the depression set in. 
Such factors are. : The demonetisation of 
silver; the reduction of the silver conte!lt of 
token coins; and also the disposal of .surplus 
stocks. 

The Commission of Experts has consider
·ed a series of proposals which have been di~ 
·cussed in recent years with a view to raising 
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the price of silver, and makes in this connec:
tion the following observations; 

1. It has been soggestad that some form of 
Bimetallism should be introdoced. They poin\ ooC 
that a bimetallic standard, which pY8supposes a fixed 
relation between tbe value of gold and tbat of silver, 
could be safely introduoed onl:y if tbe most impor
tant &mntries of tbe .. orld agreed to suoh a measure. 
As tbe only international monetary standard. which 
fri at present likely to command universal aocept
ance. is the gold standard. tha idea of introducing 
himetallism must be regarded as impracticable. 

lI. It has been proposed that Banks of Issue 
should be allowsd to hold iucreased quantities of 
snver in their legal reserves. 00 the assumption 
tbat no form of bimetallism. will prove acceptable,. 
silver is unsuitable for extensive inclusion in the 
metallic reserves of a Oentral Bank. 

S. Governmental action sboold be taken for 
tbe purpose of improviug the price of silver. 

The Commission refer in this connection
to the suggestion made earlier that. in countries 
where bank· notes of small denominations are 
in circulation, these small notes might be with
drawn and replaced within proper limits by 
subsidiary coins, e.g. of sit ver if found practica
ble. Whatever sales of Government stocks of 
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silver may be deemed d~sirable, these should' 
be made so as to avoid any unnecessary distur
bance of the -market. They also advise consi
deration of methods for the marketing of 
silver, and new industrial uses of the same, by. 
producers and currency authorities with a view: 
to their improvement. They think trad~ inte
rests would be best served, particularly with. 
silver using countries, not by a rise in the price
of silver as such, but b}' a rise in the geperal 
level of commodity· prices. 



CONJ'ERENOE RESULTS Oli I. 

The Conference considered the whole of 
1:his group of suggestions, as well as. in parts ; 
out no useful result or general agreement 
could be arrived at. The Conference opened 
·ominously, when a reference was made by its 
Chairman, the British Premier, to the thorny 
.question of intergovernmental Indebtedness. 
The American delegation took exception 
1:0 it, by remaining bodily absent from the 
Sessions of the Conference on the first day_ 
The moment was critical; for the negotiations 
were even then in progress between the British 
and American ·Governments as regards the 
June instalment of British payment. The 
Dollar had meanwhile fallen so that the actual 
payment of the instalment was not so hard in 
June, as it was in the previous December; and. 
in addition, the American President had ob
·tained authority from the Congress to receive 
.payment in silver at 50 cents per ounce, as 
also to receive payment on account- The 
British Government took advantage of all these 
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concessions in their June payment, and have
also managed to keep the broader q~StiOD 
open. Reference to tbis problem on the first 
day of the World Economic Conference was,> 
accordingly, as ill-judged a !iemarche as it was· 
ominous in the immediate consequences attend
ing it. 

Starting so omInously, the very first-hurdle. 
the Conference met with was in connection 
with this question of the Currency stabilisation.> 
Though before she herself went off the Gold 
Standard, America was an ardent champion of 
an immediate return to gold, at the Conference, 
the United States Delegation took up an atti
tude of unintelligible hostility to the sugges. 
tion of the Gold Bloc to require an early retUITh 
to the fixed gold exchanges. The latter were· 
perfectly wilting that the return may be made,. 
by those countries which had departed from. 
gold, at such time and at such parity, as each, 
country's local conditions demanded; but they 
were uncompromising in their emphasis upon. 
the general principle of fixed exchange. The 
United States was fresh in the game of an artie 
ficially depreciated exchange; and its delega-> 
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.non could not say what was the just exchange 
value of the Dollar under the altered condition 

'. 
-of world production and tr!!de::. Moreover,-
-even if that point was not specifically mention-
ed,-America had noted the advantage derived 
·by Britain from a depreciated exchange; and 
,she was unwilling to forego such advantage in 
.bargaining as she might derive by keeping her 
Dollar free from the gold handicap. The res- . 
"toration of the price level, again, was one thing 
lif considered from a local or national stand
.point for a country like the United States; but 
·a totally different thing, jf looked at from a 
world point of view. The unbending opposi
-tion, therefore, of the American Delegation . 
.rendered agreement impossible on this most 
-crucial question before the Conference; and 
the Conference accordingly was itself doomed 
4:0 failure. 

The only item. salvaged from the disas-
4:rous shipwreck,-if even that could be said 
to have been salvaged,-was in regard to 
Silver. An agreement has been arrived at be
tween the Delegates of the silver producing 
.and consuming countries, whereby the sales 
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of silver are to be restricted for the next five 
years; and the price of the metal is intended 
to be raised by that means. The. agreement 
still requires to·be ratified by the Legislatures 
and the Governments of the country concerned; 
but even if there is no hitch in that ratification. 
and the programme of the agreement is carried 
outas per schedule. there is little indication that 
'an abiding rise in the value of silver has taken 
place, or will take place. because of this agree
ment; or, further still, that even if such a -rise 
does come to pass, that would afford a sub
stantial solution for the world Depression by 
an all round rise in the price leveL.'· 

II. PRICES. 

The next item in the Experts·~ proposed 
agenda for the conference was:-

1. Disequilibrium between prices and costs. 

The decline in prices of recent years has 
created a series of difficulties which must by 
one method or another be overcome in order 
to make progress in the monetary and econo
mic field possible. 
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In the first place the burden of debts bas: 
increased considerably in terms of real wealth, 
and made it more and more difficult for debton!
to discharge their obligations and avoid a 
breach of eon tract. With 'regard to interna
tional debts, a special difficulty concerned the
transfer prOblem. Secondly, as a rule costs fall 
more slowly t~an. prices, making enterprises. 
l!Inremunerative, with a consequent disorgani
sation and reduction of production, and an in
crease of unemployment. The reduction iD 
earnings will,_ in its turn, diminish the purcha
sing poweilii-'the handso! the public. More. 
over, a restriction of sales will make further 
sound extension~r even the upkeep-of in
dustrial plant seem unnecessary and arrest 
activity with regar~ to new investments. Third. 
ly, the decline in prices has not proceeded at 
the same pace for all classes of commodities: 
M~nufactured articles' falling more slowly than 

"natural pt9ducts, and .retail prices falling}ess., 
slowly than wholesale. 

The decline in production, superimposed 
01'1 the decline in prices, has reduced the na
tional money i~comes of some· i)f the larg~ 
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countries in the world to less than 60% of what 
they were three years ago. . In countries which 
depend for their export on. primary products. 
the gold prices of these products have in many 
cases -fallen to a third, a quarter, or even less, 
01 the former price. The precipitous decline 
in world prices has had its disastrous effects on 
the foreign position of these countries, particu
larly by so substantially increasing the burden 
of their external liabilities. . 

Furthermore, difficult budgetary problems 
of great concern to Governments have arisen, 
in particular as grants tor Unemployment bene
fit and other social purposes are added to the 
expenditure, while revenues are falling. 

2. Methods of restot'ing equilibrium. 

(a) Obviously, onem.thod of restoring a lost 
eq u iUbriu m betweeu ooste and prices is to reduce 
Mste. As .. Nle this ",ill not be possible without 
redllOing money r .. tea of "'''gas. Some reduotions 
in wages have reeently been effeeted. in oertain 
countries to the edent of something like 20% to 25%. 
But auoh reduotioll8 differ from one country to 
snother, and eaoh further substanUal reduotion meete 

• with inoreased reailltan08. That expedient, there-
17 
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fore, cannot be relied upon to correct the world wide 
Depreeeion. 

(b) Equilibrium may also be restored by a rise 
in prill88, i. by limiting supply. This wUl be dis
<m8sed later. 

ii. A liberal credit polioy, including low 
short-term interest rates. 

iii. In order that a liberal oredit policy may 
have the desired effeot on prioss, It is 
neoessary that a demand for oredit 
should arise. 

In the firat place, there is some re .... on to expect 
a spontaneous demand for goods, as many industrial 
firms have not only abstained from enlarging their 
plant, but have aleo postponed repairs, owing to 
Depression. Moreover. Governments and other 
al1thorities shol1ld actively increase the purchasing 
power in the hands of the publio by extel1llive 
1Iohemes for pl1blio expenditure, bnoed, by borrow
ings from the market. 

Iv. Finally, a recovery of sound international 
lending, which would put pllrOhasing power Into 
lh. bud. of oountries witb a limited supply of 
domestic oapital, would bave a helpflll effect on 
priaes. 

a.&ulta on II. 

Nothing tangible, however, 
achieved in the Conference on this 

could be 
group of, 
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problems placed oil its agenda. Each country 
concerned pursues its own credit policy j and 
some conversions oflong term public loans 
have been made at lower interest. In private 
credit, likewise, reduction has been e,ffected, 
in individual countries. by executive decree or 
mutual agreement, in the rates of interest. But 
tlJese measures have not yet been translated 
into such an improvement in the public's pur

, chasing power as ~uld help to raise general 
prices. Even the deliberate depreciation of the 
local currencies has not achieved this result, In 
any considerable degree or in an abiding
manner. The proposal to reduce supply. culmi
nating in the Wheat Agreement, will be dis
cussed in another place. Resumption of inter
national capital movements remains yet only 
a desideratum. 



III. RESUMPTION OF 'tHE MOVEMENT OF 
OAPITAL. 

A retumto a normal situation will be de-
pendent, inter alia,on a resWDption of ~ 
tional capital movementll. A~rt &om . cae ,in
Stabitityof exC!hanges.·· which . 'We have [ dealt 
with above, some of the ntajOl' obstacles te 

. eapital movements are: theilOntrol of foreign 
exchanges; and, in certain l!ases. the existillg 
burden of debts. -

1. A bolition of ft»'eign exchange 1'esWittiom. 

The adverse balance of accountll in many 
coulltries, aggravated by the drop in prices and 
tbe falling-off in foreign trade, has obliged 
those countries, when they could no longer re-
establish equilibrium by means of foreign cre
dits, to choose between abandoning the stability 
of their currency, or instituting exchange con
trol as an aritificia1 means of balancing imports 
and exports of foreign currency. Certain coun
tries have even adopted both systems simul
taneously. The majority of the countrieswbh:h 
have recendy;suflered the disastrous Conte-
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quences of unrestricted inflation have opted for 
currency control. Such control has enabled 
them, to some extent. to prevent or limit exports 
of national capital and the withdrawal of foreign 
credits. Further, foreign currency control has 
frequently been adopted in order to improve 
the balance of payments by refusing to pay in 
foreign currency for those imports which do 
llot appear indispensable. But in the long run 
this reduction has ,llot had the expected effect 
of improving the trade balance. 

A return to normal conditions presupposes 
the disappearance of these restrictions, which 
is itself conditional, in each of the countries 
concerned, on the permanent restoration of 
equilibrium in the balance of accounts . 

. 2. Existing indebtedness. 

After all these measures have been taken, 
permanent equilibrium in the balance of pay
ments' cannot be restored owing to the threat 
ef mass withdrawals of short-term deposits, or 
owing to the heavy charge resulting from the 
service of long· term debts. In that event, 
arrangements relating to foreign debts will 
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have to be made between the parties con
cerned· 

i. Short-term debts ,: 

The present regulation of the short-term 
debts of various countries by means of " stand
still" agreements, exchange control, and 
transfer moratoria, is, .in its very nature, only a 
temporary measure. That is why the existing 
system, which presents the ,danger of placing 
goOd and bad debtors on a footing of ~qualityt 
and thus tend~ to destroy the credit' of the 
good debtors, should be brought to an end as 
soon as possible, and be replaced by a defini
tive'solution which would take into account the 
'Circumstances of each individual case. Trade 
could thus revive by utilising its normal chan
nels. The banks of issue in Ilvery country 
should support such. a measure of restoration 
by every means in their power. 

ii. Long-term debts~ 

In the case of thnse long-term debts, the 
burden of which has been so aggravated by 
the present level of prices as to be incompati
ble 'With the equilibrium of the balance of 
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payments, agreements should he concluded 
between debtors and the bond-holders. 

8. Capital tnO'IJemmts. 

The resumption of the movement of capi
tal throughout the world-in other words, the 
re-establishment of international financing
should be effected through the normal credit 
channels. The creation of·a special credit insti~ 
tution may promote this resumption. 

To this end, the establishment of a Mone-
• tary Normalisation Fund, which· was contem~ 

plated at the Stresa Conference, may be worth 
considering. 

In view of the fact that the object of the 
establishment of such a fund is to facilitate 
monetary normalisation, the B. I. S. would 
appear to be the most appropriate body to ad
minister this fund, since it is desirable to avoid 
any political influence in its administration. 

It has also been suggested that help might 
be given by means of the establishment of an 
International Credit Institute. An institution 
of this kind-the object of which would be to 
set in motion capital which is at present lying 



idle.,.,.,.shoy.ld only grant new credits undeJ" sound 
,conditiollS. and subject to strict superiision 

with a view to preventing any inflation. It 
should not refund the old credits (" frozen .. 
credits), and should be free from any political 
influence. It might with advantage be affili~ 

ated to or administered by the B. I. S. 

Another method 'of encouraging capital 
movements is a programme of public works on 

• an international scale. The Experts. however: 
do not think it probable that public works can 
be internationally financed in the immediate 
future to any considerable extent. 

RESUL'l'S ON DI 

In this group of the Expert's suggestions, 
placed on the agenda of the Conference, that 
body drew' an utter blank. 



IV. +tESTRl;OTIQNS ON INTERNAJIONA~ 
TRADE. 

Restrictions on international trl1.4e. whether 
they take the form of {>rohibitions or of quota!! 
or licences, have in recent years· beco\ll~ ex" 
ceptionally widespread and numeroU!!, an~ 
make an insurmountable barrier to interna
tional exchanges. International trade is threa
tened by it with complete paralysis. The - ex
tension of this system of restrictions tends to 
nullify the advantages resulting from commer
cial treaties. 

The abolition of these measures, which 
have grown up around and in addition to 
Customs tarifis, constitutes the most urgent 
problem from the point of view of bringing 
world economy back to a more normal condi
~on. The situation has been aggravated in 
recent years by the restrictions and control of 
the foreign Exchanges. 

Possibility of abolition of restrictions. 

International trade will not fully revive 
until these further impediments have been reo 
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moved, and it can again flow in its natural 
direction. The Experts were aware that
although In a different economic situation
attempts have been made for several years 
past, particularly under the auspices of the 
League of 'Nations, to abolish import and 
export prohibitions and 1"estrietions by means 
of multilateral conventions. 

A Convention was signed on November 
8th, 1927, after lengthy and careful prepa
rations, which, while allowing temporary 
exceptions, :was designed to bring about 
this general abolition. But it has remained 
ineffective, owing partly to these exceptions, 
and partly to special circumstances which re
sulted from the relations between certain coun
tries whose accession was necessary. 

RESULTS ON IV. 

Here also the Conference has achieved 
nothing substantial. 



V. TARIFF AND TREATY POLICY. 

The tariff policy which has been followed 
by many countries in the past has been greatly 
aggravated in recent years. This tendency 
has contributed largely to the disorganisation
of world conditions. 

Positive action in this direction is assured 
important support. Countries compelled to-, 
dispose of a large proportion of their products~ 
whether agricultural or industrial, on the world 
. markets, are most deeply interested in checking
the increase of tariff barriers and in securing 
their reduction. An improvement in the world 
economic situation would be facilitated if the 
debtor countries were enabled to pay their debts 
by the export of goods and services, and if the. 
creditor countries framed their economic policy 
in such a way as to maintain the capacity of 
debtor countries to pay by these means. 

Any lowering of ta~ffs must, however, be 
effected in successive stages, and should, so 
far as possible, be simultaneous: no country 
can afford to adopt or maintain a really liberal 
tariff policy, if other countries persist in the 
opposite policy. 
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The Conference must, accordingly, aim at 
..an agreed and an all-round reduction of Tariff 
barriers. 

llESULTS ON V. 

In this chapter of the, Expert!!' suggestions. 
,also, the Conference could achieve nothing wort, 
recording. The interests of the more back
ward countrie~ are much too deeply involved to 
permit them to agree to any relaxation of pro
~ection to their local industry. And even the 
more advanced countries are suffering from 

'lack of foresight, moral coiirage. or vis inertia, 
so deeply as to be unable to make a move in 
the direction contrary to their traditional policy 
9f protectionism. Hence, agreements, like 
'the British Imperial Preference scheme of 
'Ottawa, are bound to be looked upon, not as 
~teps in the direction of a greater freedom of 
trade; but as, a new menace to the still sum
-ving margin of international exchange. Even 
bilateral treaties between individual countries,

-such as those recently concluded by Britain,
,do not aim at realising the suggestions of the 
Experts; and so the Conference in this regard 
must be pronounced to have proved wholly 

..abortive. 



VI. ORGANISATION 'OF PRODUCTION 
AND TRADE. 

Some have felt that a greater freedom of 
international trade is not the sale remedy for
the present crisis, that the crisis' has revealed, 
profound disorganisation of production and' 
distribution, and that on this point also joint 
action by the GovernmentS is necessary for the 
recovery of an economic system threatened by 
bankruptcy. 

1. ECOtwmic agreements. re-production of~ 
and trade in, certain commodities. 

The present crisis has put international 
economic agreements to the test: Some of 
them have disappeared I the more solid have 
held their ground; while new agreements 
have even come into being under the pressure 
of events. 

Undoubtedly, in certain cases ecollomic 
agreements have tended, at least, temporarily, 
to maintain and stabilise prices. 
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The desirability of inter-Govermental 
agreements in the case of wheat has been advo
cated on these grou~ds, and has been the 
-subject of international discussions for some 
-time past. 

2. The basic idea of such agreement seems 
to be: reduction of the ar~as sown in the chief 
-exporting countries, and their limitation in 
importing countries, as a means of absorbing 
-gradually the abnormal stocks which have 
.accumlllated through the failure of supply to 
adjust itself naturally to demand. 

3. Other products. 

International agreements have also been 
-contemplated in the case of certain commodi
ties, the production and sale of which are con
trolled to a greater or less extent by certain 
Governments, particularly timber and coal. 

4. Tr4nsport. 

Among the agreements to be considered. 
,the Conference might endeavour to ascertain 
whether it would not be possible to conclude 
agreements in connection with sea, land or 
river transport, which might improve the econa-
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mic condition of the transport system, while 
considerably reducing charges, which at present 
represent a h.eavy burden on the State budgets 
in the case of certain methods of transport. 

In the case of shi~ping, the most urgent 
questions arise in connection with direct or 
indirect subsidies to national mercantile mari
nes and premiums on national shipbuilding. 
This policy bas certainly contributed towards 
the creation and mamtenace of a much greater 
tonnage than is required. by existing interna
tional trade, so that in many countries shipping 
bas become a burden on the national economy 
instead of a contribution to its prosperity. 

The Experts agree with the shipowners 
that it is impossible to return to sound condi
tions in the sbipping industry so long as tbe 
policy of Government subsidy continues. 

RESULTS ON VL 

Agreement bas been reached,-but after 
the Conference was over,-between certain 
countries producing and exorting wheat, and 
others consuming it, to restrict the area sown 
as also the quantities exported, so as to permit 
of the present accumulated stocks being ab-
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sorbed, and priceS being thereby raised. But 
credit fot this achievement cannot be given t& 
the World Economic 'Conference. 

• The situation thus remains still one of 
unrelieved gloom, except perhaps in the United 
States whete the local measures forrecovert 
seem to be taking~ffect. But their reactioh 
on the world position it is yet too early tc> 
assess. 

-'-' 

pPnted by v. Ramaswamy Sastrula.t Soas, at doe v._ Presa. 1I.dru.~1988. 
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